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Letters

Return of African icons
I want to thank New African for the 
captivating articles in the August/
September issue, which focused on 
African Lives Matter as well as the 
return of African icons. 

As a historian of some aspects of 
the presence of Africans in the UK,  
I am in touch with colleagues 
working on repatriation and alerted 
them to the importance of the 
Special Report, ‘Return of African 
Icons 2020’.

Some of us have been working 
for this for years. I attended what I 
think was the first meeting called 
by Bernie Grant to begin the 
campaign. I recommended that the 
campaign should include funding 
the improvement or enlargement of 
existing museums. That was in 1997 
and we’ve still got nowhere here in 
the UK.

 We must add these thefts to the 
refusal by Britain to acknowledge 
the histories of Africans in Africa 
and in Britain. I wholly agree with 
Gabriel Moshenska’s statement 
that the “British Empire was one of 
the most diabolical enterprises in 
human history”. And with Clayton 
Goodwin on the need to “exorcise” 
the “prejudice….the long-outdated 
attitude” of the police in the UK. 
And not only the police!

 I would like to add to Baffour’s 
Beefs that Kwame Nkrumah 
included the need for unity if 
Africans were to attain their 
independence. Please read my latest 
book, Kwame Nkrumah and the 
Dawn of the Cold War (London: 
Pluto Press, 2019 and Accra: Sub-
Saharan Publishers, 2020).  

By calling Nkrumah a communist 
(which he wasn’t) the West could 
join together to fight what is called 
a ‘cold war’ against him. He was far 
too dangerous. Much, much more 
research needs to be done on this 
war!

 Marika Sherwood
London, UK

Stop blaming colonialism 
for everything
The views expressed by Baffour 
Ankomah in “Poverty is why African 
lives do not matter” (NA, August/ 

September 2020) are highly 
debatable. 

It is quite absurd to blame 
the Western world for Africa’s 
economic ills. Africa has been 
in charge of its sovereign destiny 
for more than half a century. 
Individual countries then ventured 
into political affiliation with 
either various Eastern bloc nations 
or with the West – it was their 
choice.

The ensuing poverty for a 
continent that is replete with 
natural resources, abundant 
agricultural land, teeming fisheries 
and a hardworking and mostly 
young population, is due to 
mismanagement, short-sightedness 
and the blatant corruption we see 
all around us. Digging our heads 
in the sand and blaming third 
parties for our own shortcomings 
will not solve the problem.

In any case, the poverty of 
African citizens is no excuse for 
the authorities to go on brutal 
rampages against, effectively, the 
people who pay their salaries! 
If it is unacceptable for a cop to 
kneel on the neck of an African-
American and choke him to death, 
it is equally unacceptable for cops 
in Africa to beat and shoot people 
to death on any excuse. 

It seems to have become a  
knee-jerk reaction to point a finger 
at ‘colonialism’ whenever our  
own government breaks its  
bond with the people and ill-treats 
them. We should have the courage 
to stand up for the truth and 
speak it to power – after all, they 
are there to serve us, not us serve 
them.

I am delighted that New African 
has embarked on an African Lives 
Matter campaign. It is a shame 
that such a campaign has become 
necessary – given its colonial 
history. Africa should have been 
the last place on earth where such 
brutality against citizens would 
take place. Alas, the opposite 
has transpired. But there are no 
excuses – it must stop forthwith.

 
 Kokil K. Shah

Mombasa, Kenya
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Kaleidoscope

Sudan’s first unisex 
fashion show 

Sudanese designers have 
organised a series of mixed-
gender fashion shows in 
Khartoum in a move that 
would have been impossible 
under President Omar al-
Bashir.

“In the old days, it was very 
difficult to organise a show like 
this. One would not dream of 
getting approval for it from the 
authorities,” Sudanese designer 
Khaled Onsa told the press. 

“We used to face repression 
instead, but now we are ruled 
by a system that guarantees 
public freedoms.”

Bashir, a general who 
seized power in 1989, ruled 
Sudan until his ouster in a 
palace coup in April last year 
following months of mass 

Egyptian archaeologists have 
discovered well over 100 well- 
preserved ancient sarcophagi 
near the famed Step Pyramid 
of Djoser in Saqqara, south 
of Cairo. In addition, some 40 
statues have also been found.

The sealed sarcophagi, 
many painted with mysterious 
designs, were interred in 
three burial shafts more than 
2,500 years ago.

They were put on display 
and one of them was opened 
in front of reporters to show 
the mummy inside.

Explaining the excellent 
state of the finds, Mostafa 
Waziri, secretary-general of 
Egypt’s Supreme Council of 
Antiquities said the coffins 
may have been so well-

Egypt’s Saqqara 
yields astonishing 
sarcophagi

preserved “because they 
were of a higher quality 
and belonged to people of a 
higher class”.

Khaled el-Anany, the 
Minister of Tourism 
and Antiquities said: 
“Archaeologists are 
continuing to excavate the 
grounds and this discovery 
will not be the last.” 

The Saqqara site is part 
of the Necropolis of Egypt’s 
ancient capital of Memphis, 
which also includes the 
famed Giza pyramids, and 
also smaller pyramids at 
Abu Sir, Dahshur and Abu 
Ruwaysh. The ruins of 
Memphis were designated a 
UNESCO World Heritage site 
in the 1970s.

protests on the streets. The 
transitional government 
installed after his overthrow 
has set about dismantling his 
legacy of repression.

It scrapped Sudan’s 1996 
public order laws which 
empowered policemen to 
take action against people 
dressed “indecently”.

Female designer Nermin 
Awad Sharif, who organised 
one of the shows, said 
there had never been much 
opposition to such events 
among the people.

“What we offer are outfits 
that everyone will accept,” 
she said, discussing the new 
era. “I don’t think anyone in 
Sudanese society would object 
to them.”



Covid-19 makes luxury 
game lodge affordable

The price of luxury travel has 
been significantly reduced in 
South Africa due to Covid-19 
border closures and the lack of 
foreign visitors. 

Although some governments 
– including South Africa’s 
– have started to relax the 
once-onerous Covid-19 
travel restrictions that may 
have dissuaded foreigners 
from booking trips, it’s likely 
that visitors from wealthier 
countries will not arrive this 
year.

This remains bad news 
for high-end lodges – but as 
borders and establishments 
reopen, it’s good for travellers. 

To recover some of the 
losses, luxury travel companies 
and lodges are slashing prices.

Filming for the sequel to 
Black Panther will start in 
2021, one year after the 
shocking death of its iconic 
original star, Chadwick 
Boseman.

The Hollywood 
Reporter has stated 
that production for the 
blockbuster will commence 
in July 2021 – with the 
cameras expected to roll 
for six months.

Original writer and 
director, Ryan Coogler, is 
expected to return for the 
follow-up to the 2018 film 
– with stars Letitia Wright, 
Kenya’s Lupita Nyong’o 
(below right), Winston 
Duke and Angela Bassett 
also expected to return.

Tragically, actor 
Chadwick Boseman, who 
made his debut as T’Challa, 
aka Black Panther, in 
2016’s Captain America: 
Civil War, passed away in 
August this year. 

The actor was 43 years 
old when he died following 
a secret four-year battle 
with colon cancer.

Kenya’s 
Lupita 
Nyong’o set 
for Black 
Panther II

And some companies are 
also offering exclusive deals for 
South Africans.

John Holley, director 
at tourism company Iconic 
Africa, says the deals they’re 
offering are a one-off – and 
there’s no better time to travel.

“It’s an incredible time to 
access lodges and conservation 
activities, and for South 
Africans it’s a once-in-a- 
lifetime opportunity to get to 
places which were previously 
not accessible to us on a price 
level,” says Holley.

“Equally, these lodges are a 
lot safer (from Covid) – you’re 
out of urban areas, and on 
safaris you are by definition 
outdoors and there are 
minimal touch points.”

Newton Prize awarded 
to South African ocean 
science project

A project led by Nelson 
Mandela University’s Professor 
Mike Roberts, who is head of 
the South African Research 
Chairs Initiative in Ocean 
Science and Marine Food 
Security, has received a 2020 
Newton Prize.

The prize, which recognises 
“teams of people making an 
essential contribution”, was 
awarded for research in 
the Western Indian Ocean 
(WIO), which extends from 
South Africa all the way up 
the east coast of Africa. The 
WIO is facing an ecosystem 
and livelihoods disaster, and is 
warming faster than any other 
part of the global ocean.

“The livelihoods of 60m 
people in the WIO directly 
depend on the ocean,” says 
Roberts. He explains that 
coastal and marine ecosystems 
are rapidly declining and likely 
to collapse within the next 15 
years if current trends persist.

Poor communities lacking 
the tools and resources to 
quickly adapt will suffer the 
most from these changes. In 
addition, organised fisheries 
crime, destructive fishing 
practices and high levels of 
pollution are heavily affecting 
the Western Indian Ocean.

“We are pursuing intensive 
research to address the key 
questions of what sustains 
marine food security in the 
WIO, what the underpinning 
ecosystems are and how they 
function in this era of climate 
change and changing global 
oceans,” says Roberts.

The project is hosted by 
Nelson Mandela University 
in Port Elizabeth, the 
University of Southampton 
and the Southampton-based 
National Oceanography 
Centre in the UK. It has 
established an Innovation 
Bridge and Regional Hub to 
build partnerships between 
institutions in Africa and the 
global north to tackle ocean 
science challenges. 



Kaleidoscope

South African company
to produce Covid-19 vaccine  

South African pharmaceutical 
firm Aspen, the largest drugs 
company in Africa, has signed 
an agreement with Johnson 
& Johnson to manufacture a 
Covid-19 vaccine once clinical 
trials are completed.

The vaccine will be 
manufactured at Aspen’s 
$184m new sterile facility in 
Port Elizabeth, which contains 
the technology, equipment 
and systems to manufacture 
up to 300m doses per year.

The agreement is subject 
to the successful completion 
of technology transfer 
activities and the finalisation 
of commercial manufacturing 
terms. 

Following the news of the 
deal, Aspen’s shares shot up 
11.45%.

Stephen Saad, Aspen group 
chief executive, said that the 
Johnson & Johnson vaccine 
project will receive priority 
focus for the Durban-based 
company, which already 
manufactures Covid-19 
treatments.   

“We have invested globally 
in our sterile capability 
and are determined to play 
a role in the manufacture 
of vaccines to add to our 
proud track record of making 
contributions to humanity in 
times of global pandemics. 
This has included being a 

leading global supplier 
for antiretrovirals for the 
treatment of HIV/AIDS, 
multi-drug-resistant-TB 
products and Covid-19-
related treatments such 
as anaesthetics and 
dexamethasone.” 

Johnson & Johnson 
started testing the vaccine 
in adults in a Phase III study 
in late September, which was 
paused in early October after 
a serious medical event for 
one participant.

The study resumed 
in late October, and 
the company told the 
US Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention’s 
Advisory Committee on 
Immunisation Practices 
that it plans to start testing 
its experimental vaccine in 
youths aged 12 to 18 as soon 
as possible.

Largest mall in  
Central Africa  
opens in Cameroon 

The city of Douala, the 
economic capital of 
Cameroon, has opened the 
largest mall in Central Africa. 
Built on 40,000 square 
metres, it is dedicated to 
entertainment, leisure and 
shopping, and is reported to 
have cost €122m.

Douala Grand Mall 
will be home to 160 shops, 
supermarkets, amusement 
parks and cinemas. 300,000 
visitors are expected every 
month, according to the 
promoters’ forecasts. 

“We are targeting the 
second phase of this project 
since this includes a hotel 
and an office space. We 
estimate that overall it will 
create 4,500 direct and 
indirect jobs,” said Mathurin 
Kamdem, one of the 
promoters. Wearing a mask at 
the mall is mandatory.

Homeless gardeners 
land supermarket 
deal

A group of homeless people 
in Durban, South Africa, 
who started a vegetable 
garden during the pandemic, 
have secured a deal to supply 
fresh produce to a large 
supermarket. 

The Elangeni Green Zone 
was established as a way of 
encouraging the homeless to 
create their own jobs.

Those involved in the 
enterprise had been moved 
into a shelter at the start of 
the lockdown to curb the 
spread of Covid-19.

The team has now signed 
a deal with local chain Boxer 
Superstores to supply spinach, 
tomatoes and peppers.

Sizwe Mbatha, one of the 
gardeners, said they had been 
working hard to make the 
project a success, and were 
delighted to get a deal within 
just a few months.





‘True success is 
about a passion 
to create a better 
world, live a life that 
you can look back 
on and be truly 
proud of,’

DR. OLA OREKUNRIN, 
BRITISH-NIGERIAN FOUNDER OF 

FLYING DOCTORS NIGERIA 

‘The entire African 
continent will sorely miss 
the sterling qualities of the 
great leader [Ghana’s Jerry 
Rawlings]. The passion, 
discipline and moral 
strength that the former 
Ghanaian leader employed 
to reposition his country 
over many years continue 
to reverberate across the 
continent and beyond,’ 

MUHAMMADU BUHARI, 
NIGERIA’S PRESIDENT

‘If you stand for 
the truth, better 
be ready to stand 
alone,’ 

BOBI WINE, 
OPPOSITION LEADER, UGANDA

‘My heart breaks for 
my home, Ethiopia, 
and I call on all parties 
to work for peace 
and to ensure the 
safety of civilians 
and access for health 
and humanitarian 
assistance for those in 
need,’ 

TEDROS ADHANOM GHEBREYESUS, 
WHO DIRECTOR GENERAL 

ON CIVIL CONFLICT

‘Time and time again, 
South Africa has proven its 
ability to overcome great 
challenges and emerge 
stronger. Like the protea 
that adorns our coat of 
arms, we have flourished 
even in the harshest of 
environments. We have 
come a long way and we 
have a long way still to go. 
Now is the time to grow 
anew. Now is the time to 
invest,’ 

CYRIL RAMAPHOSA, 
SOUTH AFRICA’S PRESIDENT

Quote / unquote

‘I always set myself new goals. I always 
want to do better than I did in the past. 
I always want to achieve things I never 
achieved before,’

PIERRE-EMERICK AUBAMEYANG, 
GABONESE/ ARSENAL FOOTBALLER 

‘I am a very 
optimistic person, 
so I would say 
the future of film-
making would be 
brighter post-Covid, 
from seeing the 
advantage of having 
content during the 
lockdown,’ 

CHARLES OKPALEKE,  
NIGERIAN FILM PRODUCER

‘I have a feeling that 
this is more than 
just #EndSARS. 
Nigerians want 
true change! They 
are done managing 
faith without 
practical action and 
we support you,’
JOHN BOYEGA, BRITISH ACTOR 
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‘The two most 
powerful days in your 
life are when you were 
born and when you 
discover why,’ 

BONIFACE MWANGI, 
KENYAN ACTIVIST 

‘The role of an artist is 
to actually confront a 
society, expose it to its 
demons, to its doubts and 
also, help it reflect, go 
deeper than only on the 
surface; it increases the 
depth of a society and a 
capacity to understand 
that this is just a point in 
space and time,’

(LATE) SINDIKA DOKOLO, 
CONGOLESE ART COLLECTOR



  A
s we went to press in late November, the situation in 
Ethiopia was on a knife-edge. Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed 
had ordered the country’s federal military forces to 
launch an all-out, ‘final offensive’ on Mekelle, the capital 
of the country’s Tigray region.

The Tigray People’s Liberation Front (TPLF) had 
dug in their heels. Debretsion Gebremichael, the leader of the 
TPLF, was defiant. He said his people were prepared to die in 
the cause of their homeland.

Ahmed, who won the Nobel Peace Prize last year for bring-
ing the 18-year-old conflict with neighbouring Eritrea to an 
end, seemed to be in no mood for compromise. He warned the 
500,000-odd denizens of the city of Mekelle not to get involved 
in the fighting or support what he called the ‘handful of criminal 
elements’ leading the insurrection.

Already, an estimated one million people from the region 
have fled to Sudan and Somalia and the number of people who 
have died is not yet confirmed but some reports say it could be 
in the thousands.

This ultra-aggressive stance taken by both sides is full of 
perils. The more the fighting escalates and people die or are 
made homeless, the more intransigent will the respective atti-
tudes become. Already ethnic-based violence has been breaking 
out in various parts of Ethiopia, for example in the Welega and 
Somali regions. 

The danger of the conflict running out of control and engulfing 
the whole country must not be underestimated. It is important 
to keep in mind that Ethiopia, with the second-largest popula-
tion in Africa, is a federation of various ethnic-based regions.

The regions have a right to self-rule and the constitution 
even provides the right of self-determination, including seceding 
from the Federation. This construction, the only acceptable one 
to the majority since the end of the detested Communist rule 
of the military Derg led by Haile Mengistu Mariam in 1991, has 
always been fragile and held together only by the persuasive 
power of its various leaders as well as the clear necessity for 
national unity if meaningful development was to take place.

The alliance, which took the political form of a coalition of 
four parties, including the TPLF, and was called the Ethiopian 
People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), ruled the 
country until 2018. 

Although Tigrayans form only 6% of the population of Ethiopia, 

they tended to dominate both politics as well as the economy 
until, following several years of protests and unrest, the then 
Ethiopian Prime Minister, Hailemariam Desalegn resigned his 
post as well as the party chairmanship. 

Following voting by executive committee members of the 
EPRDF, Abiy Ahmed was elected Prime Minister – the first time 
anybody from the majority Oromo ethnic group had become 
the national leader. His immediate move was to free political 
prisoners and set out to reduce ethnic tensions and rivalries 
while opening up the economy. He was just as keen to inculcate 
a sense of national rather than regional identity. 

Too fast too soon?
However, observers say he probably tried to move too fast and 
make too many changes. Some of the Amhara-speaking people 
who had traditionally exercised power for centuries in the country, 
began to feel marginalised. 

In 2019, Ahmed dissolved the EPRDF and replaced it with 
the Prosperity Party, thus reducing the regional influences. 
TPLF leaders rejected the new party, concerned that it was an 
attempt to centralise control.

When Ahmed postponed the elections scheduled for this year 
(2020), Tigray went its own way and held its regional elections. 
Addis Ababa cut funding to the region and Ahmed started a 
war of words, calling the TPLF leadership ‘daytime hyenas’ – a 
form of great insult.

According to the government, the TPLF seized a federal army 
base “killing many”. The Ethiopian government declared a state 
of emergency in the region and shut down electricity, telephone 
and internet services. Parliament declare the TPLF a “terrorist 
organisation” and on 4 November, it launched a military attack 
in what it described as a law enforcement operation against 
“traitorous rebel leaders”, to restore central authority. 

The TPLF, since its establishment in 1975, has proved itself 
a tough and unflinching fighting force. It is unlikely to take a 
backward step even if the war goes against it. Ethiopia is on 
the cliff edge.

Both sides must seek ways to reconcile their differences 
through dialogue and give-and-take. Head-butting will only 
result in large-scale death and destruction. Ethiopia is one of the 
great nations of Africa and its wellbeing is vital for the strength 
of the continent. n                                

F r o m  t h e  E d i t o r 

A n v e r  V e r s i
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Welcome once again to your favourite annual fea-
ture – our selection of the 100 Most Influential 
Africans of 2020. As usual, we expect our selec-
tion this year to generate quite a bit of talk – social 
distancing permitting – and delight at finding some-
one you admire making the list could be tempered 
by disappointment that the figure you are positive 
should be there is not. 

But as they say, c’est la vie. Nevertheless we are 
sure you will find plenty of very tasty morsels from 
the big tray of goodies that our listing offers – and 
also perhaps a lot of pleasant surprises.

Enough has been said about 2020 being the 
most annus horribilis of all the anni horribiles in 
living memory for us  to allow it to further dampen 
your mood by referring to it yet again – except 
under duress.

What we will permit ourselves to say is that 2020 
has been ‘different’ and with a vengeance! But this 
has simply meant that the focus has shifted from 
the usual suspects in these listings – politicians, 
sports people, business tycoons and some artsy 
folk – to those who make the year not just liveable 
but have provided us with life-saving entertainment 
– actors, writers, producers, musicians, comedians 
and so on. 

Naturally enough, the people who literally saved 
lives and kept us as safe as humanly possible,  
the physicians, scientists and the epidemiologists 
who wrestled with the Covid-19 monster in do- 
or-die struggles, feature significantly in this year’s 
list.

Here you will also find the leaders who recog-
nised the danger when it first raised its ugly head 
and took swift and effective action while many of 
their contemporaries elsewhere were still dithering. 
Thanks to this rapid intervention, Africa, of all the 
world’s regions, to this day has been least impacted 
by the virus. May it continue to be the case.

A decade or so ago, we published a well-re-
searched and thoughtful article lamenting the 
‘cultural desert’ that Africa had become. Our con-
tribution to the world of the arts had been reduced 
to little more than ‘tribal’ dances enacted for the 
amusement of tourists and a handful, if that, of writ-

ers who carried the entire burden of the continent’s 
intellectual and artistic output on their shoulders.

What a difference a decade can make! Today, 
African actors, novelists, artists, exhibitors, musi-
cians, film makers, fashionistas, presenters, jour-
nalists and celebrity chefs and judges seem to 
dominate the global creative space. 

Within a decade, these extraordinarily talented 
– and very hard working – men and women have 
been busy completely erasing the stereotypical im-
age of a backward Africa and installing in its place 
the fresh, bright face of a continent bursting with 
originality and creativity. We take great pleasure 
in presenting many of these artistic heroes and 
heroines of our continent. 

Some of them have flowered in the diaspora, 
where despite having to endure racism and preju-
dice – or perhaps because of it – they have risen 
above their peers in gardens full of superlative 
blooms. 

Lockdown or no, the business of life must go 
on. Our entrepreneurs have always been some 
of the most rugged and determined individuals in 
the world. The virus may have flattened national 
economies, but it has not crushed the spirit of Af-
rican enterprise or innovation. Over these pages, 
you will meet or be reacquainted with our captains 
of commerce and industry who have made a mark, 
many again, in their fields of expertise. 

As you read through these pages, we are sure 
you will enjoy meeting the host of Africans who 
have made our list this year and our hope is that 
you will form relationships and bonds that will last 
lifetimes.

Finally, as editor, I would like to thank our great 
team of contributors who have had to burn the mid-
night oil to research the entries and assemble the 
facts into sparkling little pen-portraits: Gail Collins, 
Shoshana Kedem, Clayton Goodwin, Onyekachi 
Wambu, Tom Collins, Mike Renouf, David Thomas 
and Omar Ben Yedder. Kudos to our tireless and 
hugely creative designer Jason Venkatasamy and 
Karishma Puri for the super cover. 

 Anver Versi
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For a trade unionist turned businessman 
turned politician, Matamela Cyril 
Ramaphosa cuts a unique figure in 
politics. His ability to straddle political, 
ideological and business divides has 
seen him at the top table in Washington, 
Beijing, London, EU and Moscow - 
a skill he mastered as the head of 
COSATU, the country’s premier trade 
union movement.

He has used these skills to combat 
the devastating spread of Covid-19  in 
his country. He has won plaudits from 
political friends and foes at home and 
international bodies such as UNAIDS, 
WHO and Africa CDC for his decisiveness 
and inclusiveness in adopting measures 
to combat the impact of the disease.

Winnie Byanyima, UN Under-
Secretary-General and Executive 
Director of UNAIDS, commended 
Ramaphosa for “the best government 
response to Covid-19 in Africa, guided 
by lessons learnt from the HIV epidemic 
in 1984 onwards.”

As South Africa struggles with 
Covid-19 as well as a stalling economy, 
most look to Ramaphosa to provide 
exemplary leadership. His dapper 
deportment is in stark contrast to his 
disgraced immediate predecessor 
Jacob Zuma, whom he succeeded in 
February 2018. 

Whether he is dispatching 
peace envoys to Zimbabwe or 
Ethiopia, addressing the UN on 
multilateralism, or pushing the 
cause of Africa as the current 
Chairperson of the African 
Union (AU), he is Africa’s go-to 
politician. 

He has prioritised tackling 
gender-based violence and 
advancing gender equality and 
empowerment in Africa, during 
his AU chairpersonship. 

Ramaphosa has to navigate 
the demands of business, society 
and party-political interests. His 
leadership style is measured and 
meticulous. He has thoughtfully 
unleashed the justice system in 
dealing with institutional corruption. 

Cometh the hour of adversity, 
cometh an African leader of hope and 
integrity.

★
 SOUTH AFRICA | PRESIDENT

Matamela Cyril Ramaphosa

Cometh  
the hour…

Tito Titus Mboweni, South Africa’s 
finance minister, is the public face 
of Team Ramaphosa’s economic 
management strategy. A larger-
than-life figure, he even has a song 
named after him by rapper Cassper 
Nyovest. 

This year, he and his President 
have been commended for their 
quick response in dealing with the 
Covid-19 pandemic, which has badly 
impacted South Africa. 

But Mboweni has been delighting 
and horrifying alike through his 
outspokenness on a variety of issues, 
from the Western Sahara debacle, 

★
SOUTH AFRICA | MINISTER OF FINANCE

Tito Titus Mboweni

In the eye 
of the storm

where he raised many eyebrows in 
Morocco, to his thoughts on South 
African Airways. Some of his most 
memorable tweets include photos of his 
culinary feats.

Nonetheless, since his appointment 
in October 2018, he has been praised for 
steering the economy, after a decade of 
state capture and kleptocracy under the 
Zuma Presidency, to safer waters. 

He has, like his predecessors, a 
historical mission as he goes about 
righting the wrongs of Apartheid; 
empowering the majority; distributing 
wealth and land; closing the inequality 
gap; and delivering on a cornucopia of 
policies and promises. Mboweni has 
shown a steeliness which saw the ANC 
cross a red line and accept a $4.3bn 
IMF loan in July to help fight Covid-19, 
dismissing critics of the loan of making 
“a mountain out of an anthill.”

He’s also been instrumental in 
drawing up Africa’s debt restructuring 
negotiations. At 61, he is already being 
touted as a potential successor to 
President Ramaphosa. 

The day you accept you 
have no opinion of your 
own, will be the day you 

have lost your soul.
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Africa has thrown up more than its 
fair share of eccentric politicians but 
few come close to Stella Nyanzi, who 
uses what she calls traditional ‘radical 
rudeness’ to campaign for the rights 
of Ugandan women, youth and LGBT 
people while criticising the President, 
Yoweri Museveni’s 35-year rule.

She stripped naked during a video-
linked court appearance and while in 
prison, managed to write and smuggle 
out over 150 explicit poems dealing 
with social, political and personal 
issues. They have been collected and 
published as a book, No Roses From 
My Mouth.

With a BA in Mass 
Communication and Literature, a 
Masters in Medical Anthropology, 
and a PhD in Anthropology from the 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical 
Medicine, where she studied social 
anthropology, sexuality, and youth and 
health, she is one of the best educated 
women in East Africa.

The journalist turned researcher was 
slapped with a string of jail sentences 
for insulting President Museveni and his 
coterie on social media. 

She spent 16 months in the notorious 
Luzira prison for writing a lewd poem 
about the President’s mother’s vagina 
as a metaphor for what she says is his 
oppressive rule. 

On her release from prison in 
February, she entered politics as the 
Forum for Democratic Change (FDC) 
opposition party candidate for Kampala, 
where she continues her tirades on 
social media, which she likens to “a 
gym where feminists grow muscles.”

★
UGANDA | POLITICAL ACTIVIST

Stella Nyanzi

The fearless 
feminist

Few, if any African leaders have created 
such a storm, not only among Africans 
continent-wide but also within the ranks 
of his contemporary heads of state, as 
John Pombe Magufuli. 

His 2nd-term landslide election 
victory in November means this 
charismatic, unorthodox and highly 
principled leader will continue to shake 
the tree, and not only in Tanzania.

The no-nonsense ‘Bulldozer’ was 
elected in 2015 on his pledge of battling 
corruption and cutting government 
expense. He has kept his word, flushing 
out high-level tax dodgers, drastically 
reducing his cabinet, cutting Ministers’ 
expenses and reducing his own salary 
from $15,000 per month to $4,000. The 
61-year-old changed the Independence 
Day celebrations to a national clean-up 
day, participating in person.

He curbed the power of foreign mining 
companies, forcing Acacia Mining to 

pay more royalties and $300m over a 
tax dispute. He gained popularity 
for standing up for poor farmers 
when middlemen slashed cashew 
nut prices.

Called a pragmatist and a 
populist alike, he has drawn 
condemnation for clamping 
down on critical media and his 
opponents and for refusing to 
go into general lockdown amid 
Covid-19. But there is little 
doubt that he is loved by the 
people – Kenya’s flamboyant 
Professor PLO Lumumba has 
called for the “Magufulification” 
of Africa, so other leaders can 
emulate his colourful leadership.

★
TANZANIA | PRESIDENT

John Magufuli

The tree 
shaker 

★
KENYA | PHOTOJOURNALIST/ACTIVIST

Boniface Mwangi

Using images to 
battle corruption

After years spent risking his 
life photographing protest 
movements against government 
corruption, Kenya’s most prominent 
photojournalist laid down his stills 
camera to briefly enter politics in a 
bid to bring about the changes he 
wanted to see. 

In 2017 he formed the Ukweli 
Party (Ukweli is Swahili for ‘truth’) 
and campaigned for a seat in the 
Kenyan general elections on a 
platform of social change. Mwangi 
was unsuccessful in his bid and 
fled into a brief exile in the US after 
receiving death threats. 

The 37-year-old returned with 
a vengeance, earning international 
acclaim as the star of the 2020 film 
Softie, which scratches the surface of 
Kenya’s vibrant culture to expose the 
nation’s corrupt underbelly.

The film, released in the US and 
Kenya in October, documents his 
struggle to give a voice to Kenya’s 
political reality and struggle for 
democracy. Just 
like his photos, 
the film makes 
for a powerful 
watch. 

Mwangi has 
sought to not 
only change 
but to heal 
the wounds 
of political 
violence in 
Kenya. He went 
on tour, setting 
up guerrilla 
galleries in public 
spaces around 
the country which 
displayed his 2008 
election violence 
photographs, many 
of which were too 
gruesome to be 
published in the press.

In 2008 and 
2010 Mwangi won 
the CNN African 
Photojournalist of the 
Year Award.
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Until two years ago, Abdalla Hamdok 
was the genial, respected economist and 
Deputy Executive Secretary of UNECA, 
involved in African development issues; 
today he is at the eye of the storm as 
Sudan’s Transitional Prime Minister 
as the country makes the painful 
transformation from a dictatorship to a 
democracy. 

Following the epic protests to oust 
Omar al-Bashir, Sudan was under the 
Transitional Military Council before 
power was transferred to the 11-member 
Sovereignty Council of Sudan, which 
acts as a collective head of state. 

Last August, Hamdok was appointed 
Prime Minister during the transition to 
full democracy – making him effectively 
the head of government.

He now has the opportunity to bring 
Sudan in from the cold, following 
decades of debilitating sanctions, after 
persuading the Trump administration 
to remove the country from the state-
terrorism blacklist in October. But 
Trump demanded his pound of flesh 
- $335m to pay for the bombing of US 
embassies in 1998, and a ‘normalisation’ 
of relations with Israel.

In March Hamdok survived an 
assassination attempt, shrugging it off 
with his usual humour. How he handles 
Africa’s third-biggest country this 
year will have enormous repercussions 
throughout north and central Africa.

★
SUDAN | PRIME MINISTER 

Abdalla Hamdok

Keeping a fine 
balance

LEADERS

Based in Silicon Valley for over 20 
years, James Manyika has advised 
the chief executives and founders 
of many of the world’s leading 
companies. 

At McKinsey Global Institute, 
he has led research on technology, 
the future of work, productivity 
and economic growth. He has 
published a book on AI and robotics, 
another on economic trends, and 
also articles and reports charting 
Africa’s rise to prosperity.

He was appointed vice chair of 
the Global Development Council 
at the White House by President 
Obama and appointed by US 
Commerce Secretaries to serve on 
the National Innovation Advisory 
Board (2010-12) and the Commerce 
Department’s Digital Economy 
Board of Advisors (2016-17). 

He serves on the boards of the 
Council on Foreign Relations, 
MacArthur Foundation, Hewlett 
Foundation, the Broad Institute of 
MIT and Harvard, and on research 
advisory boards at MIT, Harvard, 
Oxford and Stanford, including as a 
member of the steering committee 
for Stanford’s 100-Year Study on 
Artificial Intelligence. 

He earned DPhil, MSc and MA 
degrees in AI and robotics, 
mathematics and computer 
science from Oxford as a 
Rhodes Scholar. He is a 
Fellow of the American 
Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, a Fellow of the 
Royal Society of Arts, a 
Distinguished Fellow of 
Stanford’s Institute for 
Human-Centered 
AI, and a fellow of 
DeepMind.

★
ZIMBABWE | MCKINSEY GLOBAL INSTITUTE

James Manyika

Researching the 
future today

Never before have epidemiologists 
been catapulted to the forefront of our 
everyday existence and lives like they 
have today. The Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta 
has been at the forefront of the fight 
against Covid-19 in the US and Dr 
Chikwe Ihekweazu is the head of the 
Nigerian equivalent. 

He trained as an infectious disease 
epidemiologist and has worked for over 
20 years in various senior public health 
and leadership positions in South Africa, 
the UK and Germany. 

His first task as the leader of 
Nigeria’s newly created disease-
outbreak agency was to battle the 
deadly meningitis epidemic sweeping 
the country in 2017. Since then, Dr 
Ihekweazu has more than doubled the 
number of staff at the Nigeria CDC and 
beefed up its network of molecular-
biology labs across the country. 

His work has been critical in 
combatting Covid-19 in Nigeria, 

which, like the rest of Africa, 
has experienced a far less 
dramatic impact than 
international observers 
expected. 

Growing up in the 
aftermath of Nigeria’s 
Biafra War, Dr. Ihekweazu 
has a reputation for 
encouraging people to 
cooperate for the common 
good. Thankfully Nigeria 
is coping with Covid-19. 

It’s good to know that 
Nigeria would be in good 

hands if it wasn’t.

★
NIGERIA | EPIDEMIOLOGIST

Chikwe Ihekweazu

Nigeria’s virus 
detective
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Former musician turned parliamentarian, 
Bobi Wine has been rattling at the gates 
of power against Uganda’s long-time 
President Yoweri Museveni for quite some 
time. In and out of jail, and frequently 
harassed, Wine is hoping to beat 
Museveni at Uganda’s 2021 elections. 

In November, he was seen being 
bundled into a police truck by authorities 
– which led to days of protests in the 
capital, Kampala. 

Wine studied music, dance and drama 
at Makerere University in Kampala and 
then went on to study law. He was a 
successful musician in the East African 
scene before trying his hand at politics 

★
UGANDA | MP /ACTIVIST

Bobi Wine

The ghetto 
blaster

Once the Executive Secretary of UNECA, 
Lopes is a household name for deciding 
and driving economic policy. 

He is sought after in various 
different capacities, by a multitude of 
stakeholders, to consult and advise on 
theory and planning. He is currently a 
professor at the Nelson Mandela School 
of Public Governance at the University 
of Cape Town, a visiting professor at 
Sciences Po, Paris, and an associate 
fellow at UK think-tank Chatham House.

From webinar to webinar (and 
conference to conference before 
Covid-19), Lopes briefs presidents and 
informs journalists about the latest 
economic thinking. 

What is less known is that Lopes’ 
father was jailed during Guinea-Bissau’s 
liberation struggle and that he left to 
study in Paris because there was no 
university in his country at that time. 
He says the problems in his country 
inspired him to take his public service 
contribution to a higher level at the UN.

★
GUINEA-BISSAU | ECONOMIC ADVISOR

Carlos Lopes 

Africa’s 
policy guru 

in 2017 by announcing his candidacy for 
parliament in the Kyadondo County East 
constituency. 

Thanks to a door-to-door walking 
campaign, Wine won the contest by a 
wide margin, beating the ruling party’s 
candidate. Since that moment Wine has 
been a thorn in the side of Museveni’s 
ambitions to hold on to power. 

The young activist was savagely 
beaten in 2018 after being accused by 
the government of inciting violence. 
Wine then travelled to the US for 
medical treatment which was where his 
plight gained international attention. 
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If anyone has had a good crisis, it’s been 
Vera Songwe, the Executive Secretary of 
the UN Economic Commission for Africa 
(UNECA). This bright and energetic 
Cameroonian has long been the protégé 
of another African great, Ngozi Okonjo-
Iweala (see profile on page 26). Songwe 
has really come into her element this 
year, since the Covid-19 outbreak. 

She has been driving public discourse 
around the recovery from Covid and on 
how to contain the economic fallout 
from the disease. She’s been the torch- 
bearer on an unending list of issues, 
overseeing the framework around debt 
relief and the moratorium that was 
negotiated with international creditors. 

She has been lobbying hard at the 
highest level so that Africa has the 
toolkit to finance its recovery. She has 
also been championing women’s rights 
and driven a reform-led agenda pushing 
for fiscal, policy and data reform across 
the continent. 

More than ever, UNECA’s work has 
been of existential importance to the 
continent, and the organisation and 
Songwe have become the go-to point for 
policy advice. 

Songwe has managed to bring 
together Ministers and Heads of State 
alike to get behind an African agenda, 
and has pushed her institution to new 
heights, to really drive policy making 
and help make rapid but informed and 
evidence-based decisions. 

★
CAMEROON | EXECUTIVE SECRETARY/UNECA 

Vera Songwe

Taking the 
lead

You know you have made it when Barack 
Obama invites you to interview him on 
the eve of publication of A Promised Land, 
his memoir. But it is not unusual now 
for David Olusoga to be in such rarefied 
company, due to his accomplishments 
as a popular historian and public 
intellectual.

Olusoga has, over the last 15 years, 
become the doyen of Black British 
historians, appreciated by ordinary 
Black Britons for his contributions in 
excavating their past history in the UK.  

The British Nigerian has built this 
reputation on the back of radio and 
television documentaries and a series 
of books that have traced the lives of 
Africans in the UK from Roman times, 
through slavery and the colonial era, to 
the contemporary period. 

He successfully renders these big 
and complex histories through intimate 
personal stories. The small 18th-
century story of Francis Barber, the 
companion/ servant of Samuel Johnson 
and beneficiary of his will, is partially 
told through a totally White British 
descendant, revealing in the process the 
construction of the diaspora and the 
way that the diaspora is inextricably 
bound up with British history. 

As the Black Lives Matter movement 
unfolds, and demands for action against 
structural racism increase, Olusoga has 
become a powerful voice in discussions 
about changing the national curriculum 
to include Black history, and the fight 
for greater representation at senior 
levels at institutions such as the BBC. 

He was named in this year’s UK Black 
Powerlist.

★
NIGERIA/UK | HISTORIAN/BROADCASTER

 

David Olusoga

Breathing life 
into history

Macky Sall has shown leadership 
when it matters most. His country 
has been one of the world’s success 
stories in controlling the prevalence 
and health impact of Covid-19. 

Senegal’s science labs have also 
contributed to finding a global 
solution to Covid-19 and the country 
is one of the few worldwide expected 
to show economic growth this year. 

In addition, Sall has been making 
a powerful case for debt relief for 
Africa. He has argued strongly 
against the unfair treatment credit 
rating agencies seem to impose 
on African countries and he has 
railed at the double standards of 
international institutions in terms of 
African debt.  

He has urged members of the 
G20 group of countries to continue 
helping African nations balance their 
obligations to creditors with their 
obligations to their own citizens in 
the face of the deadly pandemic. 

Speaking to a group of business 
leaders at the French Entrepreneurs’ 
Conference, he noted that the 
G20 had taken up his call for a 
moratorium on the collection of 
debt from impoverished countries in 
Africa and elsewhere. He urged that 
this moratorium be extended into 
2021 rather than expire at the end of 
2020. 

Sall has become a leading 
advocate for Africa on the 
international stage, and more 
importantly, is considered a rational 
voice, that should be heeded.

★
SENEGAL | PRESIDENT

Macky Sall 

The rational 
voice of Africa
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Lupta iuntia esequias experrum, ium ut 
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★
XXXXX| XXXXXXXXX

Name

Title

Lupta iuntia esequias experrum, ium ut 
as volupti untur, corepreperum quodici 
llautempor sin nobisqu untionet volupis 
molessita sandant ea volupit ella inihili 
quatum velenimet di conseque ne 
aliquam ent.

★
UGANDA |  CLIMATE ACTIVIST 

Vanessa Nakate

Saving the 
planet

She has not yet reached her quarter of 
a century, but she has already had a 
defining impact on the world around 
us and possibly the planet’s future. 
The 23-year-old climate activist with 
a degree in business administration 
was inspired by Greta Thunberg and 
her own father to start her own climate 
movement in her native Uganda. 

She shone a spotlight on her cause 
early in 2019 as a lone protester in 
Kampala. Over time, she was joined 
by others with similar beliefs. She 
now heads the Africa-based Rise Up 
Movement.

In January of this year, along 

with around 20 other young climate 
activists, she published a letter to the 
World Economic Forum calling for an 
immediate end to the global addiction to 
energy subsidies.

She was one of five international 
delegates to be invited to Davos during 
the forum. It was there that she was 
cropped out of a photo, ‘for the optics’, 
in a social media post.

In October she gave a speech at the 
Desmond Tutu International Peace 
Lecture, in which she highlighted the 
fact that whilst Africa contributes the 
least to climate change, it perversely 
stands to suffer the most. 

One of her stated aims is to bring 
attention to the environmental 
degradation of the Congo rainforest, the 
second-biggest in the world - a fact that 
many don’t know.

She has written to Joe Biden and 
Kamala Harris demanding an equitable 
and sustainable future for all of the 
world’s citizens and since joining 
Twitter in May 2019 has amassed over 
182,000 followers.

“You didn’t just 
erase a photo. You 

erased a continent. 
But I am stronger 

than ever.”
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Hassanein Hiridjee may not yet be 
a household name but he is one 
of Africa’s rising business stars. 
The 45-year-old has been not only 
shaking up the telecoms market in 
his native Madagascar but also in 
Senegal and Togo. 

He heads the family business, 
Axian Group, where he’s the third- 
generation leader and controlling 
shareholder. Axian is a holding 
company with stakes in businesses 
operating across numerous sectors 
including banking, agribusiness 
and energy. It is also present in East 
Africa. 

The group holds a large stake in 
BNI Madagascar, one of the largest 
commercial banks in the Indian 
Ocean.

Last year, Hiridjee opened the 
country’s largest incubator, NextA, 
using as inspiration Station F, 
the Parisian incubator created by 
internet maverick Xavier Niel.

Through the family foundation, 
he recently opened a space to 
promote Madagascan as well 
as African contemporary and 
precolonial art and culture in Paris. 
A keen collector, he launched the 
Prix Paritana, which supports three 
outstanding artists from the island, 
offering them a residency at the Cité 
internationale des arts in Paris.

Akere Muna, the Cameroonian activist 
and former president of Transparency 
International, has become a go-to 
person for many African leaders, who 
have realised that fighting corruption 
and building institutions stands to 
benefit them. 

Earlier this year, Félix Tshisekedi, 
President of the Democratic Republic of 
Congo, solicited the services of Muna 
after facing a national and international 
backlash amidst fears that the country 
could lose humanitarian support due to 
allegations of rampant corruption. 

Muna has his work cut out with 
numerous allegations in the 

country, not only of corruption, 
but also other human rights 
violations. 

Still, Muna has been a 
relentless champion of human 
rights, and has managed to be at 
the table to make his voice heard 

and have concerns acted upon. 
He has been making 
inroads, in part with the 
support of international 
partners, into bringing 
about good governance 
in the continent. As a 
result, he is consulted 

by the EU and US on 
a number of issues 

including the Anglophone 
/ Francophone crisis in 

Cameroon.

★
CAMEROON | ADVISER

Akere Muna 

Anti-corruption 
strategist

The economic havoc created by 
Covid-19 has not spared oil-dependent 
petrostates. If the coronavirus wasn’t 
enough, soon after the pandemic hit 
global oil prices, Russia and Saudi 
Arabia, two of the world’s leading 
producers started a price war, 
tramelling the state coffers of Africa’s 
big oil-producing states. 

Mohammed Sanussi Barkindo, 
Opec’s secretary general and a voice of 
reason in the world of oil, has been a 
formidable force in brokering a truce 
and getting the fragile Opec Plus 
agreement to work again. He helped 
bring together a coordinated response 
from African Ministers, as well as 
helping to make friends of enemies. 

Insiders say he was key in getting 
the White House, and Donald Trump 
personally, to move away from an 
adversarial relationship with Opec to 
one based on collaboration. He helped 
bring global players to the table in a bid 
to save the oil markets, return some 
stability and give African producers 
hope, especially with the economic 
fallout from Covid.

Barkindo’s work and influence in 
breathing some life into a sector that 
still presents Africa with 37% of its 
export revenue cannot be overstated. 
This savvy negotiator and astute leader 
deserves both credit and recognition.

★
NIGERIA | SECRETARY GENERAL, OPEC

Mohammed Sanussi Barkindo

Stabilising force amid 
oil turbulence

★
MADAGASCAR | ENTREPRENEUR

Hassanein Hiridjee

A rising 
business star

Hiridjee has 
been shaking 
up the 
telecoms 
market, 
not only in 
Madagascar, 
but in 
Senegal and 
Togo.
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Monica Geingos, the wife of Namibia’s 
President Hage Geingob, is not only a 
qualified lawyer, but an accomplished 
businesswoman who has been managing 
director of the country’s largest private 
equity fund. She has also chaired the 
Presidential Economic Advisory Council.

Since becoming First Lady in 2015, 
she has used her knowledge, insights 
and influence to create tools that are 
combatting the social and economic 
divides that need to be tackled for 
Namibia to reach its true potential. 

She founded the One Economy 
Foundation in 2016 – a charity focused 
on entrepreneurship, early childhood 
development, gender-based violence, 
health and ongoing support initiatives. 

The boardroom there is as diverse 
as the country it serves and includes 
a security guard and domestic worker 
amongst its members. This year she 
revealed plans to leave her wealth to the 
foundation when she passes on. 

She is also a UNAIDS special advocate 
for young women and adolescent 
girls and gave her full backing to 
#MeTooNamibia – an alliance whose 
aim is to end the rape culture in 
Namibia by breaking the silence and 
shaming perpetrators.

She has been a powerful advocate for 
Namibia as well as Africa: “We Africans 
are proud of Africa,” she says. “We 
love our countries. The Africa we want 
is prosperous, healthy, peaceful and 
inclusive, with good governance and 
respect for human rights. Unleashing 
the potential of our people, especially 
our women and our youth is, I believe, 
the way forward.”

★
NAMIBIA | FIRST LADY

Monica Geingos

Standing up for the 
most vulnerable

Those who know Ethiopians tell you 
that they like to quietly go about 
their business. This is the case with 
Admassu Tadesse, the Ethiopian head 
of the Trade and Development Bank. 

Over for the last few years, the 
bank has been breaking new ground, 
with a mandate to support Comesa 
member countries. 

Under Tadesse’s leadership, the 
bank has grown its assets seven-
fold to $7bn. Growth is often 
accompanied by a greater degree 
of risk-taking but the Bank has 
managed to achieve this, to use 
banking jargon, in a risk-adjusted 
manner. 

It’s behind the scenes that Tadesse 
has had the most influence. African 
leaders, from both the political 
arena but also from international 
organisations and diplomatic circles, 
go to him for counsel. He’s known 
for his sharp analysis and also his 
uncanny diplomatic skills, designed 
to elicit the appropriate policy action. 

He championed Africa’s cause well 
beyond its borders. This is evidenced 
by the new partners and shareholders 
he has brought to the bank, who have 
backed the institution because they 
trust in him but also because of his 
ability to share Africa’s potential and 
prospects in a way that resonates 
with the international community.

★
ETHIOPIA | PRESIDENT, TDB

Admassu Tadesse 

High growth, 
less risk

Abiy Ahmed, the Prime Minister of 
Ethiopia, was one of the favourite names 
on our list last year. He had won the 
Nobel Peace Prize, brokered peace with 
long-time foe and neighbour Eritrea, 
launched a whole raft of reforms in his 
country, and had set about to unite the 
various ethnic groups and religions 
that make up Ethiopia. It was smiles all 
around.

This year, his leadership is being 
put to the test. He has launched what 
has been developing into a full-scale 
war against the Tigray Province and 
already there are reports of thousands 
of refugees fleeing the fighting in the 
north of the country.

What is happening in Ethiopia is 
sending ripples throughout the entire 
East African region. The country is at 
the heart of East Africa and over the 
past decade has become a significant 
economic and diplomatic force. The 
people have kinships with Eritreans, 
Somalis and Sudanese and the large 
Ethiopian diaspora in the rest of the 
region – as well as the US – carries 
considerable economic and cultural 
clout. 

The Horn is also a hotbed of intrigue 
involving several nations, ranging from 
the US and Russia to Turkey, Iran, Saudi 
Arabia, Israel and the UAE – all jostling 
each other for strategic advantage. 
Ahmed has so far played a masterful 
game, maintaining a fine balance.

A great deal in terms of the security 
of the whole sub-region and therefore 
its economy will hinge on the decisions 
that Abiy Ahmed makes over the next 
few months.

★
ETHIOPIA | PRIME MINISTER

Abiy Ahmed 

Crunch time for 
Horn mastermind
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The Harvard alumnus and former 
banker, Ralph Mupita, was an 
in-house appointment to replace 
outgoing MTN CEO, Rob Shuter, 
and take the reins of Africa’s most 
prominent telco.

MTN is today the continent’s 
biggest player, present in over 
20 countries and with a growing 
subscriber base of 262m. Mupita’s 
biggest challenges will include 
greater use of mobile money, 5G 
infrastructure and penetrating new 
markets – with Ethiopia being the 
priority.

He will need to attract 
shareholder confidence and increase 
investments in all these areas 
to realise MTN’s strategic plan. 
Cracking mobile money, where $3tn 
in transaction volume is predicted, 
will be the game-changer. 
Analysts are confident he’s 
the right man in the job. 
His former experience 
as the company’s chief 
financial officer means he 
knows the company 
inside out.

Lockdowns 
and digitisation 
strategies have 
highlighted the 
increasingly 
important role 
of telcos for the 
future. But like 
Amazon, expect 
MTN to do more 
than telcos – 
there is talk that 
it could go into 
logistics. 

MTN has had 
a good year, 
with its rising 
subscriber numbers 
and being active 
across numerous 
coronavirus-related 
campaigns.

John Nkengasong is the leader who kept 
a cool head when everyone else would 
have lost theirs. This virologist had 
the Herculean task of coordinating an 
African response to Covid-19, and this 
has, to all intents and purposes, been a 
success. 

He managed to put in place a 
coordinated response in terms of PPE, 
testing and other medical needs, as 
well as ensure that governments took 
the necessary prompt action to avert an 
insurmountable health crisis. 

This coordinated response also 
contributed to the continent being 
able to have the necessary tools at the 
right price and in a timely manner. 

Nkengasong has been a significant 
voice on the vaccine issue, to ensure 
the poorest nations are not excluded.

Prevention and mitigation were 
only one side of the equation; he is 
leading the work at a continental 
level to get economies back on 
their feet, overseeing the Trusted 
Travel protocol to ensure the safe 

movement of people.
It is thanks to his leadership that 

the Africa Centres for Disease Control 
and Prevention (CDC) is operational and 
effective. This young institution is only 
three years old and he was brought in 
from America as its first director. 

To many in public health, he is a 
legend, pioneering research in HIV in 
the 1990s and 2000s.

Inasmuch as taking a continental 
approach to Covid-19 has had its 
benefits, he remains a strong proponent 
of decentralised power and local 

leadership for managing health crises.

★
CAMEROON | DIRECTOR, AFRICA CDC

John Nkengasong

Leading the 
African response

Benedict Oramah is a tall, imposing 
person, and in many respects commands 
outsize influence as president of 
Afreximbank – the continent’s premier 
trade and investment institution. Under 
his leadership since 2015, the influence 
of the bank itself has expanded well 
beyond its earlier mandate, and it has 
now become a powerful presence at the 
higher reaches of global economics.

Over a short five-year span, the bank 
has grown its balance sheet greatly and 
expanded the range of its development 
activities. It sees its role as supporting 
economic growth and transformation in 
Africa and has often eschewed political 
considerations in favour of the economic 
wellbeing of citizens. Oramah has often 
said: “The people of Africa come first”, 
and has ensured the bank’s policies 
reflect this concern.

Under his leadership, the bank has 
widened and deepened its partnership 
with international investors and 
institutions, including non-African 
development institutions. 

Crucially, the bank’s vigorous 
outreach to ordinary Africans through 
articles, advertisements, conferences  
and other thought-leadership avenues 
has not only generated an Africa-
wide engagement with its work, but 
is transforming the thought-process 
of citizens – the only sure route to 
the much sought-after economic 
transformation of Africa.

He attributes his success to the 
foundations laid by predecessors at the 
bank, and believes his generation has 
a responsibility to make good of the 
freedom inherited from their forebears.

★
NIGERIA | PRESIDENT, AFREXIMBANK

 

Benedict Oramah

Powerful force of 
transformation

★
ZIMBABWE | CEO, MTN

 

Ralph Mupita

Looking beyond 
telecommunications
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New African has followed Touria El 
Glaoui since she founded the 1-54 
Contemporary African Art Fair back in 
2013.

She has been an important 
contributor to the rise of African art in 
international circles and has helped give 
African artists and African art a global 
voice. 

This year, as the world shut down, 
she has ensured this positive trend 
would not be abruptly reversed. As 
a result of her work, African art has 
remained visible and vocal. 

She held her New York fair virtually 
and, in October, brought to London 
works from a number of African 
galleries to exhibit at Somerset House. 

She has also formed partnerships 
with international auction houses to 
showcase African art and take it to their 
international clientele.

El Glaoui is the daughter of the 
famous Moroccan painter Hassan El 
Glaoui, who passed away last year. 
Legend has it that on seeing Hassan’s 
work, Winston Churchill, an enthusiastic 
artist himself, encouraged him to go 
and study the arts in Paris. 

In similar vein, Touria El Glaoui is 
helping to put African art on the map 
and creating new opportunities for the 
plethora of talent on the continent.

★
MOROCCO | FOUNDER, 1-54 ART FAIR 

Touria El Glaoui

Indefatigable champion 
of African art

As a result of El 
Glaoui’s work, African 

art has remained 
visible and vocal.
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New African magazine has closely 
followed Dr. Tedros’s career since his 
extraordinary achievements as Minister 
of Health of Ethiopia. He appeared in 
our Most Influential list for the first 
time back in 2015. 

He was also an outspoken Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, taking on Saudi Arabia 
for its treatment of Ethiopians in the 
country. 

He returns in our list this year as the 
head of the WHO in what is undoubtedly 
the institution’s existential period. 
Although he has been criticised by some 
for being ‘too close to the Chinese’ and 
sounding the alarm bells too late on the 
pandemic, he has remained a trusted 
voice of reason. 

Despite immense pressure from the 
US, which included withdrawing its 
funding to the WHO and Donald Trump 
personally attacking him, he has not 
lost his focus. He often responded - 
whether to the former US President or to 
the situation - with a series of cryptic 
one worded tweets: forgive; hope; honesty; 
compassion; grateful. 

Dr. Tedros has undoubtedly been the 
most prominent African voice on the 
international stage this year. But in this 
global role, it is not the voice of Africa 
that he represents, although he is its 
most prominent ambassador, but that of 
the poor, the weak, the most vulnerable: 
the voice of humanity.

Season in, season out, Alhaji Aliko 
Dangote is always at the centre of major 
developments not only in Nigeria but 
across the continent. He is perhaps the 
most ‘watched’ businessman in Africa 
and continues to provide inspiration for 
millions of entrepreneurs and would-be 
entrepreneurs across the continent.

Despite the economic travails of 
2020 caused by lockdowns, falling 
demand, sluggish economic activity 
and depressed prices for commodities, 
including oil and gas, Dangote marches 
on relentlessly with his ambitious plans. 
His massive investments in one of the 
Southern Hemisphere’s largest and most 
complex petrochemical plants continue 
to take shape.

His investments are a signal to others 
about the size of the opportunities.

At this very difficult pandemic- 
affected time, the Dangote Foundation – 
the largest private foundation in Africa, 
supporting a wide variety of causes – 
has come to the fore. It has taken on a 
leading role in actively seeking solutions 
to Covid-19 and also, working on the 
end of polio this year.

There used to be a time when 
Dangote struggled to finance his 
ventures, having to rove the world to 
find backers for what were considered 
wild and outsize projects. Now heads of 
state fall over themselves to welcome 

his investments. He’s also become 
outspoken on issues around policy 
and the investment climate, 
ensuring the voice of the private 
sector is heard and that its needs 
are taken into consideration. 

★
NIGERIA | INDUSTRIALIST 

Aliko Dangote

The evergreen mover 
and shaker 

In a candid diary feature for the 
Financial Times in April, Ken Ofori-Atta, 
Ghana’s Finance Minister asked: “What 
does an African finance minister do 
now?” 

He was frank about having to deal 
with the double economic and health 
shock hitting the world and Ghana: “It’s 
5am and I stir,” he wrote. “My stomach 
feels cramped. I have slept no more 
than four hours. My mind races. The 
problems cascade through.” 

On his to-do list was averting 
economic meltdown and a health 
catastrophe that could kill millions of 
his citizens given the fragile state of the 
continent’s health systems; where to get 
protective equipment when resources 
are limited? 

Together with Vera Songwe of UNECA 
and Tito Mboweni, his counterpart in 
South Africa, he formulated the African 
strategy for debt relief.

Until the pandemic struck, he 
had successfully steered Ghana’s 
economy, one of the best-performing 
on the continent, gaining the trust 
of international investors earlier in 
the year with a number of Eurobond 
issuances.

Nine months on, he’s become an 
important voice and interlocutor not 
only for Ghana but the whole of 
Africa and one that investors and 
the international community 
pay close attention to.

★
GHANA | MINISTER OF FINANCE

Ken Ofori-Atta

The man with a 
plan

★
ETHIOPIA | DIRECTOR-GENERAL, WHO

 
 

Dr. Tedros Ghebreyesus

Trusted voice of 
reason
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The transformation of South 
Africa’s Apartheid education system 
has seen commendable progress in 
the last 25 years and a central figure
during this period has been Dr. 
Adam Mahomed Habib, Professor of
Political Geography and since 
2013, the Principal and Vice- 
Chancellor of the University of the 
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg –
considered Africa’s premier 
university. 

Under his leadership at Wits, 
student numbers have increased to 
37,500; research output has nearly 
doubled; and income risen by over 
50%. When the Board of Trustees 
of SOAS University of London 
chose Prof. Habib in February from 
an impressive global field of 30 
academics, to replace the departing 
Director, Baroness Valerie Amos, it 
was a recognition of his success as 
an educator par excellence.

He will start his tenure as 
Director of SOAS, one of Europe’s 
top educational institutions, 
specialising in Asia, Africa and the 
Near and Middle East, on 1 January 
2021. Marie Staunton, Chair of SOAS 
Board of Trustees, said: “His record 
of leadership in South Africa, his 
academic pedigree, his commitment 
to diversity and equality, his 
willingness to challenge received 
wisdom across society, his 
commitment to engagement 
with the student community and 
his vision on key issues such as 
decolonisation, make him a superb 
fit for SOAS.”

If the 61-year-old Belgian-American, 
born in Agadir, Morocco thought 
he would be able to coast towards 
retirement after spending 30 years at 
GlaxoSmithKline before jumping ship to 
European venture capital firm Medicxi, 
he was very much mistaken. 

Because, due in no small part to 
his extensive research into a malaria 
vaccine, he was named as chief advisor 
to Operation Warp Speed, the project 
announced by a mask-less President 
Donald Trump on 15 May 2020 in the 
White House’s Rose Garden. 

In fact, Dr. Moncef Slaoui has a far 
more personal reason than most to work 
in the field of vaccine development – 
when he was growing up his sister died 
of whooping cough, a disease that could 
be immunised against. 

The aim of Operation Warp Speed was 
to develop and distribute 300m doses of 
a vaccine for Covid-19, with the first of 
these available by the end of 2020. He 
has stated he would quit the task force if 
he felt any pressure to release a vaccine 
before it was safe to do so. 

This year he was also named as a 
Great Immigrant, an award that every 
4 July, honours immigrants to the US 
“who have made notable contributions 
to the progress of American society.”

As a result of the pioneering work 
done by Dr. Slaoui and his colleagues 
together with a host of pharmaceutical 
companies, it seems that an effective 
and safe vaccine will be available by the 
end of the year.

★
MORROCO | VACCINE EXPERT 

Dr. Moncef Slaoui

Slaying the 
Covid dragon

US-educated Oscar N. Onyema is the 
CEO of the Nigerian Stock Exchange 
(NSE), a job which he assumed in 2011, 
following 20 years working in the 
American financial markets.

The experience he gained as Chief 
Administrative Officer of the American 
Stock Exchange (Amex) and later, 
manager of the equity trading business 
of NYSE Amex, was instrumental in 
shaping his approach to developing the 
NSE and the Nigerian capital market. 

Under his leadership, the NSE is 
preparing to introduce derivatives 
trading, making the Nigerian financial 
market more accessible to international 
investors, forging regional and 
international links with other exchanges 
to promote cross-listing, and increasing 
its visibility. 

African capital markets are on a fast 
learning curve as the race to attract 
foreign and domestic investment 
intensifies. Africa pre Covid-19 was  
seen as ‘the Rising Continent’, especially 
for much-needed infrastructure 
funding. 

In this context, Onyema’s US 
experience in managing market 
structure initiatives, products and 
securities exchange businesses and 
more recently, his involvement in the 
Nigerian information technology sector, 
is starting to bear fruits. 

Nigeria’s capital market, according to 
the 2020 OMFIF/Absa Africa Financial 
Market Index, is second only to South 
Africa’s in market depth, transparency, 
tax and regulatory environment, and the 
legality and enforceability of standard 
master agreements. 

★
NIGERIA | CEO, NSE

Oscar Onyema

Blazing new 
capital markets

★
SOUTH AFRICA | ACADEMIC

Adam Mahomed Habib

Africa’s academic 
maestro 

MOST INFLUENTIAL AFRICANS
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Stephanie Busari was born in Lagos and 
studied in England, obtaining a degree 
in French and Public Media before 
returning to Nigeria to work for CNN 
Worldwide as a journalist and editor. 

During her time in the UK she worked 
for, amongst others, the Daily Mirror.  
A trailblazer throughout her career, 
she has won numerous awards and 
accolades, so it was no surprise when, 
in 2020, she was named by Women in 
Journalism Africa as one of the 25 most 
powerful female journalists. 

One of her achievements before this 
year was being involved in obtaining 
the ‘proof of life’ video of the Chibok 
schoolgirls who had been kidnapped 
by Boko Haram, when the government 
appeared to be doing nothing to help the 
parents or alleviate their suffering. 

She would later on give a TED talk, 
‘How Fake News Does Real Harm’, using 
this situation as her narrative, due to 
influential Nigerians calling the whole 
thing a hoax. It has been transcribed 
into 37 languages and is heading for 
1.5m views on the TED website. 

The deluge of fake news, often 
masquerading as bona fide mainstream 
information, as well as false rumours 
and dangerous advice from charlatans, 
especially during the edgy times of 
Covid-19, has caused tremendous 
confusion and actual harm in Africa – 
as it has done elsewhere.

With the rise and fall of President 
Trump and his disparaging remarks 
and attitude to much of the world’s 
press, surely her message is particularly 
pertinent this year?

Few people have had as much influence 
on the way mainstream Britain thinks 
of its historic values as the 39-year-old 
writer and TV presenter Afua Hirsch. But 
her influence is today truly global.

There has been no hiding place from 
her scalpel-sharp, deeply researched 
articles, mainly in the UK Guardian, 
on British hypocrisy when it comes to 
race relations. She had called for the 
dismantling of monuments of Britain’s 
historic racists in 2017, before statues 
were actually pulled down in 2020. 

While supporting the Black Lives 
Matter movement in the wake of George 
Floyd’s murder in the US, she reminded 
the world that the atrocity had its roots 
in colonial and slave-trading Britain.

This year, Hirsch was all over the TV 
screens, presenting the documentary 
series African Renaissance: When Art Meets 
Power, depicting the hitherto unsung 
power of Africa’s cultural expression. 

She followed this up with another 
seminal series, Enslaved, tracing the 
Atlantic slave trade and teaming up with 
Hollywood superstar Samuel L. Jackson 
and investigative journalist Simcha 
Jacobovici. 

Afua Hirsch has almost single-
handedly battled to change the 
stereotypical image of Africa 
as backward, poor and of little 
consequence. She has used her position 
as one of the most sought-after 
panellists on a variety of TV and radio 
shows to hold the feet of power and 
privilege to the fire while correcting 
the host of misinformation on African 
history and culture. 

★
 GHANA/UK | JOURNALIST

Afua Hirsch

Holding feet 
of power to the fire

★
NIGERIA | JOURNALIST

 Stephanie Busari

Reporter 
extraordinaire

As the dreaded Covid-19 rampaged 
through South Africa, one 
unassuming physician had worked 
out that his expertise as a lung 
specialist could bring relief to 
victims of the respiratory disease. 
He had the skills and tools with 
which to suck out the mucous that 
collected in patients’ air passages 
and caused breathing failure.

He tried out his novel use of 
therapeutic bronchoscopies on 
critically ill Covid patients in his 
clinic in rural Mpumalanga, and 
saved the lives of all he worked on.

His journey from being 
incarcerated in the notorious ‘White 
House’ torture chambers in Juba by 
the Khartoum regime when he was 
14 years old, to his current position 
as a highly qualified doctor, is just 
as remarkable.

He escaped prison and made 
his way to Eritrea, living off the 
street before making the journey 
to Nairobi in Kenya to his uncle 
– who disowned him. He set off 
once again, travelling for 3,000km 
to South Africa. Here, with the 
help of a charity organisation, he 
completed his secondary education 
and went on to study medicine at 
Medunsa University, specialising 
in pulmonology (lung-related 
diseases).

Dr. Taban’s extraordinary story 
and never-say-die spirit has become 
a source of great inspiration for 
millions of young Africans who 
find themselves in often hopeless 
situations. 

★
SOUTH SUDAN | PULMONOLOGIST

Dr. Emmanuel Taban

From refugee to 
Covid expert
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On a continent with some of the 
world’s oldest political leaders, spare 
a thought for 24-year-old Emma 
Inamutila Theofelus, one of Africa’s 
youngest MPs and Ministers. 

As Namibia’s Deputy Minister of 
Information and Communication 
Technology, she was thrown in at 
the deep end just as Covid-19 started 
to hit the country. It coincided with 
her appointment by President Hage 
Geingob in March 2020. 

Her job is to clearly design and 
deliver public communication on all 
the preventative measures needed 
to mitigate the impact of the virus, 
including the wearing of facemasks 
and social distancing. Didn’t she do 
well for a rookie Minister! Namibia 
fared better than other African 
countries in giving real-time 
information about Covid-19 to the 
public. 

A youth activist since her 
teens, Theofelus symbolises a new 
trend towards a younger political 
leadership profile in a continent 
where some 60% of the population is 
under 25 years old, but where many 
Presidents are among the oldest in 
the world, some even changing the 
constitution to cling to power. 

Africa is often referred to as 
the Rising Continent. In addition 
to its natural resources and 
beauty, its young demographic 
and global leadership in mobile 
payment telephony use are its next- 
generational assets. 

By elevating Theofelus into the 
political decision-making process, 
President Geingob is investing in the 
youth of today to be the leaders of 
tomorrow. Similarly, he is investing 
in the future socio-economic 
wellbeing of the nation. 

As a lawyer and ex-Legal Officer at 
the Ministry of Justice, and a social 
justice and gender empowerment 
activist, Theofelus is fast emerging 
as a role model for Africa’s 
twentysomethings.  

★
NAMIBIA | MINISTER

Emma Inamutila Theofelus

Africa’s youngest 
minister

By elevating 
Theofelus into the 
political decision-
making process, 

President Geingob 
is investing in the youth 

of today to be the 
leaders of tomorrow.

As CEO of Naspers South Africa, 
48-year-old Phuthi Mahanyele-
Dabengwa is the embodiment of the 
post-Apartheid generation of Black 
corporate executives.

Her appointment in July 2019 was 
politically symbolic and astute. Naspers 
Group, the $80bn global internet 
and media giant, is steeped in the 
history of Afrikanerdom following its 
establishment by White supremacists 
in 1915. It took Naspers a century to 
apologise (in 2015) for propping up 
Apartheid South Africa. 

Phuthi’s meteoric rise comes 
under post-Apartheid economic 
transformation. According to Bob 
van Dijk, CEO of Naspers Group, “her 
significant experience as an investor 
and board member in a variety of 
industries makes Phuthi the ideal 
partner for this important role.” 

She recently led the sale of €1.5bn 
worth of Naspers shares in Prosus, the 
Amsterdam-listed subsidiary housing 
its internet empire. Naspers Foundry 
similarly invested R100m ($6.57m) in 
Aerobotics, an agritech company. 

She is close to President Cyril 
Ramaphosa, having run his investment 
firm, Shanduka Group, and remains a 
trustee of his foundation. The US/UK-
educated Phuthi, is a strong supporter 
of boardroom diversity. Her activism 
is fuelled by a resilience steeped in 
tragedy when at 17 she lost her mother. 
This only made her more determined to 
realise her ambitions. 

★
SOUTH AFRICA | CEO, NASPERS
INNOVATOR/ENTREPRENEUR

Phuthi Mahanyele-Dabengwa  
Breaking the mould
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Ilhan Omar, the first American of Somali 
birth to be elected to Congress, set 
the tone for Donald Trump’s electoral 
defeat. While framing the context of the 
political debate, she and the other three 
congresswomen of colour – Alexandria 
Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib and 
Ayanna Pressley (the Squad) – have been 
the butt of the former President’s often 
racist jibes, innuendos, false claims, 
and smears, as well as having to endure 
public death threats and online hate.

The former President’s hostility 
reached a peak with his now notorious 
“go back to the countries from which 
they came” tweet and “if you don’t 

★
SOMALIA/US | POLITICIAN

Ilhan Omar  

Trump’s brave 
nemesis

PATHFINDERS

like it, let ’em leave” campaign rant 
last summer – the year in which 
Ilhan became the representative for 
Minneapolis after having served for 
two years in the Minnesota House of 
Representatives. 

Her response that he was “stoking 
White nationalism”, because he was 
“angry that people like us are serving 
in Congress and fighting against your 
hate-filled agenda”, drew the battle-
lines, while unleashing a tsunami of 
hate from Trump’s supporters.

It was in 2020, however, a national 
election year that the rhetoric became 
action as Ilhan attacked many of the 
then President’s policies. The death of 
George Floyd at the hands of the police 
in Minneapolis gave impetus to the 
Black Lives Matter movement and to 
calls to “Defund the police”. 

Ms Omar advocated the dismantling 
of the Minneapolis Police Department, 
to which the mayor replied that the city 
planned to address “systemic racism in 
police culture”.

Ilhan played a prominent role in 
encouraging African-Americans to 
vote to unseat Trump, which they did 
in great numbers. It was a key factor 
in the campaign. Appropriately, in the 
simultaneous congressional election, 
Ilhan and her three ‘Squad’ colleagues 
were re-elected to the House of 
Representatives for a further two years.  

When Stephanie Travers, a 25-year-
old African, stepped onto the victor’s 
podium alongside world champion 
Lewis Hamilton at the Styrian Grand 
Prix in Austria, the first Black woman 
to do so, she shattered a 70-year-old 
illusion. 

Since the first Formula 1 World 
Championship event in 1950, the sport 
have been associated exclusively with 
white masculine glamour, with hardly a 
Black person or woman in sight (except 
for the eye-confection Grid Girls).

Trackside engineer Stephanie, 
however, was there in her own right 
– as a scientist. While Lewis was on 
his way to breaking the record for 
most career Grand Prix victories, 
the Zimbabwean collected the 
award on behalf of the constructors’ 
championship winners, Mercedez-AMG 
Petronas F1, for whom she provides a 
comprehensive suite of fluid support 
services. It is a position for which she 
beat more than 7,000 applicants. 

“Never give up on your dreams – a 
negative situation should not bring you 
down,” said Stephanie, who was born in 
Harare, and speaks with the authority of 
experience. Hamilton got off to a flying 
start with his congratulations: “This is 
Stephanie who is one of my teammates. 
She is one of our trackside engineers – 
the first Black woman to stand on the 
podium in Formula 1 history. This is 
an amazing achievement …. Stephanie 
wants to inspire young Black children, 
and children of colour to believe that 
they can do it too, and I couldn’t agree 
more.” Stephanie confirmed – and 
proved it.

★ ZIMBABWE/UK  | ENGINEER

Stephanie Travers

Trackside 
trailblazer
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★
NIGERIA/UK | STREAMING MAGNET 

Jason Njoku 

Nollywood’s king 
of content 

Starting out as a humble software 
engineer in a bank, Lagos-born Shola 
Akinlade spotted an opportunity to solve 
the manifold payment challenges faced 
by African tech businesses.

Akinlade and his co-founder Ezra 
Olubi built a company that disrupted 
Africa’s payments space and went on to 
process over 50% of all online payments 
in Africa’s second-largest economy.

After making it rain for African 
businesses for five years, Paystack got 

their own payday after agreeing 
to be bought by US payments 
giant Stripe, in a deal worth 
over $200m.

As the latest African 
tech enterprise to notch a 
multimillion-dollar sale, 
Akinlade’s company affirms 
the fact that African tech is 
the future.

It can also be credited 
with helping to bridge 

Africa’s digital divide. 
Currently operating in Ghana 
and Nigeria, Paystack hopes 
to broaden its horizons by 

expanding into other African 
markets, using Stripe’s Global 

Payments resources and expertise.

★
NIGERIA | TECHPRENEUR

Shola Akinlade

The rainman

In a bid to fend off a storm of 
controversy over fake news, hate speech 
and Isis beheading videos on its social 
networking site, Facebook introduced 
a new oversight board this year, just in 
time for the US election.

Cameroonian-born Julie Owono 
was one of the first to be appointed to 
the independent content moderation 
watchdog, charged with removing and 
moderating contentious content.

Chosen for her internet governance 
credentials, honed as Executive Director 
of Internet Sans Frontières, Owono 
brings local context and a passion for 
fighting hate speech on social media in 
Africa to the table. 

This will not be the first time the 
33-year-old has taken big tech to task. 
As a regular opinion writer in the 
international media, Owono has driven 
advocacy campaigns against Silicon 
Valley and big tech firms for their 
“digital oppression” of Africans, who 
they see as a frontier market for the 
export of their platforms and apps. 

Owono has dubbed Silicon Valley’s 
attempts to harness the continent’s 
burgeoning population and budding tech 
talent as “the new scramble for Africa”, 
likening initiatives such as Facebook’s 
undersea cable to boost internet services 
to extractive industries and colonialism.

And her advocacy doesn’t stop there. 
As well as keeping Silicon Valley in 
check, the tireless digital warrior has 
also penned campaigns against the 
Gulf of Guinea’s autocrats for funding 
expensive PR work on foreign soil to 
bolster international support.

Maverick Nigerian-British film 
magnate, and African start-up 
investor Jason Njoku, was the 
first entrepreneur to conceive 
of capitalising on Nollywood’s 
streaming market by aggregating 
online content for millions of African 
emigrants.

Now, 10 years since the founding 
of iROKOtv.com, Njoku has nurtured 
a Youtube channel into the largest 
online catalogue of Nigerian 
‘Nollywood’ content, with a million 
unique hits monthly from 178 
countries around the world.

Hailing from a gritty Deptford 
estate, the tenacious Londoner first 
launched ‘Africa’s Netflix’ aged 30, 
after numerous failed enterprises. 
He went on to battle Netflix for 
viewers in Nigeria and navigate 
an industry beset by piracy and 
limited broadband access to become 
Youtube’s biggest partner in Africa.     

 While the video streaming 
pioneer is unwilling to divulge 
figures, analysts believe iROKOtv 
could be worth as much as $50m.

A self-diagnosed ‘serial 
entrepreneur’, Njoku also launched a 
$2m investment vehicle for Lagos-
based internet start-ups called 
Spark, which went on to invest in 11 
companies. 

2020 has been a tough 
year for the tech baron and 
his film star wife who were 
struck down by Covid-19 
after announcing plans to 
scale back their African 
operation to focus on 
wealthier viewers in 
the diaspora.

As #EndSARS 
protests convulsed 
the streets of Lagos, 
Njoku closed ranks 
with Nigeria’s 
tight-knit tech 
community, urging 
authorities to 
nurture, not shake 
down, a group who 
provide a rare ray of 
light in an otherwise 
moribund economy.

★
CAMEROON/FRANCE |  DIGITAL ACTIVIST 

Julie Owono

Fake news 
watchdog

Paystack grew to 
process over 50% of 
all online payments 
in Nigeria, Africa’s 

second-largest 
economy.
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Nigerian physician Dr. Funsho was the 
driving force behind a programme to 
eradicate polio from its last African 
redoubt in Nigeria. After a long career 
as a Lagos-based cardiologist, Funsho 
was meant to be enjoying his retirement 
but with polio still rampant and causing 
paralysis in children across Nigeria, 
he spearheaded Rotary International’s 
effort to get millions of doses of the 
polio vaccine to children across the 
country. 

Together with the Bill and Melinda 
Gates Foundation, the WHO, the CDC 
and UNICEF, he helped to orchestrate 
National Immunisation Days, which 
boosted immunisation access in far-
flung areas and sponsored health 
education initiatives in the community.

As a member of Nigeria’s Presidential 
Task Force on Polio, he has coordinated 
immunisation and advocacy campaigns 
with government ministers and local 
leaders to secure funding and support 
for polio eradication.

For his achievements, which will 
impact the lives of millions of Africans 
in generations to come, TIME Magazine 
named Dr. Funsho in its 2020 list of the 
world’s 100 most influential people. 

In August 2019, Nigeria marked three 
years without a case of the disease. 
The virus is now endemic in just two 
countries, Afghanistan and Pakistan.

The battle against the pernicious 
virus was long and hard-won. It 
spanned decades and involved the 
expenditure of billions of dollars by 
international partners and the Nigerian 
government along the way, with 
vaccinators dying in the line of duty.

★
NIGERIA | PHYSICIAN

Dr. Tunji Funsho

The polio 
terminator

Charlette N’Guessan was  
just 26 when she won the Royal 
Academy of Engineering’s 2020 
Africa Prize for Engineering 
Innovation.

The Ivorian AI specialist was 
the first woman to win the award, 
with an innovation that could 
revolutionise cyber security and help 
curb identity fraud on the continent. 
An increasingly connected Africa 
makes the continent a playground 
for hackers. 

While Africans in remote areas 
without government-issued IDs 
are often excluded from financial 
services, N’Guessan’s team’s 
winning digital verification system, 
BACE API, seeks to change all that 
by using Artificial Intelligence and 
facial recognition to verify the 
identities of Africans remotely and 
in real time.  

N’Guessan, who is the CEO 
and co-founder of Ghana-based 
software company, BACE Group, said 
the idea for the app was hatched 
while she was studying at the 
Meltwater Entrepreneurial School 
of Technology (MEST) in Accra, 
Ghana’s capital city. 

Her end-game is to partner with 
universities to create a database 
that helps students who don’t have 
government issued identification to 
access financial services, she says.

★
CÔTE D’IVOIRE | AI SPECIALIST

Charlette N’Guessan

The cyber-warrior

This year, Pnina Tamano-Shatta became 
the first Black Israeli government 
minister. Yet being the first Ethiopian 
Knesset member in a country with 
an eyebrow-raising record on ethnic 
equality may not even be her greatest 
achievement. 

At the tender age of three, she made 
a cross-desert exodus from northern 
Ethiopia to a refugee camp in Sudan, 
which was in the throes of a famine. 
From there she was among almost 7,000 
Ethiopian Jews airlifted to the ‘Promised 
Land’ by Israel’s clandestine secret 
service, the Mossad, between November 
1984 and January 1985. 

Her appointment as Immigration 
Absorption Minister traversed a huge 
cultural divide. Ethiopians make up just 
2% of the country’s population, and 
face daily racial discrimination in areas 
ranging from renting accommodation to 
finding jobs, and are among the poorest 
in the country. 

Yet today the 39-year-old is able 
to draw on her early experience in an 
Israeli absorption centre – where she 
spent her first four years – to equip new 
immigrants with the tools to navigate 
the linguistic, housing and employment 
barriers to settling in their new land. 

Her achievements in office include 
fighting through bureaucratic glass 
ceilings to raise the nation’s financial 
aid allocation for immigrants to $51m.

From her plight fleeing her homeland 
during the Eritrean conflict, to her 
integration struggle and ascent to the 
heights of Israeli power, her acclaim as 
simply Israel’s first Black Minister fails 
to do her full justice.

★
ETHIOPIA | MINISTER

Pnina Tamano-Shatta

Israel’s first Black 
Minister
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Dr. Maina has made history,  
and given her home country 
exceptional pride. She is the first 
Nigerien to work for NASA. Her journey 
from the city of Zinder to NASA has 
shown determination, plenty of hard 
work and an encyclopaedic knowledge 
of her field.

It all earned her a place in the 
prestigious Forbes 2020 ranking of 
the ‘30 scientists under 30 with the 
most ambitious research projects’. 
Her expertise in the field of hydrology 
– the science of the movement, 
distribution and management of water 
– led her to join the Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory, California, as a 
postdoctoral researcher in 2018. 

Focusing on the catastrophic 
wildfires that have been devastating 
California, she published a highly 
acclaimed article in 2019 analysing 
the vulnerabilities caused by climate 
extremes. The paper brought her 
to the attention of NASA and she 
was consequently invited to join 
the team working on data from the 
GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment) satellite project. 

As an inspirational figure to all 
young girls and women who aspire to 
follow a career in science, she has a 
clear message: “Believe in yourself and 
find a supportive environment to be 
able to nurture your dream.”

★
NIGER | NASA SCIENTIST

Dr. Fadji Maina

Commanding the 
cosmos

Every year, cervical cancer affects 
68,000 African women and 46,000 
die from the preventable illness. 
Enabling continent-wide access to a 
vaccine preventing the cancer is among 
the many causes Ifeanyi Nsofor has 
championed throughout his career. 

He led the charge in urging 
governments across the region 
to include the vaccine in routine 
immunisations, making it accessible to 
impoverished households. 

Since graduating from medical school 
as a student of community health 
and tropical disease, Nsofor spent 20 
years working with Nigeria’s national 
programme on immunisation.  

He is a leading advocate for Universal 
Health Coverage in Nigeria, using 
Nigeria Health Watch, an NGO, to put 
health issues in the spotlight, influence 
health policy and improve access to 
healthcare in Nigeria.

Today as CEO of public health 
consulting group EpiAFRIC, he has 
helped to harness the potential of 
medical tech by supporting ‘Health 
Meets Tech Hackathons’ and by helping 
start-ups to roll-out their solutions.

He led research into Nigeria’s 
epidemic preparedness plans prior to 
Covid-19. In March 2020, Ifeanyi won 
recognition as one of the coronavirus 
Top 100 healthcare professionals 
globally.

★
NIGERIA | PUBLIC HEALTH PHYSICIAN

Ifeanyi Nsofor

Building 
immunity 

Dr Maina has a clear 
message for success: 
“Believe in yourself 

and find a supportive 
environment to 

be able to nurture 
your dream.”
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Miriam Merad is currently Mount 
Sinai’s Endowed Professor in Cancer 
Immunology and director of the 
Precision Immunology Institute for the 
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai 
in New York. 

In 2020 she became the first Algerian 
and Arab woman to be elected to the 
US’s National Academy of Sciences, and 
she is also one of the most important 
Arab scientific leaders contributing to 
the fight against Covid-19. 

In 2018 she was one of three 
scientists to receive the William B. 
Coley Award, the highest honour from 
the Cancer Research Institute, for her 
outstanding contribution to cancer 
immunology, with her ground-breaking 
insights into immune system cells, 
which have helped change the course of 
medical treatments around the world.

Using her knowledge, this year she 
temporarily halted her cancer research 
to redirect her team and work in the 
fight against Covid-19, creating a test 
that detected the inflammatory response 
to the disease which she believes is 
key to controlling and significantly 
improving the survival rate. She 
describes the experience thus:

“There was a sense of...facing a war 
and that we were here together and were 
fighting together. There was a sense of 
fighting a war with all members of this 
community.” 

★
ALGERIA | SCIENTIST

Miriam Merad 

Targeting tumours

Born in Texas and raised in 
Houston, Karen Attiah came into 
the international spotlight with 
her award-winning coverage 
(2018 George Polk Award) of fellow 
Washington Post journalist, Jamal 
Kashoggi’s assassination in the Saudi 
Consulate, Istanbul. 

Currently the Global Opinions 
Editor at the Washington Post, she was 
named Journalist of the Year in 2019 
by the National Association of Black 
Journalists. 

Her outspoken truths have struck 
hard at the establishment and during 
a period in history where the media 
has been under attack, particularly 
in the US, she has been resolute to 
tell the story in her reporting and 
remains undaunted in the face of 
adversity against her. 

She remains a champion for 
her colleagues seeking to retain 
the freedom of the press, recently 
stating: “Media institutions 
need to recognise that and be 
extremely vocal and committed to 
protecting their journalists. The 
word ‘harassment’ isn’t enough to 
describe the current digital violence, 
threats, intimidation, and doxing 
occurring. This is the playbook and 
we are experiencing it.”

Her long-awaited book about 
Jamal Kashoggi, Say Your Word, Then 
Leave, is due to be published in 
spring 2021.

★
GHANA/USA | JOURNALIST 

Karen Attiah 

Speaking up

Rachid Yazami is one of Africa’s 
heavy-hitters when it comes to science 
and technology. He was the first 
scientist to establish the reversible 
intercalation of lithium into graphite in 
an electrochemical cell using a polymer 
electrolyte. This discovery led to the 
lithium-graphite anode now used in 
commercial lithium ion batteries – with 
an $80bn market value.

Last year, his co-invention was 
included in work that won the Nobel 
Prize for Chemistry but his name was 
omitted from the list of people who won 
the award.

His research impacts billions of 
people across the globe as lithium-ion 
batteries play an increasingly important 
role in our everyday lives. Yazami 
estimates that around 95% of batteries 
produced globally use his anode. 

Growing up in Fez with a fascination 
for geology, he soon took his interests 
to France where he acquired a doctorate 
from Grenoble. He made the battery 
discovery in 1980 at age 26 – well before 
large companies realised the commercial 
promise of lithium ion research. The 
French government at the time did 
not consider the breakthrough a huge 
discovery and the authorities denied the 
patent, leading to Japanese companies 
using his invention for free. 

He is now exploring the capabilities 
of artificial intelligence for improving 
the quality of people’s lives. Yazami 
is the recipient of the Draper Prize, 
the equivalent of the Nobel Prize for 
engineers, and is currently working at 
Nanyang Technological University in 
Singapore. 

★
MOROCCO | SCIENTIST  

Rachid Yazami 

Impact inventor
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Moving from an already successful 
career as a tech businesswoman, 
Élisabeth Moreno became the only 
Black member of French President 
Emmanuel Macron’s new cabinet 
this July as the Minister for Gender 
Equality, Diversity and Equal 
Opportunities. 

Growing up in a modest family in 
Cape Verde, Moreno moved to France 
at the age of six and has said she never 
expected to end up in government. 
But she did – and has since focused on 
encouraging her compatriots to make 
inclusion in France about more than a 
slogan. Before bursting onto the scene 
at the Élysée, no doubt waking a few 
stuffy French bureaucrats from their 
slumbers, Moreno had been leading 
from the front in the business world. 

She was president of computer 
company Lenovo France from 2017 until 
2019 and then took over as the vice-
president and managing director of 
Hewlett-Packard in South Africa. 

She was still in South Africa when 
she heard the news that she was headed 
for the public sector. Moreno’s initial 
thoughts were for her parents: both 
immigrants. Her father was a factory 
worker and her mother a cleaner. She 
has made them and Africa proud.

★
CAPE VERDE/FRANCE | MINISTER 

Élisabeth Moreno

Making 
women count

In May this year, Anifa Mvuemba, 
founder of Hanifa Clothing, startled 
the fashion world with her original 
approach to launching the brand’s new 
collection of dresses during the Covid-19 
restrictions. 

She premiered her Pink Label Congo 
collection on Instagram Live. Instead 
of using live models, she used digital 
technology to show ‘invisible’ figures 
wearing her dresses strutting their stuff 
on a virtual runway.

It was an instant, huge hit with some 
10,000 fans watching and marvelling 
at the fit of the clothes. Elle magazine 
said: “Hanifa’s 3D fashion show sets 
the pace for the future of the runway.” 
Essence called the show a “cultural reset 
on the fashion industry.” UK Vogue ran 
a big feature on her, her designs and her 
views on her country. 

Anifa was born in Nairobi, where her 
Congolese parents had fled to escape 
fighting in the DRC before the family 
moved to the US. She started her career 
by making some dresses for herself and 
posting pictures on Instagram. Soon 
orders began flooding in. This led to her 
launching Hanifa Clothing – which used 
themes and colours from the DRC. Then 
came the virtual fashion show this year 
and almost overnight, she has become 
an international sensation.

The Pink Label Congo collection 
was designed to pay homage to DRC, 
showing both its beauty and pain and 
also a tribute, she says, to the women of 
the country, who are “just fantastic in 
every way”.

★
DRC/US | FASHION DESIGNER  

Anifa Mvuemba

High-tech 
fashion designer

Dr. Abasi Ene-Obong has quietly been 
making waves at the head of one of 
Africa’s foremost health technology 
companies, working in the field of gene 
technology. 54gene was created in 2019 
and its stated mission is to understand 
the genetic factors that lead to disease 
in Africa. 

The African genome has been under- 
studied and misunderstood, according to 
54gene, which addresses a vital gap in 
research and new healthcare solutions. 

54gene’s work is included in Time 
Magazine’s list of the 12 innovations 
that will change healthcare in 2020. 
Ene-Obong was also listed as one of the 
30 most innovative entrepreneurs on 
the African continent in 2019 by Quartz 
Africa. 

Prior to 54gene, Ene-Obong worked 
in a range of pharmaceutical companies 
and research organisations. He gained a 
doctorate from the University of London, 
holding a PhD in Cancer Biology. He 
also has a Master’s in human molecular 
genetics from Imperial College London 
and a Master’s in Business Management 
from Claremont Colleges, California. 

As Africa starts punching its weight 
in science and technology, Ene-Obong is 
sure to lead the charge for gene-based 
innovation. 

★
NIGERIA | SCIENTIST  

Abasi Ene-Obong

Editing the 
book of life
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“For everyone from a small village 
like me who thought some dreams 
are too big for you, here is the 
answer,” tweeted Larry Madowo 
after anchoring BBC World News 
America for the first time.

Madowo, 33, started his career 
at Kenya Television Network, also 
working for NTV Kenya before 
joining BBC News Africa as a 
business editor in 2018. He led 
a team of journalists based in 
Nairobi, London, Lagos, Dakar and 
Johannesburg. 

A year later he took a sabbatical 
to undergo a fellowship at Columbia 
University’s renowned school of 
journalism, completed in May this 
year.

Since he joined the BBC, he has 
acquired a following of nearly 5m 
fans across Twitter, Instagram and 
Facebook.

It hasn’t been all plain sailing 
for Africa’s latest media star. 
In 2018, he was forced 
into hiding when police 
contacts called to warn 
him that officers were on 
their way to arrest him 
and two other colleagues 
following a government 
crackdown, after they 
had covered the 
mock swearing-
in of opposition 
leader Raila 
Odinga, who had 
disputed the 2017 
election results. 

More recently, 
he has been 
outspoken on 
issues relating 
to Black Lives 
Matter, writing 
a blog on what 
it’s like to be an 
African in the 
US.

★
KENYA | JOURNALIST 

Larry Madowo

Making 
headlines

★
SOMALILAND | ENTREPRENEUR 

Ismail Ahmed

The remittance
king

Few refugee to riches stories are as 
compelling as that of Somaliland-
born Ismail Ahmed’s. Smuggled out of 
Hargeisa, the capital of the self-declared 
but unrecognised Somaliland, in 1998, 
he made his way to the UK where he 
started doing odd jobs like strawberry 
picking to earn a living. 

The money he earned he sent back 
home to his family who were living 
in a refugee camp in Ethiopia. This 
experience led to him becoming a UN 
advisor to companies sending funds to 
East Africa. 

During his time at the UN’s 
Development Programme for Somalia, 
he noticed fraud, became a whistle-
blower and then received £200,000 in 
compensation from the UN for unfair 
treatment. 

He used the money to create 
WorldRemit, a remittances company 
which is soon expected to hit the $1bn 
mark and achieve unicorn status. 

The company has around four million 
customers and sends money from 50 
countries to more than 150 nations. 
Rather than sending money from 
bank to bank, like many remittances 
companies, WorldRemit also sends to 
mobile wallets using mobile money, a 
service that was pioneered in the East 
African region. 

Wode Maya is the self-confessed 
‘annoying village boy’ who has gone 
from being a Chinese university expat to 
the most influential YouTuber in Africa. 

Bertold Kobby Winkler, aka Wode 
Maya, aka Mr. Ghana Baby, hails from 
a small town near Takoradi in Ghana’s 
Western Region. The 26-year-old 
vlogger started his channel six years 
ago while studying aeronautical 
engineering in China. 

What started as a hobby, showing 
what life was like for an African in 
the world’s most populous country, 
has become a mission “to change the 

narratives of Africa”. 
This vocation has taken 

him to 17 African countries, 
including Nigeria, Kenya, 
South Africa, Senegal and 
Rwanda. His engaging 
interviews with CEOs, 
politicians, returnees 
and regular people have 
amassed him nearly 
600,000 YouTube 
subscribers. 

While his critics 
accuse him of 
presenting a sugar- 
coated image of the 
continent, his attacks 

in tune with #EndSARS 
in Nigeria, on corruption 

in Senegal and ethnic 
profiling in Kenya, have 

shown he is ready to speak 
truth to power. No wonder 

his fans see him as a symbol 
of a new African generation, 
impatient for change

★
GHANA | PRESENTER

Wode Maya

Africa’s most 
influential YouTuber
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David Sengeh is quickly acquiring 
superstar status in his country. He was 
named Chief Innovation Officer of Sierra 
Leone in 2018 and last year joined the 
country’s Cabinet as Minister for Basic 
and Senior Secondary Education. 

This year his ministry managed 
to push through a number of reforms 
including allowing pregnant girls to 
attend school. Sengeh calls his mission 
at the ministry #RadicalInclusion. No 
transformation is possible through the 
education of the elite alone, he says.

Sengeh came to prominence with his 
prosthetics work. He left the comforts of 
Harvard and MIT, as well as the allure 
of the corporate world at IBM, where he 
also worked, for the uncompromising 
world of politics and what is, in 
comparison, the more challenging work 
environment that is Freetown – but, 
he says, government is where you can 
really have impact at scale. 

He has much positive to say about 
the country’s President, Julius Maada 
Bio, who he credits for helping him 
get things done. He says success in 
implementing policy is based around 
two factors: trust from your leadership, 
to give you the bandwidth to do things, 
but then, once given the bandwidth, you 
need to be able to measure success (and 
failure) and be accountable.

★
SIERRA LEONE | MINISTER

David Moinina Sengeh

Radical 
disruption

Mobile connectivity has been the 
success story of this millennium across 
the continent. But last mile connectivity, 
especially in rural and remote areas, is 
still a constraint on universal access to 
the internet and to averting a digital 
divide. 

Ibrahima Ba, head of network 
investments in emerging markets at 
Facebook, has dedicated his career to 
helping change that. Originally from 
Mauritania, he moved to the US to 
work as a software developer and then 
transitioned into the telecom sector.

After a decade helping telecom 
operators in Africa deploy infrastructure 
to support internet growth on the 
continent, he saw the opportunity to 
work at Facebook as a way to continue 
the work at a larger scale. 

This year Facebook, under his 
leadership, and a group of telecom 
companies including China Mobile 
International and MTN GlobalConnect, 
announced a collaboration to build the 
“most comprehensive subsea cable to 
serve the African continent and Middle 
East region, where nearly a billion 
people are still offline.”

The project, called 2Africa, will 
see the companies lay cables that 
will stretch to 37,000km long and 
interconnect Europe, the Middle East, 
and 21 landings in 16 countries in Africa.

He describes his work as “large scale 
infra, big bets.” The mission is to bring 
the world closer together by making 
infrastructure investments in emerging 
markets. These ‘big bets’ have the power 
to change everything in Africa.

★
MAURITANIA | INVESTMENTS LEAD, FACEBOOK 

Ibrahima Ba

The man with 
connections

Rebecca Enonchong has dedicated 
her long career to promoting African 
entrepreneurship and the tech 
ecosystem. Today, she has become one 
of its strongest voices and, despite her 
relatively young age, an exemplary 
figure for aspiring techpreneurs.

Rebecca is the Chair of ActivSpaces 
(the African Centre for Technology, 
Innovation and Venture Spaces) in 
Cameroon. She is also founder and 
CEO of AppsTech and I/O Spaces, an 
incubator for African diasporans in the 
US. 

She is also the Board Chair of 
AfriLabs, a founding member of the 
African Business Angel Network (ABAN) 
and was recently appointed to the 
advisory committee of the US Eximbank, 
which is responsible for channelling US 
investments into the continent.

Aside from her full-time job as 
‘Africa’s entrepreneur-in-chief’, Rebecca 
has become an outspoken voice in the 
political and social sphere. From the 
conflicts in Cameroon to gender issues 
and equality, Rebecca’s voice is one of 
the most influential in Africa today.

★
CAMEROON | ENTREPRENEUR

Rebecca Enonchong

Africa’s 
tech-activist

Enonchong has 
dedicated her career 
to promoting African 

entrepreneurship and 
the tech ecosystem. She 

is an exemplary figure for 
aspiring techpreneurs.
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Jennifer Makumbi’s new novel, The First 
Woman, published this year has received 
a rapturous reception both from critics 
as well as from her growing army of 
fans around the world. 

In her books, starting with Kintu, 
which was longlisted for the Etisalat 
Prize in 2014, Makumbi explores the 
personal and political forces that shape 
relations and personalities.

The First Woman is very much a 
reflection of current times both globally 
as well as in Africa. In it she “focuses 
on the origin myths of motherhood, the 
contested ground of women’s sexuality 
and the intersection between personal, 
public and political power, in a style that 
is frank, funny and direct. Beginning 
in 1975, in the middle of Idi Amin’s 
dictatorship, the story captures the 
surrealism of living in unpredictable and 
violent times, folding awareness of vast 
events into the minutiae of daily life,” 
writes UK Guardian critic Alex Clark.

Other reviewers say: 
“Makumbi’s prose is irresistible 

and poignant, with remarkable 
wit, heart and charm - poetic and 
nuanced, brilliant and sly, openhearted 
and cunning, balancing discordant 
truths in wise ruminations. The First 
Woman rewards the reader with one of 
the most outstanding heroines and the 
incredible honor of journeying by her 
side.” (New York Times)

“Ugandan literature can boast of 
an international superstar in Jennifer 
Nansubuga Makumbi.” (Economist)

“Makumbi balances heartbreak with 
humour… The novel is also a discourse 
on power (whether political, social or 
sexual), but executed with a beautifully 
light touch.” (Daily Telegraph)

If any more proof were needed that 
Africa’s creative talents have burst 
into full global bloom over the last 
couple of years, then it is there 
in the inclusion of novelist Tomi 
Adeyemi in Time magazine’s 2020 
listing of the 100 Most Influential 
People. 

Writing the entry, actor John 
Boyega (another African superstar) 
said he would drop anything to be 
in the film version of Adeyemi’s 
bestselling magical reality novel, 
Children of Blood and Bone. Disney 
have announced they will be 
producing the film and it is 
rumoured that George Lucas (of Star 
Wars fame) himself may direct it.

The novel, aimed at the Young 
Adults market, has been described 
as a cross between Harry Potter, The 
Chronicles of Narnia and the legends 
of Nigeria’s Yoruba Gods. 

Publishers of the novel had been 
so excited by the then 24-year-old 
Adeyemi’s debut manuscript that it 
is believed they offered her a seven-
figure book and movie deal. 

While she follows in the tradition 
of Afrofuturism, blending African 
myths into modern fantasies, she 
has carved out an original path and 
as “The creator of a mythical land 
called Orïsha, Adeyemi taps into 
a rich imaginative lineage as she 
weaves West African mythology into 
a bespoke world that resonates with 
our own,” says reviewer Vann R. 
Newkirk ll in The Atlantic magazine. 

If John Boyega can’t wait to be in 
the film, for the millions of fans of 
the book, the movie version cannot 
come soon enough.

Ladj Ly’s powerful depiction of poverty 
and violence in Montfermeil, a tough 
suburb of Paris, in Les Misérables (the 
suburb is also a location in Victor Hugo’s 
classic novel, Les Misérables) made waves 
in more than one sphere this year. 

It was nominated as the Best 
International Feature Film for the 
2020 Oscars, in the same company as 
Spanish genius Pedro Almodóvar (Pain 
and Glory) and Korea’s Bong Jhoon-
ho, whose Parasite went on to win the 
category as well as the overall Best Film 
award, while Bong also collected the 
Best Director Oscar. This was rarefied 
company indeed for the young Ladj Ly 
to enter as a debutant. The film won a 
Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival in 
2019.

But it was outside the cinemas that 
the film caused massive ripples in 
French society. President Emmanuel 
Macron was so shocked by the rioting 
born of poverty and disenfranchisement 
so graphically crafted by Ly, based 
on his own experiences living in the 
suburb, that he instituted a much-
needed national investigation into 
poverty in the suburbs.

While Ly welcomed Macron’s 
decision, he asks: “How could he not 
have known the extent of the problems I 
show in the film? It’s not like it’s news. 
It’s been like this for ever.”

Many commentators are saying 
Ly’s searing film on deprivation in the 
suburbs is having the same impact on 
society as Victor Hugo’s 19th-century 
novel and that a raft of reforms is likely 
to roll out as a result of its influence. 

Ly has used the profits from the 
production to fund a film school for 
local children.

★
UGANDA | NOVELIST

Jennifer Nansubuga Makumbi  
 Uganda’s 

Chinua Achebe 

★
NIGERIA | NOVELIST

Tomi Adeyemi

Weaving 
magical spells

★
MALI | FILM-MAKER

Ladj Ly  

A modern-day 
Victor Hugo

CREATIVES
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“The Old Drift is an 
extraordinary family 
saga that spans eras 
from Cecil Rhodes to 

Rhodes Must Fall, 
and beyond.”

Damini Ebunoluwa Ogulu, known 
globally as Burna Boy has felt the power 
of music since he was a toddler in 
Nigeria. It became a calling at the age of 
10 when a classmate made a copy of the 
‘Fruityloops’ digital software for him. 
In his late teens he spent a few years 
in London before returning to his roots 
and really connecting with the music of 
his country. 

His sound is a unique fusion of 
dancehall and reggae influenced by the 
music his father listened to and the 
Afrobeat popular with his grandfather 
(who incidentally, was the late Afrobeat 
pioneer Fela Kuti’s first band manager). 

By 2010 he was making his mark on 
the music scene and with the release of 
the song Like to Party in 2012, confirmed 
his place in the industry. He has 
released five albums, the most recent 
of which – Twice as Tall – was released 
in August this year to critical acclaim; 
founded his own record label; and has 
won numerous awards including the 
2019 MTV European Music Award for 
Best African Act, and in June 2020, the  
BET Award for Best International  
Act. 

His music has been instrumental in 
the world changing its perception of 
Africa. Confident, outspoken, sometimes 
radical and always aware, his music 
does not shy away from the darker side 
of Africa but his velvety voice with its 
ragged edginess bring the soul of Africa 
to a global audience. His latest release, 
this October – 20 10 20 – is a protest 
song against police brutality. 

His own words describe exactly who 
he is: “I’m just here to sing according to 
what my eyes have seen and what my 
spirit is telling me.”

★
ZAMBIA/NOVELIST

Namwali Serpell  
The greatest African 
novel of the 20th 

century?

★
 NIGERIA | SINGER/SONGWRITER

Burna Boy

Making the world 
dance to his tune

Namwali Serpell is the latest addition 
to the pantheon of African writers 
who have become global bestsellers. 
Her debut novel The Old Drift weaves 
elements of science-fiction with magical 
realism, emerging with the most highly 
sought-after prize in this genre – the 
2020 Arthur C. Clarke Award for Science 
Fiction.

The multi-generational story that 
took two decades to write, entwines 
the histories of three families living 
in modern-day Zambia during a long 
century.

The 40-year-old writer is a professor 
of English at the University of 
Harvard, where she took her PhD 
after graduating from Yale with a 
degree in literature.

She is the previous winner of 
prestigious awards including the 
Caine Prize for African Literature, for her 
short story ‘The Sack’, and the Rona Jaffe 
Foundation Writers’ Award for beginner 
women writers.

Presenting the Arthur C. Clarke 
award, the chair of judges Andrew 
M. Butler called The Old Drift “an 
extraordinary family saga that spans 
eras from Cecil Rhodes to Rhodes Must 
Fall, and beyond.”

Writing in the New York Times, Salman 
Rushdie called the work a “dazzling 
debut” that “burst the banks” of the 
river of female authors flowing from the 
continent.  

Last year’s winner of the prize, Tade 
Thompson, called The Old Drift “the great 
African novel of the 21st century”.
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When Siba Mtongana was little she 
wanted to be a doctor, then a teacher, 
then a president and then a lawyer 
but thankfully for those with a love of 
good food, this little girl grew up to 
be a wonderfully creative and talented 
chef, award-winning cookbook author 
and TV personality. Her food career 
and entrepreneurship has recently been 
taken on as a case study by one of the 
world’s leading universities – Harvard.

Born in the township of Mdanstane in 
South Africa, her mum saw cooking as 
simply a hobby and not a career choice 
but undeterred, Siba studied and gained 
a degree in Food and Consumer Sciences 
and went on to spend five years working 
as Food Editor for Drum Magazine – 
South Africa’s oldest Black magazine. 

In 2011 her TV career was launched 
with a programme called Drum Presents 
Cooking with Siba, which in 2013 won the 
South African Film & Television Award 
for Best Lifestyle and Variety Show. The 
rest is history.

Her charming, upbeat personality 
combined with her fresh and 
spontaneous approach to cooking had a 
wide appeal to home chefs everywhere. 

Siba’s Table had its debut broadcast 
on South Africa’s Food Network channel 
in 2013, was an instant hit and is now 
broadcast in over 130 countries. The 
award-winning cookbook, My Table, 
followed in 2015 and in 2018 she was the 
first female chef to be asked to produce 
signature dishes for South African 
Airways. 

Siba’s food from the heart reflects 
her local roots, is infused with flavours 
from around the world and has been key 
to putting African cuisine on the global 
plate.

CREATIVES

28-year-old Florence Ifeoluwa 
Otedola, more famously known as 
the irrepressible DJ Cuppy, has been 
shrewdly picked up by Apple Music 
executives this year as a host on one 
of the streaming service’s first African 
radio shows, Africa Now Radio. 

Born in Lagos, Nigeria to wealthy oil 
magnate and businessman Femi Otedola 
and his beautiful wife, Nana, Cuppy 
had a privileged childhood and began 
toughening up towards adulthood, 
when the family relocated to 
London in 2005 and she was sent to 
boarding school. 

Armed with a degree in business 
and economics and a master’s 
degree in music business, earned 

whilst interning at Jay-Z’s Roc 
Nation imprint, Cuppy has forged 
ahead in a male-orientated industry, 

with a steelclad determination that 
has paid off. 

From 2014, when she was 
appointed as an ambassador for 
Nigeria’s tourism ministry, she has 
gone from strength to strength – 
DJing at Nigerian President Buhari’s 
inauguration in 2015, becoming an 

ambassador for Save the Children UK 
in 2018, and establishing the Cuppy 
Foundation, which during the pandemic 
provided PPE to care workers and the 
Red Cross in Nigeria. 

She has used her music and influence 
to showcase African music around the 
world and in 2020 released her debut 

album, Original Copy, to great acclaim 
(even after taking singing lessons to 
ensure the quality of her work after 

critics said she wasn’t up to the task) 
– and has been an active voice in the 

Black Lives Matter protests.

★
S AFRICA | MASTER CHEF

Siba 

Global food goddess

★
NIGERIA | INTERNATIONAL DJ

Cuppy 

Princess of Afrobeat

★
S   AFRICA | JUDGE/STRICTLY COME DANCING 

Motsi Mabuse

Dancing queen

Any little girl currently sashaying her 
way around a room as she dreams of 
the glitz and glamour of the ballroom 
dancing world would do well to take 
motivation from Motsi Mabuse – 
World Champion Ballroom and Latin 
Dancer, and more recently known as 
a glamorous judge on the UK’s Strictly 
Come Dancing TV show.

From five years of age, she and 
her family lived in Pretoria during 
the years when Apartheid was still 
very much part of South African 
life. Expected to join the family law 
firm, her love of dance took her in a 
different direction. 

At just 18 years of age she bravely 
moved to Germany after meeting 
Timo Kulczak at the British Open 
Dance Championships in Blackpool. 
He would become her first husband 
and her new country would open the 
doors of opportunity for her. 

In 2007 she began dancing on the 
German equivalent of Strictly 
– Let’s Dance – and by 2011 
she was a judge on the 
show, followed by judging 
on Das Supertalent (from 
the Got Talent franchise) 
and the German broadcast 
of dance contest Stepping 
Out. 

In 2013 she won 
the German Latin 
Dance contest with 
Ukranian partner 
Evgenij Voznyuk. 
The partnership  
was not destined  
to end with a dance – 
they married in 2017  
and have since 
started a dance 
school in Germany 
and become 
parents.

Her role as a 
woman of colour 
on such a high-
profile show has been 
inspirational to many 
young people and even other 
celebrities who have openly 
thanked her for raising 
their visibility. 

Motsi Mabuse has raised 
barriers in our world and  
will no doubt continue to 
do so.
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★ 
SOUTH AFRICA | MUSICIAN

Master KG 

The rapturous 
rhythm maker

Daughter of a South African father 
and Zimbabwean mother, this prolific 
writer and champion of literature will 
tell you that the continent of Africa 
is her home, while the words she 
writes are a testament to her powerful 
understanding and love of Africa. 

She is a winner of 2020’s Goethe 
Medal – which honours those who are 
committed to promoting international 
cultural exchange - and deservedly 
so, as she has already become a role 
model for a whole generation of African 
writers. 

Her first novel The Madams, published 
in 2006, tackled and exposed the 
contradictions of Black middle-class 
families in a post-apartheid South 
Africa and ventured into territories that 
would have put fear into the hearts of 
many a writer. 

Zukiswa is not just any writer – she 
has no fear, and her novels, works of 
non-fiction, articles and projects are 
examples of what you can achieve if you 
dare to cross boundaries.

Her first novel was followed by Behind 
Every Successful Man in 2008, Men of the 
South in 2010 and London – Cape Town – 
Jo’burg in 2014, which won the 2015 K. 
Sello Duiker Memorial Literary Award. 

She has also published two children’s 
novels – Jama Loves Bananas, and an 
African retelling of the Brothers Grimm 
tale of Rapunzel, Refilwe. 

She is the founder of ReadSA, a 
writer-initiated campaign to encourage 
more South Africans to read African 
literature. During 2020, inspired by 
a John Legend ‘Together, at Home’ 
virtual concert, she kept writing alive by 
setting up an online literary festival – 
Afrolit Sans Frontières.

MOST INFLUENTIAL AFRICANS

★
SOUTH AFRICA/ZIMBABWE | WRITER

Zukiswa Wanner

A writer beyond 
borders

Master KG, a 24-year-old South African 
born musician and record producer, 
has already reached heights that many 
never achieve in a lifetime. Winner of 
2020’s MTV EMA’s Best African Act, his 
dedication to music has not waivered 
since he was a 13-year-old playing 
beats on a home computer. 

By 2016 his name began appearing 
on the music scene and his upward 
journey spiralled when he pioneered 
Bolobedu dance or ‘bolo house’ as it is 
known, which was quickly followed by 
an award-winning album – Skeleton 
Moves – in 2018. 

In a world where social media can 
make or break you, 2020 has been a 
year Master KG will never forget, not 
because of a virus, but because a song 
he created featuring the soulful voice of 
Nomcebo, became a viral phenomenon. 

Jerusalema, a song written in 
Venda, one of South Africa’s eleven 
official languages and spoken in the 
region where he was born, surpassed 
all language barriers to bring people 
across the world together. It is the most 
Shazamed song in the App’s history. 
With over 200m views on YouTube, its 
message of hope has become an anthem 
during the pandemic. 

A June 2020 remix by Nigerian 
rapper Burna Boy rocketed it into 
the US Billboard charts, and an 
uploaded video of young Angolan 
dancers even launched a global 
dance movement. 

His remarkable contribution 
to music and harmony is 
summed up by South Africa’s 
Minister of Sports, Arts and 
Culture, Nathi Mthethwa: “We 
are happy that you have put 
our country on the global map. 
You have used song and dance 
to unite the whole world. We 
note the collaboration with 
Burna Boy, a move that augers 
very well with the government’s 
programme of strengthening our 
ties on the continent.”

With over 200 million 
views on YouTube, 

his song Jerusalema’s 
message of hope has 

become an anthem 
during the pandemic.
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For a beautiful girl born in the remote 
town of Piet Retief in South Africa, her 
story is remarkably akin to a fairy-tale 
coming to life, one in which our heroine 
works hard to fulfil her dreams. 

When she was 16, a British Airways 
ad, using music from the opera Lakmé 
(‘The Flower Duet’) became the unlikely 
source of those dreams coming true. 

Gaining a scholarship to the South 
African College of Music in Cape Town 
and mentored by the inspirational 
Professor Virginia Davids, Pretty Yende 
began her ascent into the competitive 
world of opera singing. Since her first 
triumph, winning every category of the 
Belvedere competition in 2009, closely 
followed by winning Plácido Domingo’s 
Operalia world opera competition in 
2011, her rise has been meteoric. 

In almost prophetic fashion, 
Domingo’s remarks on her performance 
– “it was clear to everyone that she was 
ready for the world’s greatest stages. She 
has an extraordinarily beautiful voice 
with a phenomenal technique, and she 
lights up the stage with charisma” – 
have certainly come true.

Pretty Yende’s 2010 debut at La 
Scala in Milan also offered acceptance 
into their prestigious young artists 
programme. In 2013 she made her 
international breakthrough with her 
debut at New York’s Metropolitan Opera, 
when received a standing ovation. 2016 
saw the release of her first album, A 
Journey and 2017 her second, Dreams. 

Today she is one of the world’s most 
sought-after sopranos and her 2020 
calendar reads very much like a happy 
ending. The Washington Post captured 
her superbly when they commented, “A 
voice that can reach the stars”.

Over the past few years, Michaela 
Ewuraba Boakye-Collinson  
(professional name Michaela Coel) has 
grabbed British television by the scruff 
of the neck and shaken it awake to the 
realities of a multicultural world. 

Coel seems to have an abundance of 
talent – she’s a director, screenwriter, 
producer and singer in addition to 
being perhaps the most outstanding 
actress of her generation. Her presence 
on the screen has been described as “a 
smouldering volcano about to erupt”.

Her BBC/HBO comedy-drama series, 
I May Destroy You, which she wrote, co-
directed and executive-produced, was 
perhaps 2020’s most talked about – and 
praised – series. In it, she plays a writer 
who is raped after being given a spiked 
drink. As she tries to piece together 
what happened to her, she takes us on a 
complex and funny journey questioning 
the concept of consent, power relations, 
and dealing with bad experiences.

The UK Guardian TV critic, Lucy 
Mangan writes: “It is, in short, 
an extraordinary, breathtaking 
achievement without a false note in it, 
shot through with humour and with 
ideas, talent and character to burn at 
every perfectly plotted turn.”

Michaela Coel had previously already 
shaken the TV establishment by creating 
and starring in the hugely popular 
comedy Chewing Gum, for which she won 
a BAFTA award. She followed this with 
a staggering performance in Black Earth 
Rising and the musical Been So Long.

Given her dominance on both the big 
and small screens – on both sides of the 
Atlantic – it is no wonder she appears in 
the year’s Most Influential Lists of both 
Time magazine and British Vogue.

CREATIVES

★
S AFRICA | SOPRANO

Pretty Yende

Divine diva

★
GHANA/UK | ACTOR

Michaela Coel  

A titanic talent

★
NIGERIA/UK | ACTOR, PRODUCER

John Boyega

Standing up 
for Black pride

John Adedayo Bamidele 
Adegboyega, to give him his 
full name, has created quite a 
storm with his no-holds-barred 
commentary on Black Lives Matter, 
as well as what he sees as racism in 
the film industry. 

Boyega has been one of the 
hottest young talents both in the 
UK and Hollywood and became an 
international sensation following 
his roles in the Star Wars trilogy of 
sequels, The Force Awakens, The Last 
Jedi and The Rise of Skywalker. 

He received the BAFTA Rising 
Star Award in 2016, and was 
awarded the Trophée Chopard at 
the 2016 Cannes Film Festival.

But what has brought him to 
global attention beyond the film 
world was his emotion-charged 
speech on BLM in London that went 
viral. He hammered the point home 
that Black Lives Matter and have 
always mattered.

He followed this up by dropping 
his lucrative role as a brand 
ambassador for cologne company Jo 
Malone because they had swapped a 
Chinese actor for him in their Asian 
advertising, before lashing out at 
systemic racism in Hollywood.

“What I would say to Disney is 
do not bring out a black character, 
market them to be much more 
important in the franchise than 
they are and then have them 
pushed to the side,” he said. Several 
top stars supported his stance.

His performance in Red, White 
and Blue from Black film director 
Steve McQueen has been described 
as “on a different level altogether”. 
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It might appear that 36-year-old 
Amoako Boafo’s spectacular rise to 
success came from nowhere, but for 
those that know him, talent, self-belief 
and a fiercely focused approach to his 
work have ultimately been the key. 

The luck part came when the 
renowned America portrait painter 
Kehinde Wiley discovered him on 
Instagram in 2018. Since then, his 
journey from struggling artist in Ghana 
to his portrait of his mother’s friend 
floating in a swimming pool entitled 
The Lemon Bathing Suit selling at the 
prestigious Phillips auction house in 
London for a staggering £675,000 
earlier this year (it was estimated 
at £30,000-£50,000), has been 
meteoric. 

The majority of his works take 
inspiration from his roots and 
upbringing and are known for the 
almost luminescent quality in 
the faces of his subjects, which 
may originate from using his 
fingers to brush the strokes on 
parts of his paintings.

He became the first artist in 
residence at the Rubell Museum in 
Miami, working on new paintings for 
the institution’s inaugural exhibition, 
which opened in December 2019 
and has art collectors across the 
world jostling for his work. The 
Guggenheim recently acquired his 
2019 painting, Joy Adenike. 

To raise awareness and support 
for other African artists, he plans 
to open an artist’s residence in his 
hometown of Accra.

Although she grew up in Lagos, Abi Daré 
travelled to the UK 18 years ago to study 
law at Wolverhampton University and 
went on to gain an MSc in International 
Project Management at Glasgow 
University, as well as an MA in Creative 
Writing from Birkbeck, University of 
London. 
    She could only have dreamt that one 
day she would write a book that would 
stir the souls of so many.

Before its publication, The Girl with the 
Louding Voice was on the radar, winning 
the Bath Novel Award in 2018 for 
unpublished manuscripts and becoming 
a finalist in The Literary Consultancy’s 
Pen Factor competition. 

The novel was published this year  
to critical acclaim, appearing on the  
New York Times bestseller lists and BBC 
Radio 4’s Book at Bedtime show. It was a 
finalist for the Desmond Elliott Prize for 
first-time novelists and Daré was also 
included in The Guardian’s ‘10 Best Debut 
Novelists of 2020’ listing. 

The Girl with the Louding Voice has  
been described as “a powerful, 
emotional debut novel told in the 
unforgettable voice of a young Nigerian 
woman” by Goodreads, and fellow 
author, Imbolo Mbue defined the book 
as “a celebration of girls who dare to 
dream”.

Inspired by her family to write the 
novel, her beautiful writing provides an 
emotional reminder of how we still live 
in a world where young women fight to 
have their views heard and it is through 
the unique and resilient voice of her 
fictional heroine, Adunni, that she draws 
the reader in to a universe that provides 
not just a story but a powerful message 
of courage and conviction.

★
NIGERIA | WRITER

Abi Daré  

Celebrating girls who 
dare to dream

★
GHANA | ARTIST

Amoako Boafo

Exploding ‘from 
nowhere’ to top the 

world art scene

MOST INFLUENTIAL AFRICANS

Boafo has collectors 
around the world 

jostling for his work. 
The Guggenheim 

recently acquired his 
2019 painting  
Joy Adenike.
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The Kenneth Ize brand of clothing may 
not be instantly recognisable to you and 
me, but to the fashion insider it is one of 
the industry’s most daring and dazzling 
new stars. 

Brought up in Austria, Kenneth Ize 
grew up between two nations, with 
Nigerian parents who believed that 
the way you dressed embodied who 
you were. His interest in clothing led 
him to study fashion and design at the 
University of Applied Arts in Vienna,  
and from the humble beginnings of a 
GoFundMe page, his brand was born. 

The heart of his brand comes from 
uniting the centuries-old traditions 
of Nigerian asoke and akwete woven 
fabrics with contemporary design and 
luxury materials. Austrian influence 
is also apparent in his work, with an 
almost invisible bridge between the two 
cultures.

In 2019 he was the first Black 
designer to be invited to partner the 
Karl Lagerfeld brand and in the same 
year was awarded the Designer of the 
Year award at the Arise Fashion Week 
in Nigeria, as well as shortlisted for the 
LVMH Prize for young fashion designers.

In February 2020, he made his 
official debut at Paris Fashion Week 
with supermodels Naomi Campbell and 
Imaan Hammam strutting his work on 
the catwalk and causing a social media 
storm. 

His designs are showcasing his 
cultural history to the world and 
reviving artisan craftsmanship skills 
that were struggling to survive. 

“I’m a storyteller, I want to tell the 
story of my community, my experience, 
and my memories, while also opening 
people’s eyes to new perspectives.”

Zanele Muholi describe themselves as 
non-binary and a visual activist. From 
the early 2000s, they have documented 
and celebrated the lives of South 
Africa’s Black lesbian, gay, trans, queer 
and intersex communities through 
photography. 

Born into a working-class, Black 
family in Durban and growing up under 
Apartheid, they found that a camera 
gave them a voice. Through the lens, 
they found the means to make powerful 
statements that were political, cultural 
and deeply insightful about a country 
that promised equality in their 1996 
Constitution and legalised same-
sex marriage in 2006, but to this day 
remains a place where prejudice and 
violence against the LGBTQI community 
continues. 

Their dark, glowing series of self-
portraits “Somnyama Ngonyama” (“Hail 
the Dark Lioness”) were exhibited in ten 
cities across the world in 2018.

Their work, currently being exhibited 
at the Tate Gallery in London until 
March 2021, has been encapsulated 
by The Guardian: “It would be an 
understatement to say these images 
make you think twice about race, colour, 
imperialist oppression, state cruelties – 
historic and continuous – of 
all kinds.”

The global 
acclaim that 
recognises the 
courage and 
immense 
talent behind 
this ongoing 
archive of 
those who 
are often 
marginalised, 
is fully 
justified. In 
their words, 
“We are here, we 
exist, we resist, we 
persist.”

CREATIVES

★
NIGERIA | FASHION DESIGNER

Kenneth Izedonmwen

Couture’s Afro-
upstart

★
S AFRICA | VISUAL ACTIVIST/ARTIST

Zanele Muholi  

The dark 
lioness

★
EGYPT | COMEDIAN/ACTOR/WRITER

Ramy Youssef 

Egypt’s 
millennial comic 

From modest beginnings as the son 
of New Jersey immigrants, 29-year-
old Ramy Youssef has set himself up 
as an example to all young creatives 
by instigating the first mainstream 
US TV series with a central character 
who is an Arab Muslim.

Ramy is a semi-autobiographical 
take on life, blended with his astute 
and occasionally unnerving humour. 
His journey to this triumph began 
with comedy sketch performances 
whilst he was studying political 
science and economics, after which 
he enrolled in a Hollywood acting 
school. This was followed by stand-
up comedy on the Late Show and TV 
appearances in Mr Robot and See Dad 
Run. In June 2019 he had his first 
HBO stand-up comedy special – 
Ramy Youssef: Feelings.

Ramy was co-created and co-
written by Ramy himself. He also 
takes a leading role in this TV series, 
which has been signed up for a third 
season and has just been honoured 
at the Media Access Awards. 

Season two was dubbed ‘A Saintly 
Sinner’s Superb Return’ by Rolling 
Stone magazine and The Verge (a US 
tech and news website) described 
the series as “a world view that’s 
not interested in religion as a 
means of absolving people’s worst 
impulses, but as another avenue by 
which they can be understood... The 
result is a tremendous show that is 
heart-breaking, uncomfortable, and 
wickedly funny.” 

The accolades do not stop there 
as he is also the 2020 Golden Globe 
winner for Best Performance by an 
Actor in a Television Series.
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To describe Johannesburg-born 
Kentridge as an artist, perhaps does not 
do justice to his prolific and illustrious 
career. Best known for his mesmerising 
animated charcoal drawings – like 
many of his great artistic predecessors 
such as Leonardo da Vinci and Pablo 
Picasso – he too has mastered many 
other expressive forms, which have 
fetched up to $1m at auction. Both his 
parents were advocates who represented 
those disadvantaged by the Apartheid 
system and would later prove to be 
influences in his work.

In 2016 he was the first artist in 
history to have a catalogue raisonné 
(a comprehensive listing of all work) 
produced for his art as a youth. He has 
works in collections around the world, 
notably the Museum of Modern Art in 
New York, the Tate Gallery in London 
and the Goetz Collection in Munich. 

Originally he wanted to become an 
actor and once famously said: “I was 
fortunate to discover at a theatre school 
that I was so bad an actor… I was 
reduced to [being] an artist, and I made 
my peace with it.”

He gained international acclaim 
for his short film series, 9 Drawings for 
Projection, which tackles South African 
realities in the last century. Until 
February 2021, the Centre de Cultura 
Contemporània de Barcelona is hosting 
the European premiere of this series, 
including two new films, one of which, 
City Deep, was made during this year’s 
lockdown. The work makes no apology 
for addressing Apartheid and other 
social injustices within South Africa 
and acts as a creative and emotional 
reminder of a stark time in history.

★
S AFRICA | ARTIST

William Kentridge 

Master 
of the arts

The award-winning novelist, filmmaker 
and playwright’s early work included 
the novel Nervous Conditions, written in 
her mid-20s, about a Zimbabwean girl 
determined to get an education.

Becoming the first book by a Black 
woman from Zimbabwe to be published 
in English, in 1988, it was awarded 
the Commonwealth Writer’s Prize and 
translated into multiple languages.

After making a name for herself 
as a novelist, Dangarembga turned 
her hand to screenplays. Following a 
stint studying at the German Film and 
Television Academy in Berlin she wrote 
the script for the film Neria in 1993, 

which became the highest-grossing 
film in Zimbabwe.

Thirty years after her acclaimed 
debut novel, she produced the 
final part of the trilogy with This 
Mournable Body in 2018.
Shortlisted for the Booker Prize, 
the novel was praised by the New 
York Times as a “masterpiece”, and 
lauded by critics for capturing the 
bitter scramble for survival in post-
colonial Zimbabwe.

Never shying away from speaking 
truth to power, Dangarembga was 
arrested on the streets of Harare 
amid a sweeping crackdown by 
security agencies ahead of planned 
anti-corruption demonstrations 
in July. As she awaits trial for 

the charges, acclaimed writers 
around the world have leapt to her 
defence. 

★
ZIMBABWE | WRITER 

Tsitsi Dangarembga

The activist 
chronicler

★
S AFRICA | FASHION DESIGNER

Thebe Magugu

Leading a cultural 
renaissance

As the first African designer to 
win the coveted LVMH Prize in 
2019 – Luis Vuitton’s initiative to 
support and uplift young designers 
and the British Fashion Council’s 
International Fashion Showcase for 
curation and fashion content – this 
27-year-old has finally seen the 
years of dedication to his designs 
and his country’s complex history 
come to fruition.

He studied at the LISOF School 
of Fashion in Johannesburg and 
launched his own womenswear 
label in 2016. His 2020 collection – 
Prosopography SS20 – harnesses the 
story of the Black Sash Women, a 
peaceful and liberal white women’s 
resistance organisation founded in 
the 50s in protest of the injustice 
against people of colour. 

Staying true to the revolutionary 
spirit in his designs, his 2021 
collection is inspired by reading 
Jonathan Ancer’s book 
Betrayal: The Secret 
Lives of Apartheid 
Spies.

His talent for 
using fashion to 
tell his story was 
praised by South 
Africa’s President 
Cyril Ramaphosa 
at Paris Fashion 
Week earlier this 
year: “The level 
of consciousness 
he brings to his 
artistry is most 
inspiring and 
distinguishes 
him from his 
contemporaries.”
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★
 S AFRICA - CHEF/RESTAURATEUR 

Prue Leith  
Czarina

of cuisine

How do you preserve the quality of 
British food? Send for an African, of 
course. Prue Leith, 80-year-old doyenne 
of the UK’s popular television cookery, 
led the review by an expert panel 
of meals in National Health Service 
hospitals launched by Prime Minister 

Boris Johnson. It is a symbol of 
how highly the South African is 
regarded. 

Cape Town born Prue certainly 
carries clout. After a life-time of 

success in several professions she 
achieved a considerable coup in 

succeeding friend, rival and 
‘national treasure’ Mary 

Berry at the helm of 
television’s iconic The 

Great British Bake Off 
when she left at the 
end of 2016 …  and, it 

is reported, at almost 
triple her salary. The latest 

edition this year drew record 
numbers of viewers, peaking at over 
ten million.

That same formidable acumen 
has stood her in good stead as a 
restaurateur, chef, caterer, television 
presenter/broadcaster, journalist, 
cookery writer and novelist, as well 
as in senior positions across a range 
of business, charitable, financial and 
academic enterprises (plus a CBE - 
the Commander of the British Empire 
accolade).

Prudence Margaret Leith, who arrived 
in London from Cape Town in 1960 (via 
a stay at the Paris Sorbonne), seems set 
to remain czarina of cuisine for some 
time.

Sadio Mané’s 2020 got off to an 
excellent start when at an awards 
ceremony held in Egypt on 7 January, 
he was presented with the CAF African 
Footballer of the Year award for 2019, 
beating his Liverpool teammate Mo 
Salah into second place in a reverse of 
the previous year’s results.

He was arguably his team’s best 
player for the 19/20 season as he helped 
Liverpool win their first league title 
in 30 years when they blew away their 
opponents with an incredible start, 
winning 26 of their first 27 games, 
drawing the other before going down 
in a shock 3-0 defeat away to Watford, 
who would end the campaign being 
relegated. 

The Reds ended up winning  
the title by a massive 18 points and 
Mane’s contribution was recognised  
not only with a place in the PFA Team  
of the Year (his third appearance) 
but not unsurprisingly for one of the 
genuine nice guys in the game today 
was also named PFA Fans’ Player of the 
Year.

He became the third African to pick 
up the award in the last five years after 
Riyad Mahrez (2016) and Salah (2018). 
He also found the net 18 times in 35 
games which meant he tied for 6th place 
(with Harry Kane) in the Premier League 
scoring charts.

Well-known for being generous to 
causes back in his native Senegal, he 
donated FCFA30m (around £41,000) 
to help the health authorities in their 
battle against the coronavirus. Other 
footballers please take note.

★
 SENEGAL | FOOTBALLER

Sadio Mané

Crème de 
la crème

Every since Chimamanda Ngozi 
Adichie warned the world about 
the dangers of “the single story” to 
which Africa had been reduced by 
the outside world during a TED  
talk in 2009, the Nigerian author 
seems to have single-handedly set 
out to change the mostly negative 
and simplistic narrative about 
Africa.

She has succeeded in no small 
measure. Her novels, which have 
become bestsellers throughout 
the world, show a multi-layered, 
complex and fascinating 
continent bursting with 
exciting and original 
stories.

This November her 
novel Half of a Yellow Sun, 
which was originally 
published in 2007 and 
won the Women’s Prize for 
Fiction then, was voted the 
Winner of Winners of the 
award as part of its 25th 
anniversary celebrations. 
She beat some of the best 
writers in the world to 
secure her victory.

Her influence even 
outside the world of 
literature has been immense, 
especially as a global icon 
of modern feminism after 
her TED talks. Her lecture 
‘We Should All Be Feminists’ 
has been viewed by tens of 
millions around the world. It 
is distributed in book form to 
every 16-year-old in Sweden.

★
NIGERIA | WRITER

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie  

Winner of 
winners

Her novels show 
a multi-layered, 

complex and 
fascinating Africa 

bursting with  
original stories.
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History was made in November when 
the first full-fledged space flight for 
NASA was made by a private company, 
SpaceX. The rocket and capsule 
(named Resilience by the crew to reflect 
the difficulties of the year) was built 
and operated by South African born 
and raised Elon Musk – and his team.

The four astronauts, three American 
and one Japanese, were on their way 
to join the International Space Station. 
Musk, suspecting a Covid infection, 
watched from the sidelines as he 
came closer to his dream of creating a 
human colony on Mars by 2050.

Musk seem to have taken the 
phrase ‘reaching for the stars’ - 
almost literally so in this case – for 
granted. This extraordinary inventor 
and entrepreneur has happily pushed 
back the bounds of the possible for 
decades.

Has there been any year when Elon 
Musk was not influencing events and 
thoughts somewhere? He has had an 
excellent 2020 – shares in his Tesla 
electric vehicle company have soared 
making it worth a reported $100bn and 
he had a son, who is named X Æ A-XII. 
According to Bloomberg, he is now the 
world’s second-richest man.

He says space exploration is vital 
in expanding human consciousness 
and that interplanetary travel may 
be key to mankind’s survival.  

MOST INFLUENTIAL AFRICANS

★
S AFRICA | 

INNOVATOR/ENTREPRENEUR

Elon Musk  
Out of 

this world

“I’m not an 
alien... but I used 

to be one.” –  
Musk on Twitter

This year Edward Enninful put Africa at 
the heart of British fashion, talked with 
royalty, and won international plaudits 
for his professional excellence – yet 
could not escape the touch of racism. 

Editor-in-chief of British Vogue – the 
definitive voice of fashion – since 2017, 
Ghana-born Enninful produced several 
ground-breaking editions. For the 
September 2020 issue he commissioned 
Misan Harriman to shoot the cover, the 
first Black male photographer do so in 
the magazine’s 104-year history.

In the same month, Enninful, 
himself, was featured on the cover 
of Time Magazine as “the most 
important Black man in the global 
fashion landscape”, and was named PPA 
(Professional Publishers Association) 
Editor of the Year. 

He closed 2020 by contributing a 
significant interview with Prince Charles 
to Vogue. Only a few weeks earlier a 
security guard had told the 48-year-old 
Edward to “use the loading bay” when 
attempting to enter his own office.

Racism has been with him since 
his early years of being brought up in 
Ladbroke Grove. There he learned that 
“if you were Black you have to work 
ten times as hard … I did that from 
studying more, looking at more images, 
owning my craft and educating myself”. 
Quite clearly, it worked wonders.

★
GHANA/UK | EDITOR

Edward Enninful

Shaping the global 
fashion industry
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Wole Soyinka published his first novel, 
The Interpreters in 1965 followed by 
Season of Anomy in 1973. There had been 
no word of new full-length fiction from 
him until the announcement this year 
about his third novel, Chronicles of the 
Happiest People on Earth, which is bound 
to be a significant publishing event.  

In the interim 47 years he has been 
extremely busy, producing award- 
winning plays, books of poems, 
memoirs, essays and literary criticism.  
Along the way he picked up the Nobel 
Prize for Literature in 1986, and through 
his political activism, a reputation 
for being the intellectual and moral 
conscience of his nation. 

At 86, Soyinka is now the elder 
African literary statesman, 
having outlived Chinua 
Achebe, and his 

fellow Nobel laureates 
Nadine Gordimer and 

Naguib Mahfouz. His 
only remaining peers are 

J.M. Coetzee and Ngugi Wa 
Thiong’o.   

The latest novel sees him once 
again grappling with a theme he 

has made his own – a meditation on 
the (re) making of modern Africa and 

the role of the artist in that process.  
A pact is made between youthful 

friends to change their country. Against 
an evolving backdrop of religious, 
community and national convulsions, 
their individual recognition and 
professional success is measured against 
their original national ambitions, as if 
a coda on the trials of his generation of 
writers.

★
NIGERIA | WRITER, NOBEL LAUREATE

Wole Soyinka

Return of the
master novelist

ICONS

★
UGANDA | ATHLETE

Joshua Cheptegei 

The record 
setter

Joshua Cheptegei had a season of 
almost seamless success, breaking 
three world records in the four races 
contested, to win nomination to the 
short list for Male World Athlete of 
the Year. 

His progress started with a 
5K road racing record in Monaco 
(12:51), and in March, although 
Covid-19 caused much of the 
scheduled international competition 
programme to be abandoned, the 
24-year-old Ugandan carried over 
his outstanding form when racing 
resumed. 

By setting new world records in 
the 5,000 metres (12:35.36) in the 
Diamond League meetings at Monaco 
and the 10,000 metres (26:11.00) at 
Valencia, John became only the tenth 
man in history to hold concurrently 
these two long-distance records, for 
both of which he had been declared 
Diamond League champion the 
previous year. 

Cheptegei’s 5,000 metres victory 
has been nominated for World 
Athletics’ new COVID Inspiration 
Award. The race was testament to 
his tenacity as he got there only after 
an arduous 80-hour journey, which 
involved two lay-overs and a charter 
flight arranged by his country’s 
President. 

It is difficult to say that Sir David 
Adjaye OBE RA broke new ground when 
he became the first Black recipient of 
the RIBA (Royal Institute of British 
Architects) Royal Gold Medal for 2021, 
announced this October, because  
he has been breaking ground and 
setting new horizons throughout his  
career. 

The honour was awarded to the 
54-year-old African architect because 
of his substantial contribution to 
international architecture. 

Although his acclaimed work 
stretches from the National Museum of 
African-American History and Culture 
in Washington DC to the Skolkovo 
Moscow School of Management,  
Adjaye remains involved 
with the Mother 
Continent.

His current 
major project is 
the National 
Cathedral 
of Ghana in 
Accra. The 
edifice is intended to provide 
for everyday and educational 
facilities, as well as an assembly 
hall which can support state 
events of a sacred and spiritual 
nature. Sir David seeks to project the 
way that divinity is revealed in bridging 
local culture with Christian ideals in a 
specific form for the region.

Indeed, it is a welcome sign of 
optimism to be planning for the world 
beyond this troubled time.

★
GHANA/UK | ARCHITECT

Sir David Adjaye  

Designing a better 
tomorrow
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It has been impossible to ignore Idris 
Elba this year – but who would want 
to do that? Whether as actor, writer, 
producer, singer/rapper, songwriter, DJ 
or in commercial advertisements and 
film trailers, the multifaceted 48-year-
old African has been everywhere. 

Arguably, it is his voice as an 
ambassador and activist that is today 
giving him the most prominence. 

His energy and vitality have been 
amazing. On receiving a special award 
for his contribution to television at the 
virtual Bafta TV Awards, Idris said that 
his “mission” was to give opportunities 
to growing talent in the industry. 

He has spoken often about the 
difficulties he, himself has undergone, 
and the inspiration he has received 
from others. Elba was born to a father 
from Sierra Leone and Ghanaian mother 
in Hackney, a working-class London 
borough. 

Before breaking through in 
entertainment, he worked at odd-jobs 
in tyre-fitting, cold-calling, on night-
shifts at Ford’s Dagenham car assembly 
plant and as a night-club DJ.

Idris recalls being inspired as a young 
man by established actor Paul Barber, 
whose father is also from Sierra Leone, 
sitting in with his drama class. His own 
career started modestly with a role as a 
murderer in the Crimewatch television 
series, and has led to him to acquiring 
an OBE for his services to drama, and 
more awards than can be mentioned 
here.

MOST INFLUENTIAL AFRICANS

★
SIERRA LEONE /UK | ACTOR, WRITER, 

PRODUCER, DJ, ACTIVIST

Idris Elba  
The one 
to watch

Nothing was more normal in a year 
more abnormal than any in current 
memory than that Brigid Kosgei should 
win the London Marathon. After all, 
she had done it the year before. Yet the 
circumstances could not have been more 
different – and more testing. 

Whereas in 2019 the then 25 year-
old Kenyan was the youngest woman to 
win the event and on her way to a world 
record in Chicago six months later, here 
she had to struggle against pouring rain 
and autumnal cold.

For two-thirds of the race Kosgei 
matched pace to pace with world 
champion Ruth Chepng’etich before 
she broke free and battled against 
the elements to finish in 2 hours 
18.58. It wasn’t the hoped-for 
world-record time but it was champion 
quality and courage.

Brigid said: “The weather is not good. 
So we struggled. It’s wonderful to race. 
We have not prepared well due to the 
pandemic. I struggled up to the moment 
I finished. I will be well-prepared for 
good results next year.”

Those good results should include 
her debut in the rescheduled Olympic 
Games in Tokyo, for which she has been 
selected already. 

★
 KENYA | ATHLETE

Brigid Kosgei

Marathon 
queen - again
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2020 has been a rollercoaster year 
for one of the most prominent 
African financiers on the 
international stage. In February, 
the Ivorian was ousted as chief 
executive of Swiss banking giant 
Credit Suisse after a corporate 
spying controversy. 

The scandal began the previous 
September, according to the 
Financial Times, when corporate 
espionage firm Investigo was caught 
tailing Iqbal Khan, a former Credit 
Suisse executive who had defected 
to rival UBS. It deepened when it 
emerged that the former head of 
human resources had also been 
spied upon.

Thiam maintained he had no 
knowledge of the spying and was 
cleared of any involvement by an 
external law firm, but despite the 
protests of supportive shareholders, 
was forced to resign. 

His untimely ousting sparked 
allegations of racism at the Swiss 
institution, with the New York 
Times reporting that Thiam had left 
his chairman’s birthday party at 
the firm when a Black performer 
dressed as a janitor danced on stage. 
The bank says it is now taking steps 
to increase under-representation. 

Thiam remains in demand. He 
was appointed as one of the African 
Union’s special envoys to mobilise 
an economic response to the 
Covid-19 pandemic, and 
joined the board of French 
luxury company Kering. 

In November he was 
appointed as chairman 
of Rwanda Finance, 
responsible for the 
development and promotion 
of the Kigali International 
Financial Centre.

ICONS

★
CÔTE D’IVOIRE | FINANCIER 

Tidjane Thiam

The standard- 
bearer

★
NIGERIA | PRESIDENT, AFDB 

Akinwumi Adesina

The kingmaker

An uncharacteristically difficult few 
months for the suave Nigerian president 
of the African Development Bank 
ultimately brought personal vindication 
alongside an enormous new challenge in 
the form of Covid-19. 

After an African Development 
Bank committee exonerated Adesina 
of allegations of ethical misconduct, 
including that he had granted contracts 
to acquaintances and appointed relatives 
to strategic positions, the US – the 
bank’s largest non-African shareholder 
– called for a review into the findings. 

On 28 July, an independent panel 
led by former Irish President Mary 
Robinson tasked with reviewing the 
process, delivered its verdict. The panel 
approved the process and further noted 
that it found the president’s submissions 
“consistent with his innocence and to 
be persuasive.” 

That conclusion allowed Adesina  
to continue with the Bank’s vital 
work of helping Africa emerge  
from the economic ruin of Covid- 
19. 

The Bank was quick to announce a 
Covid-19 Response Facility to provide 
up to $10bn to African governments 

and the private sector, offered 
financial assistance to the WHO, 
and launched a social bond  
to alleviate the pandemic’s 
impact. 

Adesina has also led calls for 
Africa’s debt to be renegotiated 
in response to the pandemic 
– as he bluntly put it in April, 
“only those that are alive can 
pay back debts.” 

In late October, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala 
was poised to achieve one of the highest 
honours of her long and storied career: 
election as the first African and female 
director-general of the World Trade 
Organisation. 

Having gained support from around 
the world, the former Nigerian finance 
minister and World Bank managing 
director was best placed to forge 
consensus among the WTO’s member 
states, according to the WTO facilitators 
in charge of the process. 

Yet at the last minute, the Trump 
administration blocked her accession, 
throwing its weight behind Yoo Myung-
hee, the South Korean trade minister, 
who is Okonjo-Iweala’s last remaining 
rival for selection. 

For Okonjo-Iweala, the decision of  
the US – which claimed that the 
WTO needs a leader with hands-on 
experience of trade – was a significant 
setback. Yet it may only be a temporary 
one. With Joe Biden set to take over 
as President following his dramatic 
election win in November, the new 
administration could reverse course and 
back Okonjo-Iweala. 

Securing the leadership will only be 
the start of Okonjo-Iweala’s challenges 
at the WTO. The next director-general 
will have to mediate the global trade 
war between the US and China and kick- 
start global trade in an era wracked by 
the economic fallout of the Covid-19 
pandemic. 

However, if anyone has the political 
nous to bring opposing parties together 
and forge agreement, it is likely to be 
the well-liked Nigerian. 

★
NIGERIA | ECONOMIST 

Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala

A leader without 
equals
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The year has been a relatively good one 
for Africa’s telecoms firms, with data 
usage, subscriptions and broadband 
connections all increasing on the 
continent as lockdowns forced citizens 
and businesses inside. Yet 2020 has also 
brought its fair share of challenges to 
Strive Masiyiwa, the billionaire founder 
and chairman of Econet Global. 

In July, it was reported that Masiyiwa 
was struggling to find a buyer for 20% 
to 34% of Liquid Telecom, Africa’s 
largest independent fibre and cloud 
company, which he majority owns. 
According to Bloomberg sources, buyers 
wanted to assess the post-Covid-19 
impact on Africa’s economies before 
committing to a purchase. 

He had hoped to sell the shares for 
around $600m, it was reported, in 
order to pay off debts related to a failed 
2019 pay-TV venture. Nevertheless, in 
October Liquid Telecom raised $307m 
via a rights issue to fund data centre 
projects, suggesting the investor outlook 
remains bright for the sector. 

Masiyiwa told journalists that he led 
some of the sales pitches himself - “it 
sometimes felt like Shark Tank, except it 
was tougher and each pitch takes weeks 
to complete” - evidence that the veteran 
still enjoys the cut-and-thrust of the 
industry. 

He continues his philanthropic work, 
and in March offered renewed support 
for Zimbabwe’s healthcare workers 
after services were cut due to a lack of 
PPE to deal with the coronavirus. The 
assistance included protective clothing, 
cash, life and health insurance and 
transport for nurses and doctors.

MOST INFLUENTIAL AFRICANS

★
ZIMBABWE | ENTREPRENEUR

Strive Masiyiwa 

The problem 
solver

The chief executive of Ethiopian Airlines 
has this year had to navigate the biggest 
crisis in the history of the international 
aviation sector as Covid-19 grounded 
planes and emptied the continent’s 
busiest airports. 

An employee of the airline for more 
than 35 years, GebreMariam made an 
early decision during the pandemic 
to temporarily switch to transporting 
cargo, which he says helped to avert 
financial ruin by allowing the airline 
to maintain an income stream when 
around 90% of its passenger fleet was 
grounded. 

Still, by April the airline had  
lost $550m since January, and the  
crisis is far from over. The IATA  
predicts the continent will hit just 
30% of 2019 passenger levels, down 
significantly from the 45% it projected 
in July. 

That means Africa will see just 
45m travellers this year, compared 
to 155m in 2019, with numbers likely 
to be significantly down across all of 
Ethiopian Airlines’ remaining routes. 

Nevertheless, the airline is looking 
for opportunities amid the rubble,  
and entered initial talks over a potential 
rescue of the stricken South African 
Airways, which it could help to  
manage. 

The move hints at the continent-wide 
ambitions of the airline even at what is 
likely to be its lowest ebb. GebreMariam 
also oversaw compensation negotiations 
with Boeing following on from the fatal 
crash of Ethiopian Airlines flight 302 in 
March 2019 as a result of Boeing design 
flaws on its 737 Max aircraft.  

★
ETHIOPIA | CEO, ETHIOPIAN AIRLINES

Tewolde GabreMariam 

The 
high-flyer

★
NIGERIA | ACTIVIST

Aisha Yesufu 

The voice of 
humanity

When you come from a background 
of poverty, constraints and danger, 
it takes courage to rise above it, but 
to then become a symbol for justice 
in that world takes an unstoppable 
spirit; this is Aisha Yesufu 
personified. 

In 2014, when headlines on the 
schoolgirls kidnapped in Chibok by 
Boko Haram appalled the world, she 
was a co-founder of the Bring Back 
Our Girls movement and began to be 
known globally for her perseverance 
in keeping their plight alive.

In 2019 she was named The 
Guardian’s ‘Voice of Humanity’ and 
has been described on Twitter as “a 
national treasure, a super-hero and 
the Queen Ameena of our time”. 

This year she has been at the 
forefront of the powerful #EndSARS 
movement against police brutality 
in Nigeria, bravely calling out the 
President, saying: “If anybody has 
an issue with me for calling out the 
incompetence of this government, 
they have a job to do for a very long 
time because I am going to still 
call them out and whoever is in 
government. I don’t care – so far 
they don’t do the right thing. I am 
going to call them out.” 
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ICONS

Since the outbreak of Covid-19, the 
continent, like many places around the 
world, has struggled with overwhelmed 
laboratories and a shortage of testing 
kits.

One African who is making a 
difference is Amadou Sall. The 
Senegalese virologist owns one of just 
two labs on the continent fit for testing 
the coronavirus. Out of his Dakar 
biomedical centre, the Pasteur Institute, 
Sall partnered with UK-based diagnostic 
company Mologic to pioneer a test kit 
that cuts the waiting time for results 
from 12 days to less than 10 minutes.

The kits have revolutionised testing 
by providing communities with tests 
that are as simple as pregnancy tests  - 
only cheaper, at $1 a pop.

Before the pandemic, the Senegalese 
branch of the Paris-based Pasteur 
Institute had been producing 
immunisation for 80 years to curb the 
spread of epidemics such as Ebola.

Sall hopes to produce 10-15m 
test kits by February 2021. And 
while Africa can’t test its way 
out of the pandemic, quick 
testing is currently its best bet 
for slowing the spread of the 
virus until a vaccine is deployed 
on the ground.

★
SENEGAL | VIROLOGIST 

Amadou Sall

Breaking
boundaries

From Nigeria’s northern states 
comes another of the country’s giant 
industrialists – Abdul Samad Rabiu. 
Born in Kano, Rabiu took over his 
father’s business at a young age and 
went on to create commodity trader 
BUA Group in 1998. Two decades 
later and Rabiu is one of Nigeria’s 
richest men, growing the company 
to a multi-billion dollar business 
and accruing a net worth of $4.2bn. 

Starting by trading rice, edible oil 
and flour, Rabiu has since expanded 
his interests to manufacturing, 
infrastructure and agriculture.

Helping to industrialise his 
home country, Rabiu has poured 
millions of dollars into green-field 
investments over the years – from 
cement plants to sugar refineries. 

Though fellow-industrialist Aliko 
Dangote is better known outside 
Nigeria for his cement factories, 
Rabiu’s cement business dominates 
Nigeria’s northwest, thanks to 
serious investment in cement plants 
in Sokoto.

He is also the chairman of 
Nigeria’s Bank of Industry and is 
a firm believer that Nigeria can 
produce everything it needs – 
reducing what is often a whopping 
import bill.

His company was the biggest 
IPO this year when it listed on the 
Nigerian exchange. For now, he sees 
all the potential he needs through 
investments in Nigeria.

★
CAMEROON | PHILOSOPHER

Achille Mbembe  

The great thinker 
of our times

Achille Mbembe is an eminent and 
internationally acclaimed professor at 
the Institute of Social and Economic 
Research of Witwatersrand University, 
Johannesburg, South Africa. 

He was the Executive Director of the 
Council for the Development of Social 
Science Research in Africa (CODESRIA),  
in Dakar, Senegal and has been a 
visiting professor at the universities 
of Harvard, Duke and California in 
Berkeley in the US.

He has been honoured many times 
as a great researcher, historian, 
philosopher and political scientist of 
post-colonialism and was awarded  
the Geschwister-Scholl Prize for his 
Critique of Black Reason, published in 
2015. 

In 2018, the German city of 
Ludwigshafen honoured him with the 
Ernst Bloch Prize as “one of the most 
important thinkers on the African 
continent”, and in the same year, 

the Gerda Henkel Foundation 
awarded him the highly 
endowed Gerda Henkel Prize 
for his “outstanding research 
achievements.”

His latest book, 
Brutalisme, was published 
in France in February 2020 
and rapidly gained readership 

in the French-speaking 
world. The book examines 

“the becoming-artificial of 
humanity” and its counterpart, 

the “becoming-human of 
machines” in a world where 
algorithms make the decisions of 
our future.

★
NIGERIA | INDUSTRIALIST

Abdul Samad Rabiu    

Made
in Nigeria
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For more than two decades, industrialist 
and philanthropist, Ivor Ichikowitz 
has built a reputation as a leading 
investor on the continent, with 
successful businesses in energy, 
aviation, mining, retail, tourism, 
ICT, aerospace and technology, and 
advanced manufacturing. Via his 
family foundation, he has invested 
in environmental and wildlife 
conservation, education initiatives, 
responsible citizenship, and heritage 
programmes.  

For most of his adult life, Ivor has 
made it his personal mission to tell  
the good news stories of Africa to 
counter the outdated narratives of  
Africa as a ‘hopeless’ continent. He  
also writes a regular column for New 
African.

Through the Ichikowitz Family 
Foundation, Ivor commissioned the 
most comprehensive study of the 
continent’s youth to date – to provide 
a better global understanding of one of 
the world’s most important groups.

The inaugural African Youth Survey 
2020, comprising thousands of face-to-
face interviews with young Africans held 
across 14 Sub-Saharan African nations, 
revealed a youth driven by a 
strong sense of optimism, 
individual responsibility, a 
postcolonial mindset and 
entrepreneurialism. 

The aim of the annual 
survey is to serve as the 
pre-eminent source of data 
on Africa’s youth, with  
the potential to 
reimagine policy 
development, 
investment and 
education initiatives 
across the continent. 

“Africa’s young 
people are literally 
the leaders of 
tomorrow and yet 
little is known of 
what they feel, 
think or even hope 
for. Ignoring their 
voices would be a 
catastrophe not 
just for Africa but 
the whole world,” 
he says.

★
SOUTH AFRICA | INDUSTRIALIST

Ivor Ichikowitz  

Investing in 
Africa’s future

★
EGYPT | ENTREPRENEUR

Ashraf Sabry 

Egypt’s 
unicorn

Charles Onyango-Obbo has something of 
a cult following. This veteran journalist, 
who was an editor at Kenya’s largest 
newspaper, Daily Nation, and headed the 
Mail & Guardian Africa, is arguably still 
Africa’s ‘youngest’ journalist, in spirit 
at least, always running away with what 
he calls “crazy ideas”.

He’s a prolific commentator and an 
avid pan-Africanist with a strong belief 
in bringing historical perspective and 
context to current affairs. He’s currently 
leading a book project looking at Africa 
140 years after the Berlin Conference 
– evaluating borders and how they’ve 
defined the 54 nations of Africa today.

Via Facebook he curates and edits 
a magazine that he calls the Wall of 
Great Africans, bringing to light the 
lives of some famous and also lesser- 
known Africans, what he calls both the 
remarkable and unsung African heroes 
– as well as “the lovable villains who 
have since left us”. In this work, he 
also makes a point of recognising the 
contributions of the women of Africa, 
who he says have unfortunately been 
“written out of history”.

★
UGANDA | ENTREPRENEUR/JOURNALIST

Charles Onyango-Obbo  

Africa’s most 
prolific commentator

Fawry, the company founded by 
Ashraf Sabry, achieved one of 
those rare feats earlier this year, 
becoming the first Egyptian 
unicorn - a tech company valued at 
more than $1bn. 

The company listed on the 
Egyptian Stock Exchange last year 
and was valued at $300m at the 
time.

Anyone who has had to pay 
utility bills on the continent 
knows that it can be a laborious 
process. Fawry reduces the friction 
by helping people pay those bills 
digitally, and, thanks to its agent 
network, without the need of a 
bank account.

The Covid-19 pandemic created 
a surge in demand for electronic 
payment methods and its revenues 

for the first half of 2020 
increased by 47%.

Ashraf Sabry founded 
the company in 2008, 
having spent 10 years at 
IBM and later at Raya 
Holding, an Egyptian 
ICT company. He’s 
become somewhat of 
an icon in the Egyptian 
tech space and has 
demonstrated the 
potential and scale of 
fintech on the continent.

He’s also confounded 
the myth that start-

ups need institutional 
shareholders to succeed or 

that top entrepreneurs need 
to be young!

 

Onyango-Obbo 
is a pan-Africanist 

with a strong belief 
in bringing historical 

perspective and 
context to current 

affairs.
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020 has been like no other 
year in my recollection. Do we 
really wish to be reminded of 
Covid-19 – which hasn’t gone 

away and is likely to make the next 
few years similarly special for the 
wrong reasons? 

It was also the year in which 
Brexit became a fact – a political 
pestilence to match the medical 
plague. Yet staggering though those 
events have been, and will continue 
to be, the past few months have 
been unique mainly in forcing the 
rest of the world to recognise the 
African presence. 

Politicians and peoples can 
no longer hide behind the masks 
of avoidance. While the past is 
under scrutiny as never before, the 
present and, by implication, future 
demand comment and decision.

I have never seen Africans 
represented so extensively in 
the British media – having made 
my first appearance on London 
television back in February 1977, 
arguing the very case for greater 
representation. 

At the height of last summer, 
I was kept busy fielding questions 
from White friends and relatives as 
to how they could participate more 
effectively in Black History Month 
and get to know their African and 

West Indian neighbours better.  
“Good morning. How are you? 

I am …..”, which previously had 
seemed to be a mantra passing all 
understanding for even normal, 
decent citizens, may now be the 
key to more harmonious neigh-
bourhoods. (If only the virus had 
played along with the mood and 
not prevented households from 
coming together...)

So, everything is right with the 
world, respect and justice reign on 
our television screens, in our mag-
azines and in social relationships?  
Hmm … why am I so sceptical? 

It isn’t only because I have lived 
through enough false dawns to light 
up the firmament. The warning signs 
concern not so much what is being 
said but the identity of those who 
are doing, and have commissioned, 
the saying. 

Narrow range of Black views
The widespread exposure of Black 
voices is narrow in depth. Much 
written in the papers, enacted or 
said on television, has been by 
the academic, artistic, and col-
lege-educated – predominantly a 
certain Black privilege talking to 
White privilege about Black lack of 
privilege and under-representation. 

Black commentators, artic-

A monument to 
the Unknown 
African?

Leaving Covid-19 and other nasties aside, the past 
year in the UK seems to have been a celebration 
of everything Black and African. But, despite the 
massive exposure, Africa’s contribution to the UK 
is still not properly acknowledged. Is it time for a 
permanent symbol to be erected?
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ulators, actors, philosophers, 
entertainers there have been 
a-plenty, while engineers, manual 
workers, scientists, directors, and 
the masses who have no definable 
‘label’ on which to hang a thesis or 
journalistic pitch, are still noticeable 
by their absence. 

Power continues to reside with 
those who have always held power. 
When Black ceases to be the “new 
black”, the coterie will still be there 
to wipe the slate clean for the next 
seasonal flavour. For some, ‘taking 
the knee’ is in danger of becoming 
a fashion accessory as much as a 
matter of principle. However, if 
this current recognition is driven 
by the appreciation that there are 
substantial new markets, some 
changes could become permanent. 

There has been much talk of 
pulling down statues honouring the 
colonial past and replacing them by 
those of more appropriate Africans. 
The same names keep occurring 
– Martin Luther King, Malcolm X, 
Nelson Mandela. Even Boris Johnson 
has got in on the act by suggesting 
Muhammad Ali – possibly the only 
Black person he could remember. 

The media and social author-
ity have arrived at the point of 
accepting that – in their view – 
everything African / Caribbean 



     

Below: The Demba and 
Dupont Statue, a First 
World War memorial 
commemorating the 
fallen and honouring 
the brotherhood 
between Senegal and 
France, in Rifleman’s 
Square, Dakar. It 
portrays African 
infantryman Demba 
(r) and French soldier 
Dupont

My own home-town, Gravesend, 
has long honoured Pocahontas, the 
Native American, who died there.

The UK’s debt to Africans
None of this, however forceful, 
encompasses adequately the tre-
mendous debt the UK has owed to 
Africans this year. Early in the lock-
down I started to write about the 
carers, nurses, doctors, cab-drivers, 
public transport workers and ... so 
many ... who have lost their lives 
and their health to Covid-19. 

It was impossible to mention 
some individuals by name and,  
inevitably through lack of space, 
ignore many thousands more 
equally deserving. The Black Lives 
Matter experience has brought 
home to the country the historical 
scale, and the wide social and ethnic 
extent, over which the debt has 
been owed.

A hundred years ago the world 
stood at another crossroads. How 
could we honour best those who had 
given their industry, their commit-
ment and – yes – their lives to the 
struggle in the greatest slaughter 
and devastation yet known to man-
kind in the First World War? 

Should that effort be symbolised 
by the statue of a successful gen-
eral, or maybe royalty, a politician 
or a scientist, even a nurse, factory 
worker, or those whose fortitude 
kept “the home fires burning”? 

In the end the powers-to-be, 
showing rare good sense, chose 
an otherwise anonymous symbol 
to bring together all who had con-
tributed to the cause in whatever 
capacity. In burying, dedicating and 
revering the bones of an unknown 
serviceman, the concept of the 
Unknown Warrior, the pinnacle of 
respect, was created.

Looking at the Tomb of the 
Unknown Warrior I see again and 
sympathise with my grandfather 
who was seriously wounded but, 
fortunately, not killed; his broth-
er-in-law who was drowned in  
the molten mud of the Western 
Front; my great-aunts working to 
provide food for those who did the 
fighting; my grandmother and all 
those who endured deprivation at 
home; and the similar, even more 
extensive, involvement and suf-
fering in the subsequent Second 

World War. 
In doing so I share in the sen-

timents of millions on millions of 
people of all races, social classes, 
gender, religious and political 
convictions, character and aspira-
tions throughout the world. All of 
humanity’s 20th-century experience 
comes together in that one symbol.

What more effective way, too, 
would there be to honour and encap-
sulate the entire African experience 
than the statue, not of any individual 
but of the Unknown African? 

Although my brief is to write 
from London, from the UK, and, by 
implication, from the British and 
European related experience of 
the Diaspora, the same argument 
applies to the African Motherland. 

Much has been written and 
said about British dependence 
on the blood and toil of African 
slaves and their descendants. That 
would be represented here. So,  
too, would be the glories of the 
African empires of yesteryear, Afri-
cans who experienced colonisation 
rather than direct slavery, those 
who remained free, those who 
subsequently attained freedom, 
and contemporary Africa with 
both its riches and its poverty – at  
home and overseas, the achieve-
ments and the as-yet-unfulfilled 
aspirations.

There are suitable sites. Tra-
falgar Square has long sought a 
representative occupant for its 
fourth plinth. Heroes are regu-
larly hallowed at Westminster or 
Whitehall, respectively the seats 
of culture/religion and government 
– though it might settle uncomfort-
ably, rubbing shoulders with the 
military and the political. 

Perhaps somewhere in the City 
of London financial sector, to which 
African blood, sweat, toil and tears 
have delivered so much. Maybe, too 
… locations are plentiful once the 
principle has been approved. With 
similar memorials set up throughout 
the continents, those who look on 
in contemplation will do so in tune 
with millions of others worldwide, 
with the past, the present and the 
future, and with their own role in 
that kaleidoscope …

...at the Unknown African in 
which all Africans are known and 
commemorated. n

Dr Walter Rodney 
was one of the most 
influential political, 
social and academic 
thinkers of his 
generation
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in the UK started and ended with 
the long-neglected Claudia Jones!  
(She was a West Indian communist, 
agitator, feminist and activist. She 
founded Britain’s first major black 
newspaper, the West Indian Gazette 
in 1958.)

Not that I have anything against 
Claudia, who gave me my first career 
break, but she didn’t do everything, 
especially alone. There should be 
something more specific to the 
community in which we live. 

This day of writing, the Observer 
newspaper reported Darlington’s 
tribute to Arthur Wharton, the 
first professional Black footballer. 
Towns throughout the land need to 
similarly recognise their own local 
hero(ine). The concept of celebrating 
somebody who isn’t White isn’t new. 



 T he future for Africa, which in un-
folding as we write, will depend 
on how well, or badly, its youth is 
educated. The world has tipped 

over and is now mostly urban – scientific, 
machine and fertiliser based agriculture 
is producing the bulk of the foods we 
need. The old plough and hoe based agri-
culture is rapidly becoming a thing of the 
past, even in rural Africa.

The work of the future is knowledge-
based. What you know and how well you 
know it will determine whether you will 
find employment or not, whether or not 
you will become prosperous or poor. The 
space for people with limited knowledge 
is shrinking. 

The knowledge that is needed is both 
broad-based as well as sharply special-
ised. Technology is still developing at 
an alarming pace and today dominates 
virtually everything we do. Technology is 
based on knowledge. Use of technology 
may not require specific knowledge – as 
the widespread acceptance of the mobile 
and internet has shown – but to interact 
with and produce techno-based output, 
knowledge is essential.

While the study and mastery of sci-
ence is clearly indispensable in many 
occupations, broader knowledge – for 
example of literature and how to produce 
it, or story telling in film and television, or 
content for online websites – can only 
be obtained through a study of the arts. 

Essentially, with change happening at 

EPISODE TWO

SPECIAL FOCUS

Focus on learning: 
Quality Education for All

such a rapid pace and different skill-sets 
coming into play so rapidly, the thrust of 
education is now on teaching how to think, 
rather than merely collecting facts and 
regurgitating them in the exam room. The 
ability to recognise an issue, analysis it, find 
a solution and then be able to monetise 
it is the skill-set most in demand across 
the world.

How does Africa fare when it comes to 
rolling out this new form of education? Are 
our policies, institutions and processes up 
to speed with the rest of the world? Are 
we turning out men and women who can 
compete with the best elsewhere? Are we 
keeping up or falling behind?

It is to answer this vital question that 
New African magazine, in collaboration 
with the Mastercard Foundation, is pub-
lishing a regular series on education in 
contemporary Africa. 

The aim is to cast the spotlight on vari-
ous aspects of education as they mani-
fest themselves across the continent and 
thereby open up the space for discussion 
and dialogue from educators, govern-
ments, students, teachers, parents and 
indeed everybody in society. Your views 
and opinions are welcome.

The series, called: Focus on Learning: 
Quality Education for All, actually began 
last issue, and all the content and more 
is available online. This is Episode 2. Your 
contribution are welcome as we prepare 
Episode 3.
 Anver Versi – Editor



Rwanda has been one of the star performers across development indicators 
over the past two decades. The country has big ambitions: to be a tech hub, 

a leading financial centre, a regional agriculture and manufacturing power house 
to name a few. Central to achieving this is having a productive and educated 
workforce. But this, as Education Minister Dr Valentine Uwamariya tells New 

African, will require heavy investment in both hard and soft infrastructure. 

 Most visitors to Rwanda are pleas
antly surprised by the country’s 
efficiency. Things work. Yet at 
the same time you are reminded 

that only 26 years ago, a horrific genocide 
devastated virtually everything and flat
tened almost all institutions, including 
schools.

Rebuilding the country from scratch has 
been, unarguably, an impressive under
taking. It has averaged economic growth 
of around 8% over the past decade and a 
half and it has Africa’s highest ranking in 
the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business 
Index. 

Rwanda: marrying 
pragmatism with values

wealthiest and on which Rwanda has been 
modelling itself.

Singapore’s extraordinary success is 
based on a shrewd exploitation of its geo
graphical position on one of the world’s 
busiest shipping routes but mainly on the 
highly educated quality of its workforce.

Therefore, one of the priorities of the 
administration set up by President Paul 
Kagame has been on ramping up access to 
education up and down the country. But 
given the utter destruction of the system 
during the genocide and a shortage of re
sources, ranging from budgetary finance to 
physical infrastructure to teaching staff and 

FOCUS ON LEARNING: QUALITY EDUCATION FOR ALL

The capital, Kigali is amongst the clean
est and safest cities in the world. Before the 
pandemic, it was also one of the favourite 
conference destinations in Africa – with 
world class facilities. It has also positioned 
itself as a technological hub. It is also 
emerging as an important manufacturing 
base and has plans to become the region’s 
financial centre.

Rwanda, a small country with a dense 
population, has few if any natural resources 
and is landlocked. To succeed, it has adopt
ed a knowledge and service based approach 
– mirroring Singapore, the dynamic island 
nation which has become one of the world’s 



materials, the country faces many hurdles 
in its quest for universal education.

An impressive 
record of achievement
Education Minister Dr Valentine Uwa mar
iya does not mince her words: “We have 
challenges at all levels of education, not 
only at primary, but also secondary and 
tertiary education levels.” 

However, while she acknowledges the 
challenges, she sees the solutions as op
portunities that will help to enhance and 
transform the education system.

Since 2012, education to grade 12, (senior 
secondary level) has been free of charge and 
schooling to grade 9 is compulsory. Inter
estingly, Rwanda has one of the highest el
ementary school enrolment rates in Africa. 
Free elementary education was introduced  
in 2003 and according to a World Bank 
report the primary gross enrolment ratio 
(GER) stood at over 100% by 2013 (GER can 
exceed 100% because older children may 
also be enrolled). 

“By 2017, practically all primary and 
secondary schools had toilets, nearly 60% 
had tap water, and hydroelectric supply 
is available in more than 55% of primary 
schools and in more than 70% of second
ary schools,” adds the same report, issued 
in 2018. “Computers are available in nearly 
70% of the primary schools and 85% of sec
ondary schools. The Internet is accessible 
in 25% of primary, and in more than 40% 
of secondary schools.”

In 2012 the country won the prestigious 
Commonwealth Education Good Practice 
Award following the construction of more 
than 8,600 classrooms in 2009 11.

Despite fiscal constraints, the expansion 
of education facilities has continued. Dr 
Uwamariya says in excess of 22,500 new 
classrooms are being added to the total 
and there is a massive teacher training and 
recruitment drive. 

The Ministry of Education has an agree
ment with Microsoft on various education 
products that will provide the Windows 
system at affordable cost for students. At 
higher education level, the partnership will 
leverage Microsoft products to enhance 
their practical skills. 

The government has also raised its edu
cation budget to 15% – one of the highest 
in Africa – and Dr Uwamariya  says the 
target is to gradually increase this to 20% 
by the end of the current fiveyear educa
tion plan in 2024. 

Despite these impressive achievements, 
problems remain, says the minister. As in 
many countries with large rural popula
tions, enrolment and attendance at schools 
can be patchy. To counter this, the ministry 
goes on campaigns to explain the benefits 
of sending children to preschool from the 
age of three; and it is now highly encour
aged that a child is enrolled one year before 
entering primary school. “This involves a 
lot of dialogue and sensitisation at a district 
level to change mindsets” she says. 

Education is under the management of 
local government. The ministry coordinates 
the planning and curriculum, and works 
with the district authorities to overcome the 
gaps, she explains. A lot of it is about per
suading parents of the value of eduaction.

Another big focus is to ensure that chil
dren are not only attending school but that 
their attainment levels are adequate. There 
are still far too many children who have 
to repeat a year or drop out, she explains, 
so the ministry has introduced remedial 
and catchup programmes for those with 
difficulties. 

“We have put in place a system of con
tinuous assessment to identify early those 
that are falling behind. People dropping 
out of school is government’s problem 
and the buck stops with my ministry,” 
she says.

Covid-19 disruptions
As elsewhere, the Covid19 pandemic has 
severely disrupted the education system. 
Schools were closed for eight months, she 
says. Other issues have also arisen because 
of the collateral impact of Covid. For ex
ample, teenage pregnancies have also com
pounded problems around some students 
not being able to pursue their studies as 
a result. 

However, on the plus side, the lock
downs have shown the value of digital 
connectivity, which has now become an 
important mode of teaching.

Schools reopened in October and Dr 
Uwamariya says that they are back to 95% 
attendance. A countrywide campaign is 
under way to make sure the remaining 5% 
get back to school. 

The ministry has put into place a catch
up plan to ensure that whatever teaching 
of the curriculum was missed during the 
closure is covered. “It hasn’t been easy,” 
she admits, “because but it’s a lot of added 
pressure on teachers but we are confident 
that by the end of the academic year, any 

shortfalls in learning caused by Covid will 
have been made up.

The government, she adds, has budgeted 
for a 10% increase in teacher salaries this 
year and a further 10% next year. This is 
partly to elevate the position of teachers 
in society and partly to ensure they are 
properly remunerated.

But the biggest shift is possibly around 
what is being taught and how things are 
taught. 

There is greater focus on continual com
petencybased assessment to foster critical 
thinking and minimise rote learning. The 
emphasis is on the individual student’s 
strengths and on more practical knowl
edge. Time for extracurricular activities 
is factored into the system.

Rwanda’s development strategy places 
emphasis on science, technology, engi
neering and mathematics (STEM) and 
adds vocational and technical training 
to turn the country into a sophisticated 
knowledgebased economy. 

Dr Uwamariya says the government 
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consulted  and worked with the private 
sector to understand their needs.  

“We conducted a market survey and in
volved the private sector before developing 
the curriculum,” she adds. “Not only that, 
even when we assess children, we involve 
the private sector and ensure that what we 
are training and the way we are training is 
what is needed in the market.”

Technical and Vocational Education and 
Training (TVET) is provided by technical 
secondary schools and vocational training 
centres at the secondary level, as well as by 
polytechnics at the postsecondary level. 

There are also different types of prac
tically oriented, competencybased cer
tificate programmes offered by vocational 
training centres that are designed to pre
pare students for direct entry into the la
bour force. 

Collaborating for success
Dr Uwamariya herself studied biochemis
try at undergraduate level before doing a 
PhD in chemistry. At the time, many of the 

professors teaching at the university were 
actually from the DRC. Because she was 
a strong performer, she was encouraged 
to join the teaching staff at the university. 
However, she adds that she went into aca
demia because there weren’t many oppor
tunities in industry in her particular field.

Are STEM subjects more popular now 
than when she was student? “It’s still dif
ficult to convince girls to study STEM sub
jects. I was inspired by my uncle – with 
whom I was staying as a young child – who 
was himself a teacher and he would take me 
with him to school. But we’re working at 
all levels to encourage more girls to study 
STEM.” 

Rwanda’s tertiary education sector is 
still relatively small. Between 1963, when 
the National University of Rwanda was 
founded, and 1994 there were only 2,000 
graduates. Today there are around 27 high
er education institutes with a total enrol
ment of slightly more than 89,000 students.

If she had to select the one aspect that 
she feels her ministry has got just right, 
what would it be? 

“Undoubtedly,” she says, “it’s being 
pragmatic. All of us take a very pragmatic 
approach to solving problems. That means 
that we engage with a wide range of part
ners. If they’ve got something to offer, we 
will work with them. We don’t close any 
doors.” 

This collaborative and proactive ap
proach is typical of all the country’s min
istries, she says. “As long as they’re aligned 
with the country’s development interests, 
they will work with external parties and 
partners, and will encourage collaborations 
and feedback.”  

I raise with her the issues of values. Since 
the genocide the country has insisted on 
developing a common identity – being 
Rwandese first – and has put in place ac
tivities that help build that notion of collec
tive responsibility, such as the Umuganda 
practice, wherein on the last Saturday of 
the month communities get together to 
clean up in front of their houses, and thus 
look after their neighbourhood and their 
resources. 

Dr Uwamariya says that Umuganda is 
an example of selfreliance and selfdignity. 
“Our overall education policy, which we are 
updating this year, is anchored around nu
merous Rwandese values. This new policy is 
based on producing men and women with 
the necessary and sufficient knowledge, 
skills, competence and values.” n

Education Minister Dr Valentine Uwa mar iya 
praises the  pragmatic approach of her ministry



Even before Covid-induced lockdowns dealt a severe blow to children’s education 
all over the world, there was a major crisis in education delivery in low-income 

countries – many of which are in Africa. But, as the work of the Global Partnership 
for Education shows, a coalition of the willing can bring about massive changes 

over a short period of time. By Alice Albright and Serigne Mbaye Thiam.

New era of education 
is within reach
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These examples highlight how GPE’s 
assistance goes beyond quick fixes during 
a crisis to create rapid and lasting trans
formation in education, with a ripple effect 
that touches all aspects of society includ
ing health, gender equality and economic 
growth. 

Protecting hard won gains
But we need more resources – both domes
tic and international – to protect hardwon 
gains in education, sustain our impact and 
expand education budgets in the world’s 
poorest countries.

There is a lot to lose. Currently, 825m 
children and young people in low and 
middleincome countries will not gain the 
skills they need to successfully enter the job 
market by 2030 if additional investments in 
education aren’t made urgently. 

Without the resources leveraged by GPE, 
33m children, half of them girls, will not 
learn to read or ever reach their full po
tential. Twelve years of quality education 
for every girl would boost economies by as 
much as $30 trillion in increased lifetime 
earnings. 

As governments in lowerincome coun
tries face difficult choices in response to 
the pandemic, they must protect education 
budgets and invest in their children instead 
of cutting education spending when it is 
needed most. 

External aid plays an important role in 
filling the education funding gap, but in 
lowerincome countries, domestic govern
ment resources are by far its most effective 
and sustainable source.

That’s why GPE helps leverage more and 
better domestic and international funding 
to get every child in school and learning. 
By supporting GPE’s campaign for at least 
$5bn, governments can prove that they 
are serious about delivering learning for 
children who are most at risk of missing 
out on the opportunity of a brighter future. 

We can only achieve the future we want 
by investing in the generation that will 
build it. Together, we can raise our hands 
for education and unlock a healthier, safer, 
fairer and more stable future for everyone. n 

Alice Albright is CEO of the Global Part-
nership for Education, and Minister Serigne 
Mbaye Thiam is Vice Chair of the Global 
Partnership for Education Board of Direc-
tors, Minister for Water and Sanitation and 
former Minister of National Education of 
Senegal.

Above: An 8th grade teacher uses a 
smartphone to mark a Swahili language exam 
sent by students working from home, at Saint 
Hannah’s School in Nairobi 

Opposite: Schoolgirls get their temperature 
measured before the first class in about eight 
months at at Lycée Nôtre dame de Cîteaux 
school in Kigali, Rwanda

For example, in response to the Covid19 
crisis, Kenya has enlisted GPE’s help in 
rolling out an ambitious distance education 
programme to keep all children learning 
and ensure a smooth transition back to 
school. 

As the country moves beyond the cor
onavirus emergency, GPE will continue 
to support Kenya’s efforts to strengthen 
education quality and equity, especially 
for preschool children and children with 
disabilities. 

With support from GPE, Sierra Leone is 
leveraging lessons learned from the Ebola 
outbreak to deliver distance learning to 
children across the country, broadcasting 
radio and TV lessons and distributing pa
per materials to households that are entirely 
off the grid. Children in Sierra Leone who 
normally get their main meal at school are 
now receiving food rations at home so that 
they can learn on a full stomach.

 T he world is confronting an un
precedented crisis in education. 
At the height of school closures 
caused by the Covid19 pandem

ic, more than one billion students had to 
suspend their education. Today, there are 
still nearly 600m children and young peo
ple out of their classrooms. 

The current emergency is worsening a 
longstanding learning crisis affecting the 
world’s lowerincome countries where even 
before the pandemic, children faced huge 
barriers to realising their right to education. 

One fifth of the world’s children were 
completely missing out on schooling. Many 
students who did attend struggled to learn 
even basic reading and maths. 

Less than twothirds of girls were able 
to complete their primary education and 
only one in three completed secondary 
school. Girls, refugees and children with 
disabilities were often forced to give up 
their education far too early – if they were 
able to get one at all.

That said, it has been encouraging to 
note that with schools shut, many govern
ments and educators have been innovating 
to keep children learning in the face of 
enormous challenges. Governments have 
rolled out educational programmes on 
radio and television, engaged parents on 
social media, and distributed textbooks to 
student’s front doors.  

As we recover and rebuild from the 
Covid19 pandemic, we need to go beyond 
trying to get back to how things were be
fore and harness this spirit of creativity 
and determination to finally deliver on our 
promises of education for all. 

Delivering on the promise
For nearly two decades, the Global Partner
ship for Education (GPE) has been mobils
ing funds and partnerships to do just that. 
Our unique approach of convening partners 
behind country leadership, funding mean
ingful change and providing innovative 
technical assistance has helped get 160m 
more children in school and double girls’ 
enrolment in partner countries. 

Now, through a global campaign called 
‘Raise Your Hand’, we are asking world 
leaders to commit at least $5bn to fund 
GPE’s efforts in 87 countries and help en
sure that 175m children can learn.

GPE’s work to help keep children learn
ing in the face of adversity has shown what 
we can achieve if we choose to transform 
education at scale. 

It has been encouraging 
to note that with schools 
shut, many governments 
and educators have been 

innovating to keep  
children learning in the face 

of enormous challenges.



While the Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted education systems,  
it has also provided the opportunity to rethink systems, placing the  

learner, not the teacher at the centre and involving the student  
in constructing knowledge. By Dr Rita Bissoonauth.

Putting students 
at the heart of 

the system
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the learning process, where the learner 
does not participate fully in knowledge 
construction. 

We need to focus on the learner being 
at the centre and involved in the cocon
struction of knowledge. This momentum 
comes at the right time, when countries 
are preparing for a ‘new normal’ where 
teaching and learning will be different 
from what we have known. 

As schools are slowly reopening 
around the world, many ministries of 
education are coming up with different 
scenarios for the new academic year. Many 
schools will not be able to welcome all 
students fulltime due to physical distanc
ing rules and other protective measures. 
School calendars will have to be modified, 
reentry staggered and teaching provided 
in shifts. Blended learning, incorporating 
both faceto face interactions as well as 
distance education will now become the 
‘new normal’. 

This means that the learner has to 
become autonomous and control their 
learning, coconstructing their knowledge. 
Learners have to find innovative ways of 
looking for information. It is important 
to embrace innovative solutions to build a 
studentcentric ecosystem that substantially 
transforms learning. 

This is a first step towards transforma
tive learning. Jack Mezirow (US sociolo
gist and educator) defines transforma
tive learning as “an orientation which 
holds that the way learners interpret and 
reinterpret their sense experience is central 
to making meaning and hence learning.” 

We are thus empowering the youth to 
make their own choices about learning, 
building on innovative school practices 
and nurturing local exchanges and sharing 
of knowledge and practices.

In conclusion, Covid19 has enabled us 
to think about how to improve the resil
ience of our education systems, and how 
to become better equipped to face other 
potential crises. 

We need systems that are more flexible, 
fully dedicated to all learners, girls and 
boys, with interactive, handson teaching 
and learning strategies enhanced by tech
nology or ICT and with the full involve
ment of all citizens.

Dr Rita Bissoonauth heads the African 
Union International Centre for Girls and 
Women’s Education in Africa (AU/CIEFFA), 
based in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. 

and youth organisations have to scrutinise 
their national budgets to ensure that this 
does not happen.  

Financing education will only come 
through building wider national owner
ship from the community. It is by work
ing together that we can build sustainable 
financed public education systems and 
contribute to building economies and so
cieties that deliver on the Africa we want, 
the African Union’s vision as outlined in 
Agenda 2063.

Placing learners at the centre
Furthermore, this pandemic is giving us 
the opportunity to rethink the concept 
of teaching and learning. In most African 
countries, the teacher is at the centre of 

 C ovid19 has disrupted our edu
cation systems and widened 
inequalities. School closures 
have created unintended nega

tive consequences on the welfare of learn
ers. Many learners in the continent have 
lost between six months and one year of 
schooling, possibly more for the margin
alised children. 

According to the World Bank, these 
learning losses could translate over time 
into millions of dollars of lost earnings for 
the global economy because of lower levels 
of learning, the lost months of schooling 
during the lockdown, and potential 
dropping out from school. 

Our education landscape can never be 
the same after this unprecedented pan
demic of Covid19. The virus has revealed 
the fragility of our education systems and 
broken many dreams of young girls and 
boys. 

It is threatening the progress made by 
African countries in terms of access, par
ticipation and completion at primary and 
secondary levels of education. 

Successful school feeding programmes 
that ensured improved nutrition at basic 
education levels have been cut off, as well 
as heightened the vulnerability level of our 
girls within and outside the family setting. 

Our response will impact the future 
generations to come, especially that of our 
grandchildren. It is our social responsibil
ity as a parent, teacher or policymaker to 
influence policy, planning and practice.

We need to reimagine our world, as 
part of our duty as citizens to improving 
people’s lives. It is thus imperative that 
we look at this unprecedented crisis as an 
opportunity. 

Reimagining education
On average, class sizes in the SubSaharan 
Africa comprise around 50 students. It has 
been argued for many years that class sizes 
have to be reduced in order to enhance the 
quality of learning. Due to the social dis
tancing postCovid measures being put in 
place, it looks like class sizes will definitely 
reduce. However this means more teachers 
and more classrooms, implying a higher 
education budget. 

This calls for a massive investment in 
public expenditure. At a time when coun
tries are struggling with the economic im
pact of Covid19, it is important to ensure 
that education budgets are not diverted 
to health care or other areas. Civil society 

Learners have to find 
innovative ways of 

looking for information. It 
is important to embrace 
innovative solutions to 
build a student-centric 

ecosystem

Above: A child holding a French school 
textbook arrives at the primary school in the 
village of Kokotikouamekro near Taabo in 
southern Côte d’Ivoire 

Opposite: Students of Al-Haramain secondary 
school attend a class on their first day of re-
opened school in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania after 
the lockdown



With Africa facing a ‘youth bulge’ as an increasing number of young people 
come into the market looking for work, what can be done to make  

education more relevant to the skills needed for employment?  
Tom Collins talks to some education providers to find the answer.

Teaching skills needed 
for employment
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focused on expanding access to schools 
and investing in hardware: actually build
ing schools. But the next priority has to be 
trying to focus on the type of education,” 
says Shankar. 

Ethiopia’s government is the largest 
employer in the market, and the lack of a 
dynamic private sector means that many 
of those who are well educated may not be 
able to find employment even if education 
improves.  In other countries like India, 
outsourcing can be a viable way to earn a 
better income than market rate by working 
on global projects remotely. 

However, many of Ethiopia’s graduates 
are not proficient in English and unlike 
other countries this prevents them from 
consulting as cheap labour for global com
panies, Shankar says. 

Working backwards 
Along with helping teachers to learn the 
skills they need to be effective, another 
way to address the problem is to look at 
the skills employers are struggling to find 
when they search the local job market and 
to boost these skills through independent 
learning. 

Rwandabased EdTech BAG Innovation 
has helped over 8,000 students find jobs 
through a learning platform that teaches 
them the critical skills in demand by em
ployers. 

Gabriel Ekman, CEO of BAG Innova
tion, tells New African that many business
es must spend anywhere from six months 
to a year training employees before they 
can effectively carry out their jobs. 

With the extra skills acquired on Ek
man’s learning platform, the amount of 
time can be cut to just three months. 

“BAG assisted me to better understand 
the needs of employers and gain experi
ence in the field of my studies,” says Dinah 
Gakuba, a BAG Innovation student 

“I got a broader understanding of on
demand skills and was able to adapt well 
to the market before graduation. During 
the interview with my employer I was able 
to refer to the different submissions on my 
BAG Profile and my different solutions to 
the recruiter which helped me get my cur
rent job,” he says. 

Having successfully modelled the 
product in Rwanda, Ekman is hoping 
to expand BAG Innovation to the wider 
region, adding to the number of startups 
that are confronting educational chal
lenges in Africa. n 

Both the government and the private 
sector must work to expand the formal 
sector and provide secure jobs to the thou
sands of Africans who are out of work. 

Bridging the gap 
Africa faces myriad challenges to ensure 
its students are well educated and there are 
enough jobs in the market. 

From the type of education, to the re
sources available to cultural issues of at
tending and leaving school too early – there 
are a wide range of hurdles that must be 
overcome. 

Ravi Shankar, CEO of Accelerated, an 
EdTech working in Ethiopia and East Af
rica, says that it is not just a question of 
building more schools.

“Even with teachers who have had their 
jobs for a couple of years, we still find that 
there is a lot to improve in the pedagogy 
aspects of teaching rather than the subject 
matter,” he tells New African. 

“It is the biggest problem area. Teachers 
might be confident in their subject, but they 
are not the best people to communicate that 
or enable knowledge transfer to a group of 
students.” 

The ‘chalk and talk’ approach, which 
uses repetition in writing and speech to fa
cilitate learning, does not impact positively 
on learning outcomes, he says. 

Accelerated has been working to inde
pendently improve the teaching methods of 
over 2,000 teachers in Ethiopia by encour
aging the teachers to become more dynamic 
and interactive.  Schools can pay for their 
teachers to take the training courses for as 
little as $60 per year. 

The institutions often use the extra 
spend to market the school to potential 
students and as a way to retain teachers, 
who can present accreditation from Ac
celerated’s training programmes to boost 
their CVs. 

“Educations is not a very dynamic sector 
in Ethiopia unfortunately. It has not seen a 
lot of modernisation. The government has 
spent 26% of their budget in education but 
the results are yet to be seen. 

“For a long time, the government has 

 A frica’s booming population – 
7% of the world’s population 
in 1960 but rising to 23% in 
2050 – presents problem for 

the educational facilities and institutions 
that are already struggling to equip young 
Africans with the skills needed to enter the 
job market. 

Though most countries boast excellent 
private institutions, and places like South 
Africa, Egypt and Kenya have outstanding 
higher education facilities, the pockets of 
success are few and far between and they 
mostly cater for students who can afford 
the usually steep fees. 

Too often educational facilities are un
derfunded, understaffed and unable to 
teach students the skills needed to confi
dently enter the job market. 

According to the African Development 
Bank’s (AfDB) annual African Economic 
Outlook, there is a 54% mismatch between 
the skills of job seekers and employers’ re
quirements in the youth job market of 36 
African countries. 

It adds: “African students have lower 
average test scores than students in other 
world regions. Against global harmonised 
test scores ranging from 300 to 625, the 
average African student scored only 374 
in 2017. 

Some countries, however, performed 
well relative to their income. Kenya and 
eSwatini, with scores of 455 and 440, re
spectively, are above the world average of 
431 for uppermiddle income countries.”

Lydie Hakizimana, CEO of the African 
Institute for Mathematical Sciences, calls 
the lack of skills and the rapidly expand
ing population a “ticking time bomb” and 
concludes that “we need to focus on job 
creation.” 

Indeed, this brings up the second obsta
cle to a healthy job market: there are not 
enough employers to accommodate many 
highly educated graduates in the market. 

This leaves huge numbers of workers 
functioning well below their capacity in 
countries like Egypt and Sudan where the 
private sector does not match the educa
tional output, and many students decide 
to find employment elsewhere in the world, 
exacerbating what is known as the ‘African 
brain drain’. 

Buckling under the weight of a strict 
Covid19 lockdown, South Africa had the 
highest unemployment rate in its history 
in November at 30.8% as the government 
struggles to create jobs. 

There is a 54% mismatch 
between the skills of job 
seekers and employers’ 

requirements in the 
youth job market.
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 D
uring our weekly Zoom 
catch-up call, a young col-
league of mine based in 
Kampala told me how he 

would be spending his weekend. 
Like many Ugandans, he is planning 
on staying locked indoors with his 
family, waiting for sanity to prevail 
and calm to return to the streets of 
Kampala. 

His weekend plans were influ-
enced by fear, caused by the killing 
of at least 37 Ugandans caught 
protesting against the arrest of the 
musician and activist, Bobi Wine. 
The 38-year-old opposition leader 
is a strong contender for President 
in the country’s January 2021 elec-
tions. Uganda’s Security Minister Elly 
Tumwine has been quoted in media 
interviews as saying, “Police have 
a right to shoot you and kill you...”

My colleague has told me that 
he won’t be voting in the elections.

In a continent of 54 countries, 
many of which are at peace, there 
is worrying evidence of a disturb-
ing trend of Africans being killed, 
brutalised or disregarded in plain 
sight while Africa’s leaders – and the 
rest of the world – watch in silence. 

The result is that young people 
who make up the bulk of the popu-
lation in Africa – like my colleague in 
Uganda – are being sent a powerful 
message; stay home, stay quiet – 
because your life doesn’t matter.

The #EndSARS movement 
against police brutality in Nigeria, 
which resulted in the massacre of 
at least 12 young protesters by the 
police, reinforced this message.

So did the shooting of ordinary 
citizens in Angola, protesting against 
the high cost of living in Luanda, 
said to be one of the most expensive 
cities in the world. 

And as with much of the violence 
on the continent, elections and their 
aftermath have confirmed that 
exercising your democratic rights 
may very well get you killed. 

The post-election violence in 
Côte d’Ivoire, where President 
Alassane Ouattara was voted in 
for a third term, has seen dozens of 
Ivorians killed and thousands more 
flee to Liberia, Ghana and Togo. 

Presidential elections in Tanza-
nia, Burundi, and Guinea were also 
followed by violent clashes and 
allegations of the abuse of citizens 
by officials in power.

Writing history in blood of citizens
But it’s not just protests and elec-
tions killing Africans. The Nobel 
Peace Prize winning Prime Minis-
ter of Ethiopia, Abiy Ahmed is at 
war with part of his own country. 
Hundreds of innocent civilians have 
been killed with more than 40,000 
displaced as conflict rages between 
the state army and regional forces 

of the people of Tigray. 
In Mozambique, more than 50 

people were beheaded in the prov-
ince of Cabo Delgado in the north 
of the country by a group affiliated 
with Isis. Attacks in the region have 
been ongoing since 2017 and more 
than 2,000 people have reportedly 
been killed and 390,000 people 
displaced as a result of this ‘low- 
level insurgency’.

Although many of these stories 
have been widely reported, few of 
our African leaders have publicly 
condemned the loss and abuse of 
life, perpetrated largely by those 
who are supposed to protect us.

Where are the African voices of 
condemnation and indignation that 
prove that the lives of Ugandans, 
Nigerians, Angolans, Ivorians, 
Tanzanians, Burundians and Guin-
eans matter? These countries are 
choosing to write their history with 
the blood of their citizens, and our 
leaders appear to be looking the 
other way.

The African Union, whose goal 
it is to propel the continent towards 
peace and prosperity, may be failing 
in its duty. Ironically, it declared 
2020 the ‘Year of Silencing the 
Guns’ around Africa – a campaign 
aimed at creating an Africa free 
from wars, conflict, human rights 
violations, humanitarian crises 
and genocide. It seems the AU  
has conveniently forgotten or cho-
sen to ignore violations of its own 
mission.

In May this year, the AU didn’t 
ignore the human rights violation 
of an American citizen when they 
issued a statement condemning the 
killing of George Floyd at the height 
of the Black Lives Matter movement. 
In that statement which received 
global attention, it asked America 
to “ensure the total elimination of 
all forms of discrimination based 
on race or ethnic origin.”

How is one American life worth a 
statement, whilst thousands of Afri-
can lives don’t warrant a mention? 
Don’t African lives matter?

How much longer do we stay in 
our houses with the doors locked, 
for fear that asking for change could 
be a death sentence? It’s time to act. 
#Africanlivesmatter n

Moky Makura is the Executive 
Director at www.AfricaNoFilter.org                             

Where is the 
condemnation 
for brutality 
against Africans?

Our new columnist, Moky Makura, asks why African 
leaders are silent on the brutal treatment of ordinary 
Africans but loudly condemn brutality elsewhere.

There is 
worrying
evidence of 
a disturbing 
trend of
Africans
being killed,
brutalised or
disregarded
in plain sight,
while Africa’s
leaders watch
in silence. 
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Public faith in African  
governance at 10-year 

low – Ibrahim Index

T
he Ibrahim Index of African 
Governance (IIAG), which 
assesses governance performance 
in 54 African countries, reports 

that overall governance standards have 
dropped for the first time in a decade.
It found falling performance in three 
of the four broad categories assessed: 
Participation, Rights & Inclusion; 
Security & Rule of Law; and Human 
Development – although continued 
improvement was recorded in the fourth 
category, Foundations for Economic 
Opportunity. 

The IIAG was set up by the Mo 
Ibrahim Foundation in 2007 to promote 
meaningful change on the continent by 
providing the tools to support progress in 
political leadership and public governance. 

The Foundation defines governance 
as “the provision of political, social, 
economic and environmental public goods 
and services that every citizen has the right 
to expect from their government, and that 
a government has the responsibility to 
deliver to its citizens”. 

It positions itself between the academic 
world, civil society, the private sector and 
policy makers. 

Each country is given an annual score 
out of 100 on a wide range of different 
factors within each of the four main 
categories, which are collated to produce 
a national score. These are then used 
to produce a continental score, which 
can be used to compare longer-term 
trends between countries and across the 
continent as a whole. 

The Index aims to support good 
governance by providing accurate, 
comparable and easy to understand 
data. The methodology used to calculate 

IIAG scores was originally built with 
the Kennedy School of Governance 
at Harvard University but has been 
improved and adjusted by the Mo Ibrahim 
Foundation itself. Improvements to this 
year’s IIAG include an expansion of the 
governance scope by taking in new areas 
such as environment and equality; it has 
stronger indicators, thanks to better data 
availability; and introduced a new section 
dedicated to African Citizens’ Voices. 

Yet while it has increased its coverage 
of areas and also the number of variables 
composing the Index, the number of 
indicators has been reduced to make it 
clearer and easier to understand.

Public approval lowest ever
The 2019 average African score for overall 
governance fell by 0.2 points from 49.0 
in 2018 to 48.8 for 2019, while the Index 
found that overall progress on governance 
has slowed since 2015. 

Although the Economic Opportunity 
and Human Development sectors did 
continue to improve in 2019, these gains 
are likely to be threatened by the economic 
and social impact of the Covid-19 
pandemic.

The decline in performance is not 
merely an academic calculation. The 
Citizens’ Voices section of the 2020 
IIAG – which provides a full ‘reality 
check’ assessing citizens’ perceptions and 
satisfaction with public services – shows 
the lowest score in public perception of 
overall governance for any year over the 
past decade.  

Between 2010 and 2019, 
Afrobarometer surveyed 39 African 
countries, providing a sample of public 
perception to provide data for the Citizens’ 

Governance

This year’s Ibrahim Index of African Governance has found that citizens’ trust in governance 
has deteriorated sharply. Indeed,  overall standards of governance in Africa declined in 2019 
for the first time since 2010. What has caused this drop in performance? Neil Ford reports.
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Voices section. The 2019 ratings by the 
African public in all four categories – 
Participation, Rights & Inclusion; Security 
& Rule of Law; Human Development; and 
Foundations for Economic Opportunity – 
were the lowest of any year yet. 

There is clearly a view among 
the general public that standards of 
governance are falling. However, it is 
important to notes that the Citizens’ 
Voices results are not counted in the 
calculation of IIAG scores, as they are not 
geographically comprehensive.

Over the past decade
Tracking developments over the past 
decade, overall governance has improved 
slightly but progress is very slow. The 
overall score has increased from 47.6 in 
2010 to 48.8 for 2019. 

Yet this overall 1.2 improvement 
masks a wide range of variations 
between categories. Foundations for 
Economic Opportunity has made a 
substantial improvement of 4.1, while 
Human Development improved by 
3.0. Particularly good improvements 
were recorded in the sub-categories 
Infrastructure and Health, and 
Sustainable Environment.

However, worrying declines have 
been recorded over the past decade in 
Participation, Rights & Inclusion (-1.4) 
and Security & Rule of Law (-0.7). 

Very generally speaking, socio-
economic factors have improved 
significantly but perturbing deterioration 
has been recorded in political and security 

Right: Downtown Port Louis, Mauritius. 
Citizens’ views were measured across 39 
African countries to provide data for the IIAG
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governance. 
There are also big geographical 

differences. Countries containing 38.8% 
of Africa’s population have recorded falls 
in governance performance over the past 
decade. Only eight countries improved 
in all four categories over the decade: 
Angola, Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Ethiopia, 
Madagascar, Seychelles, Sudan and Togo.

Participation was the third-lowest 
scoring of the 16 IIAG subcategories in 
2019 and has suffered the biggest decline 
of any sub-category since 2015. 

This is because African citizens have 
had progressively less freedom to associate 

and assemble freely, with the situation 
deteriorating more quickly since 2015. In 
addition, political parties are less able to 
operate freely and have less equitable access 
to state-owned media and public financing 
campaigns. 

The report produces detailed scorecards 
for each country. Mauritius is the top  
ranked country with a score of 77.2, 
although even that represents a 0.5 fall 
since 2010. Indeed it is interesting that the 
top three ranked countries are all island 
nations, with Mauritius followed by Cabo 
Verde and Seychelles. Tunisia, Botswana, 
South Africa, Namibia, Ghana, Senegal 
and Morocco complete the top 10.

The bottom five ranked countries in 
descending order are Central African 
Republic, Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, 
South Sudan and Somalia, although 
Somalia’s score of 19.2 is a 5.7% increase 
on 2010, representing some level of 
improvement for that troubled country. 

The biggest improvements over the 
decade were registered in Gambia, with a 
9.2 improvement, Côte d’Ivoire with 9.0 
and Tunisia with 8.2. Libya experienced 
the largest deterioration with 5.5.

The impact of Covid-19
The pandemic has highlighted the big 
gap in Africa’s health systems, both in 
terms of data collection and treatment 
and it has also triggered a major economic 
crisis. “Furthermore, it has contributed 
to a declining democratic environment, 
increasing food insecurity, as well as 
instability and violence, including gender-
based,” according to this year’s IIAG. 

Covid-19 has had an impact on 
Participation, Rights & Inclusion, with 
some scheduled elections postponed 
and measures to contain the virus used 
to conceal interference with ongoing 
election preparation and monitoring as 
well as to restrict civic space, according 
to the report. However, it argues that the 
average situation across the continent was 
deteriorating even before the crisis began. 

In addition, the coronavirus triggered 
increased repression in some countries 
that were implementing lockdown rules, 
affecting Security & Rule of Law. The 
economic impact of Covid-19 in Africa 
has been dramatic and there is limited 
capacity at national or regional levels to 
mitigate its effects. The crisis threatens 
to reverse the economic progress that has 
been made over the past decade.

Mo Ibrahim, Chair of the Mo 
Ibrahim Foundation and the well-known 
entrepreneur and philanthropist, said: 
“Citizens’ dissatisfaction and mistrust 
with governance delivery are growing”. n

The Index aims to support 
good governance by 
providing accurate, 

comparable and easy to 
understand data.



South Sudan has achieved a remarkable rise in economic growth since its independence 
in 2011. The Covid-19 pandemic as well as lower oil and gas prices and natural 

calamities such as locust invasions, will cut this year’s growth outlook so it is essential 
for private and public sectors, as well as development agencies to work together to 

achieve sustainable growth. Robert Mdeza (right), the Chief Executive Officer of Trinity 
Energy Ltd, explains how one company is working to achieve this aim.

PRIVATE SECTOR, HUMANITARIAN 
PARTNERSHIPS KEY FOR 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

 O
ver the last nine years since in-
dependence in 2011, South Sudan 
has experienced positive socio-
economic progress. The African 
Development Bank (AfDB) esti-
mated GDP growth, boosted by 

the robust oil and gas sector, at around 
5.8% in 2019, a substantial increase 
from 0.5% in 2011. 

This degree of growth can be at-
tributed to political stability as a re-
sult of the peace agreement that was 
put in place in 2018. Additionally, the 
just-concluded National Dialogue con-
tinues to provide guidelines that will 
ensure a continued peaceful existence 
and growth in the economy.

In the current fiscal year, as a result 
of the Covid-19 pandemic, the World 
Bank revised South Sudan’s growth 
projections and estimated that the 
economy will contract by 3.6%, re-
flecting the challenges including a 
decline in oil prices, a locust invasion 
that affected the East African region, 
and floods, which continue to impact 
livelihoods to date.

Given the strain on the economy, 
how can different sectors combine ef-
forts to improve the lives of ordinary 
South Sudanese beyond a focus on 
profit, post Covid-19?

In this country that hosts a huge 
number of non-governmental organi-
sations, working in different sectors 
and ways to empower local communi-
ties, both the private and public sectors 
need to come together and join hands 

year, the independent energy company 
has invested over US$1.3m in health, 
education, and community empower-
ment in different parts of South Sudan. 

The company has also invested in a 
robust Covid-19 response intervention 
to support the South Sudanese govern-
ment’s efforts to combat the pandemic 
by donating masks and essential medi-
cal equipment to detect and manage the 
virus’ symptoms.

As a company, Trinity is showing 
its understanding of the importance of 
growing together with the community 
in Juba and South Sudan at large. This 
explains why the company has been 
accepted into the UN Global Compact, 
a body that unites businesses keen on 
adopting sustainable and socially re-
sponsible policies in their day-to-day 
operations.

Therefore, to realise more impact 
for our communities, there need to be 
concerted efforts from all players – pri-
vate companies, NGOs, and the public 
sector – to support the transformation 
of South Sudan. 

Both big and small corporations can-
not wholly depend on either the govern-
ment or the development sector to bring 
about transformation. It is the duty of 
stakeholders in the different sectors to 
explore areas of collaboration for the 
benefit of the country. 

These investments into the commu-
nity, especially by corporates, give them 
an additional social licence and support 
from the societies they operate in. n

P a r t n e r  I n s i g h t

in this development agenda.
The two sectors need to be at the 

forefront of promoting sustainable 
development. Following the creation 
of the UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), governments, investors, 
consumers, and local communities have 
come to expect that companies must go 
beyond regulatory compliance to earn 
their licences to operate by demonstrat-
ing a positive impact. 

Mutual benefits
There is a broader argument that busi-
ness interests should look beyond their 
benefits and should be aligned with 
social and global development goals. 
These goals cannot be achieved without 
the participation of business and in 
turn, a healthy environment and pros-
perous society make for a good busi-
ness environment. Companies have to 
recognise that investment decisions are 
not only driven by financial returns but 
also environmental, social, and good 
governance.

As corporates set their yearly objec-
tives, key among them should be the 
impact they aim to have in their areas 
of operation. It should be ensured that 
the private sector’s activities do not 
bring harm to the community but that 
the latter can benefit from the sector’s 
operations. 

A good example of a company that 
has been heavily engaged in contribut-
ing to different community programmes 
is Trinity Energy Limited. Over the past 



There is need to have  
concerted efforts from all players 
- private companies, NGOs and 

the public sector - to support the 
transformation of South Sudan.  



Professor Benedict Oramah, President, Afreximbank

International trade is a game 
of survival of the fittest

New African: There are some similarities 
between the Latin American debt crisis of 
the 1980s and the current one in Africa. 
What can we learn from then that will be 
useful for the crisis we are now facing? 
Benedict Oramah: The debt crisis only 
brought to the fore the symptoms of 
the problems that Africa already had, 
fundamental problems that one way or the 
other have to be addressed if Africa was, 
and still is to become a major actor in the 
global economy. 

In the 1980s, Africa was heavily 
commodity dependent. For many 
countries, commodities accounted for 
more than 80% of total exports and more 
than 50% of fiscal revenues. In fact, for 
some countries, commodity prices defined 
the key macroeconomic variables – namely 
fiscal revenues, export earnings, reserves, 
and current account. 

The second challenge was that of 
over-dependence on a few markets, 
with Europe accounting for more than 
75% of total African trade. Such excess 
concentration exposed the continent to 
extreme shocks.

It was the Latin American debt crisis 
that revealed those weaknesses. The 
consequence of the crisis was a collapse 
in commodity prices and the withdrawal 
of international banks from African 
trade finance on account of perception of 
excessive country risk. 

When the founding fathers decided to 
create Afreximbank, they envisaged an 
institution that would be well positioned 
to deal with challenges related to excessive 
dependence on primary commodities, 
a deficit of value addition, and market 
concentration. 

They foresaw an institution that would 
draw on improved management of risks 

and global volatility to enhance Africa’s 
integration into the global economy. 

The emphasis in the charter of the 
Bank on promoting intra-African trade 
and Africa-South trade reflects these 
considerations. The debt crisis brought 
these challenges to the fore and shaped the 
contours of the institution that emerged 
from it.

The world witnessed a major shift in 
the cartography of African trade over the 
last few years, with South-South trade 
becoming a major driver of African trade 
and growth. 

Over time, Afreximbank has also 
become an important instrument for 
crisis response management by Africa, 
providing counter-cyclical support to help 
its member countries to better absorb 
numerous adverse economic shocks 
associated with recurrent cycles, working 
closely with the African private sector to 
expand economic opportunities during 
upturns and softening the blows during 
contractions. 

The Bank disbursed over $10bn under 
its Countercyclical Trade Liquidity 
Facility to help the continent achieve an 
orderly adjustment to the commodity price 
shock of 2015/16. Through its Pandemic 
Trade Impact Mitigation Facility, the 
Bank is helping to contain the social 
and economic fallout from the Covid-19 
pandemic in its member countries.

NA: What is the importance of the 
Babacar Ndiaye Lecture to the Bank’s 
institutional memory?
BO: The Babacar Ndiaye Lecture was 
established four years ago in honour of 
the late Dr Ndiaye – he was the President 
of the African Development Bank during 
1985 to 1995 and one of the pillars of 

In Conversation

In this wide-ranging interview, Professor Benedict Oramah (right) shares his philosophical insights  
on Africa’s place in the world today and how we have come as far as we have. He reminds  

us of our duty to hand over to the next generation the full potential of our capabilities.

Afreximbank – to sustain his vision of 
using strong continental institutions 
as instruments for delivering Africa’s 
development and integration. 

Afreximbank was birthed and inspired 
by his vision and the relevance of the 
institutions he helped create while he was 
at the helm of the African Development 
Bank as its fifth President. 

His legacy is evident in the 
development impact those institutions 
have had over the years. Through this 
Lecture we hope that his memory 
will be kept alive and his exceptional 
contributions and commitment to Africa 
will inspire future generations of Africans. 

So, history is indeed very important. 
We are always mindful that you can only 
meaningfully define your future if you 
know your history. We use the lessons of 
history to shape our vision for tomorrow. 

If we do not have in place mechanisms 
that enable the current generation of Bank 
staff to systematically pass on information 
to those who will be running it tomorrow 
– about what led to the Bank’s creation – 
the institution will lose its soul. 

It will lose direction and potentially 
become a visionless and purposeless 
institution. The basis for addressing the 
challenges the Bank must tackle with 
courage, will no longer be there. 

NA: History tells us that it is easier 
to create institutions than to preserve 
and sustain their philosophical and 
ideological foundations. The world is 
changing; how do you make sure you 
remain relevant?
BO: The more successful you are, the 
more risks you face. The risks come 
from so many angles. As a bank, as you 
grow bigger, you need more capital. 
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The Bank was a child of 
necessity but today it is 
the driver of economic 
transformation.

Because you want more capital, you look 
for more investors, public and private. 
When you bring in more investors, you 
bring different ideas and talents into the 
organisation. 

Unless you are vigilant, the original 
philosophy that led to the creation of the 
institution becomes increasingly diluted 
over time. That is one of the major risks 
Afreximbank will face. Hence, just as 
we hold dear the things we believe in, 
every staff member, every participating 
state must remain true to the ideals of 
Afreximbank. 

We are in an increasingly competitive 
world. The world may look normal to the 
ordinary mind, but I can tell you, it is a 
jungle out there. Africans must guard 
their own. It is a fool who sits on his or 
her palms and hope that a competitor will 
reveal him or her the secrets for success!

Afreximbank is an institution that 
will play an even more important and 
critical role in the process of economic 
development in Africa. Within the 
context of Covid-19, it participated in 
establishing the African Medical Supply 
Platform (AMSP) to enable pooled 
procurement of medical supplies by 
African countries, ensuring that smaller 
economies benefit from reduced prices 
arising from larger volumes. 

Through its interventions in several 
areas and working closely with the African 
Union Commission (AUC), the Bank is 
actively supporting the implementation of 
the AfCFTA. We are doing that because 
we believe that it is the key to redeeming 
Africa’s pride. That is why Intra-African 
Trade Promotion is the arrow ahead of 
the Bank’s Strategy. We will throw in 
everything we have to make the AfCFTA 
a success. In a few weeks, the Pan-African 
Payment and Settlement System (PAPSS), 
which Afreximbank is championing 
under African Union auspices, will 
start operation and enable Africans to 
pay for intra-African trade in their local 
currencies. This will begin the process of 
bringing down the 84,000km of borders 
that divide us.

Through an African Collaborative 
Transit Guarantee Scheme being 
implemented with the African Union and 
Regional Economic Communities, the 
Bank will facilitate seamless flow of goods 
across transit corridors. 

The AfCFTA Adjustment Facility, 
which the Bank is arranging, will enable 
countries to adjust in an orderly manner to 
sudden tariff revenue losses because of the 
implementation of the agreement. 

And through its support to the private 
sector, the Bank will help lift the supply-
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side constraints which have undermined 
the diversification of sources of growth 
and expansion of intra-African trade. 

The game of international trade is not 
a game of love. It is a game of survival of 
the fittest. We should never expect that 
any group of people will love us more than 
they love themselves. We must always 
strive to earn a seat at the table and not 
expect to beg to be invited to the table! 

We should not expect anybody to treat 
us in a way that will make that person lose. 
We can only get what we fight for. That 
is why Afreximbank remains and will 
become an even more important tool for 
the continent in its quest for growth and 
increased competitiveness in the future. 

Because it is going to be a critical 
instrument, it should also be ready to 
confront global challenges and risks. How 
these risks are managed depends on those 
who run the Bank, depends on those who 
own it, depends on the countries that call 
it their instrument.

NA: How big is the Bank today, and 
does it have the ammunition to be able to 
support African growth in what is going 
to be a challenging year?
BO: Afreximbank was created as a 
‘market failure’ institution. Each time the 
continent experienced a crisis, the Bank 
expanded its operations to support its 
member countries. 

Every African that spares a moment 
to look at the history of the Bank 
should be very hopeful about the future 
of our continent: it is a bank that was 
created at the height of Afro-pessimism; 
a bank that was created at the height 
of an unprecedented economic crisis; 
a bank that was created when many 
countries that were supposed to support 
it were struggling to survive. Despite the 
challenges the continent was facing at that 
time, they resolutely supported the Bank. 
History has shown that they put their 
money where their mouths were! 

I think every African, every child born 
in Africa, should spend the time to look 
at and study the history of the African 
Export-Import Bank. A bank that had 
assets of just about $140m some 25 years 
ago, has assets and contingent liabilities 
of about $22bn today. A bank that was 
making gross revenues of about $12m 
in its first year of operation has hit gross 
revenues of more than $1bn. 

But beyond creating value, we are 
talking about a bank that has been able 
to consistently deliver on its mandate and 

innovate to effectively help its member 
countries deal with global volatility and 
uncertainty. 

The Counter-Cyclical Trade Liquidity 
Facility conceived by the Bank at the 
height of the 2015/2016 commodity 
crisis, helped its member countries deal 
with a crisis of even greater proportion 
than the crisis of the 1980s. Afreximbank 
intervened forcefully and disbursed about 
$10bn to key economies that prevented 
the real sector crisis from deepening and 
morphing into a financial crisis. 

If not for Afreximbank, we would 
not be able today to say that Côte 
d’Ivoire is the economy with the largest 
cocoa-processing capacity in the world. 
We would not today talk of Africans 
implementing a project of great magnitude 
in Tanzania, a dam constructed by 
Egyptian companies amounting to $2.9bn 
financed by Africans. 

Without the Bank being in existence, 
the challenges of implementing the 
AfCFTA would have been even greater. 
Africa would not be looking forward to 
a Pan-African Payment and Settlement 
System (PAPSS). The Bank was a child 
of necessity, but today it is the driver of 
economic transformation.

NA: We are told that you enjoy music and 
that Bob Marley and Fela Ransome-Kuti 
are amongst your favourite artists. What 
draws you to them?
BO: There is an American author and 
philosopher whom I like to read, Professor 
Frank Heywood Hodder. People say 
that it is revolution that brings change, 
but Hodder disagrees with that. He says 
that if nothing changed, there would 
be no revolution. In other words, it is 
change, drastic change that brings about 
revolution. Bob Marley and Fela Kuti did 
not arise by chance, they arose because of 
the drastic change they saw in the African 
continent.

A continent that was great, a continent 
that had Mansa Musa, that had great 
kingdoms, the Kingdoms of Mali, the 
Kingdom of Zimbabwe, the Kingdom of 
Dahomey. 

A continent that had these great 
kingdoms and the great pharaohs was 
brought to its knees by colonialism, by 
slavery, and has, as a result, been reduced 
to the periphery of the global scheme of 
things. 

Those destructions brought the drastic 
change. It is that drastic change that made 
Bob Marley and Fela Kuti revolutionaries, 

In Conversation

for those who want to call them 
‘revolutionaries’.

But for some of us, these musicians 
were great and inspiring leaders. They 
remind us, through music, about who we 
are, remind us about our responsibilities to 
our continent, to our people!

They tell us the truth about what we 
must do. They make sure that those who 
listen to them leave with some knowledge 
of what identity means. The identity you 
own, not the identity you acquire by trying 
to belong. It is that knowledge that helps 
any human being of character determine 
the type of contributions that he or she 
will make in life. Because of that, those 
two men were great and inspiring leaders.

I listen to them because every piece of 
their music has a meaning and will teach 
you a big lesson on how to continue the 
struggle to make our continent better for 
those who are coming after us, because we 
cannot pretend that things are okay. 

Those of us who are in a privileged 
position must use that position for the 
good of our people. We should not be 
blind to the difficulties many others are 
facing. It is the music of Fela Kuti and the 
music of Bob Marley that tell it to us in 
our bedrooms, in our sitting rooms and in 
our cars.

NA: What role does courage play in the 
process of economic development, and 
more generally, in your commitment, to 
use an aphorism, to making Africa great 
again?
BO: International trade is a game of harsh 
competition, in which courage is needed. 
That takes me back to the music of Fela 
Kuti. When you face a big challenge, there 
are two options: either you summon the 
courage to confront the challenge, or you 
look for excuses and abandon the problem. 

But the problem will not go away. We 
think we have escaped it, but it will wait 
for us, and pose even greater difficulties in 
the future. 

Regarding the game we are playing in 
international trade and development, we 
must consider, what are the obstacles? 
Unless we develop a strategy to overcome 
obstacles, we will remain underdeveloped. 

Africa must have the courage to 
challenge the status quo and challenge 
the incumbents. Africa was disrupted 
and brought down to the lowest rungs of 
global development. To rise again it must 
find ways of economically disrupting 
today’s established order. That will require 
innovation, hard work and a strong sense 
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of purpose as an important toolkit.
Challenging incumbents is not for the 

faint-hearted. We must have the courage 
to challenge them. Unless we do that, we 
will remain subservient. 

It is only when we rise to the challenges 
before us that the world will treat us with 
respect. It is then that we can make a 
better world for ourselves and others. We 
can have a better world for everybody on 
earth. 

NA: You have been working on creating 
platforms to unlock the constraints of 
trading in Africa. Can you update us on 
these projects?
BO: In today’s world, any institution that 
ignores technology does so at its own 
peril. This is a continent of 55 fragmented 
countries. This is a continent that is so 
huge that it could fit Europe, China, 
and the US and still have extra land. A 
continent that has a combined total of 
84,000km of borders.

Technology is the only way to bring 
the continent together, and the only thing 

that can bring value to any institution in 
the next five to 10 years. We are investing 
heavily in technology because we believe 
that we need it for our own efficiency, and 
in fact survival! 

Recently, we launched our customer 
due diligence repository platform, dubbed 
the MANSA Platform, which we hope 
will become a central repository for 
customer due diligence in Africa. 

We are currently populating that 
platform. We are just about to start 
piloting the Pan-African Payment and 
Settlement System (PAPSS), a platform 
that will make it possible for intra-
African trade to be settled in African 
local currencies, thereby reducing the 
foreign currency content of the trade. 
That platform will make it possible for 
Afreximbank to clear multiple currencies.

PAPSS will reduce transaction costs in 
intra-African trade and will return to the 
continent trade that is currently diverted 
out of Africa because of exchange and 
liquidity constraints. 

We are also in the process of launching 
a Trade Information Portal that will be 
enabled by artificial intelligence. The 
portal will make it possible to predict 
regional supply chains and make market 
research much easier. These are just a 
few of the technology ecosystems we are 
building and which we have designated 
the African Trade Gateway.

NA: The Bank has been intimately 
involved in the AfCFTA as the African 
Union’s partner. What are the remaining 
key actions that should be undertaken  
to ensure the success of the AfCFTA,  
with a kick-off date of 1 January  
2021? 
BO: The launch of the AfCFTA is a 
political act. It creates a framework 
that will make other very critical things 
possible: realisation of the vision of 
integrating the continent through trade 
and investments. That is on the political 
side. 

The business side is even more critical 
and for it to work, the negotiations on 
tariff concessions must be done in a way 
that would accelerate the transformation 
of African economies to diversify their 
sources of growth and boost both extra 
and intra-African trade. 

The rules of origin currently under 
negotiation can provide a boost to private 
sector development and support broader 
buy-in, if done properly. At the same 
time, it is critical to directly mobilise the 

business community, which will drive the 
process of structural transformation. A 
rules-based system must be anchored on 
a sound Dispute Settlement Mechanism. 
This is also underway.

The countries must also realise that the 
benefits of the AfCFTA could come slowly 
and the ongoing process of deepening 
integration could be fraught with episodic 
difficulties. But countries and governments 
should not use these difficulties as an 
excuse to delay or slow the implementation 
of the AfCFTA.

Financing is also critical for the success 
of the AfCFTA, and Afreximbank is 
playing its part in the continental drive 
to deepen the process of economic 
integration. The Bank has already 
disbursed about $20bn in support of 
intra-African trade and expects to do 
much more as AfCFTA implementation 
proceeds.

Another critical factor in successful 
implementation is improving the quality 
and availability of trade information. 
Trade is triggered by information and 
cannot occur in a vacuum. Afreximbank 
is investing heavily in the development of a 
Trade Information and Regulation Portal 
to support the identification of regional 
supply chains. The African Union’s Trade 
Observatory will also be a major source of 
Trade Information. 

Most importantly the Secretariat 
of the AfCFTA will be critical in 
ensuring success. As a new initiative, 
professionalism will be crucial. The 
Secretary General, His Excellency 
Wamkele Mene, comes fully equipped 
both intellectually and from the point of 
view of practical knowledge. He carries a 
heavy responsibility and will require the 
support of every African.

We cannot afford to hand over to 
the next generation a continent with 
potential that is never realised. The Africa 
generation to which I belong – born 
during the period of independence in 
the early 1960s – entered the world in a 
continent liberated by their fathers and 
grandfathers, who made tremendous 
sacrifices, including paying the ultimate 
price. 

These fathers had great expectations 
for our generation and beyond. We 
are working hard to deliver on those 
expectations. But I am even happier that 
the dot.com generation is smarter and 
working even harder to make sure that the 
African continent operates at the same 
level as others. n

We cannot afford to 
hand over to the next 
generation a continent 
with potential that is 
never realised.



Ismail Ahmed - Founder & Chairman, WorldRemit

Taking remittances 
to a new level

A
t the end of August this year, 
WorldRemit, one of the 
leading players in the world of 
international money transfers, 

put in a reported $500m bid for the 
takeover of the US app-based remittance 
company Sendwave. Not bad going for a 
company that was founded only 10 years 
ago by a Somali entrepreneur, Ismail 
Ahmed.

Remittances today account for more 
than FDI or overseas development aid. 
The global market is estimated at $700bn 
a year. Nigeria alone received an estimated 
$24bn in remittances in 2018, up from 
$4bn in 2013. 

Many economists predicted that 
the economic meltdown caused by 
Covid-19 would lead to a massive drop 
in remittances and as a result, adversely 
impact emerging markets. The World 
Bank, at the start of the pandemic in 
April, estimated a 20% fall in remittances, 
anticipating catastrophic consequences. 

However, these predictions were 
confounded when some countries, 
such as Kenya, posted growing year-on-
year remittance numbers as at August. 
Ahmed is not surprised by this. He says 
he couldn’t fathom the World Bank 
estimates as experience had shown 
him that remittances were generally 
countercyclical. 

The rise in remittances, for example in 
countries like Kenya, has been attributed 
to a number of factors. One is that many 
of the people sending money back home 
are actually those ‘essential workers’ who 
have kept health facilities going, and 
provided the services that have kept the 
economies of the West afloat. 

In addition, government stimuli had 
cushioned the economic blow and the 

different economic mitigation schemes 
have meant that in some countries, such 
as the US, disposable income at the end 
of the month has at times actually been 
higher than what many workers were 
earning before the pandemic.

Ahmed says that the figures for 
WorldRemit, as at October, were quite 
strong for the year. “The only region where 
there was a noticeable fall are the Gulf 
countries, especially with Indian workers 
sending money back home.”

Recalling his life story, he says it seems 
that he was destined to work in money 
transfer services. He was born and raised 
in what is now Somaliland and he reflects 
that his family often received monies from 
a relative working in the Gulf. 

With an excellent head for figures, he 
was awarded a World Bank scholarship 
to study economics at the University of 
London in the UK. But before he could 
take up the offer, the Somali Civil War 
intervened. 

In the chaos that followed, he managed 
to escape and thanks to the money sent 
to him by his brother working in Saudi 
Arabia, he was able to purchase an air 
ticket out of Djibouti to the UK.

Expertise in the world of 
remittances
Fascinated by the world of remittances, 
he wrote a research paper on the subject 
at Sussex University; and whilst at the 
London Business School, as part of a case 
study project, he put together a model 
of a remittance business. This was to 
become the blueprint for what is today 
WorldRemit. 

Before setting up WorldRemit, Ismail 
worked at the UN to advise on the system 
of remittances after 9/11. 
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As a youth, Ismail Ahmed (pictured right) was forced by the outbreak of civil war to escape his 
homeland – Somaliland – and take refuge in the UK. Today, the company he founded is one of the most 

successful money transfer companies in the world. Profile by Omar Ben Yedder.

While working on a UN Development 
Programme for Somalia, out of Nairobi, 
he noticed fraud involving senior 
colleagues. He blew the whistle and, for 
this, was dismissed.

He fought his corner, alleging unfair 
dismissal. He won his case and substantial 
compensation. This was the seed money 
he used to launch WorldRemit together 
with Catherine Wines, who also had 
extensive experience in money transfers, 
having herself restructured a remittance 
business that was subsequently sold to 
Travelex. 

He says the scope of their ambition 
right from the get-go was big – hence 
the name of the company. As a student, 
he had experienced the frustrations and 
high charges involved in sending money 
back home. Working at the UN, he 
had realised that the process could be 
expensive as well as far from frictionless.

Right from the outset, he says, he 
knew that using rapidly improving IT 
technology was going to be the ace in 
their pack. Properly deployed, it could 
challenge the two giants in the field – 
Western Union and Moneygram. 

He sees WorldRemit as an aspect 
of the increasingly important fintech 
sphere. The runaway success of M-Pesa 
and mobile money in Kenya underscored 
to him, in the early 2000s, the enormous 
potential of digital.

However, breaking into the market 
wasn’t plain sailing. The dominant players 
had, in many cases, struck exclusivity 
deals with banks or agents and seemed 
unassailable.

Given the very tight space left in the 
market, WorldRemit started with a single 
agent in both Uganda and Kenya. But the 
company still managed to get considerable 
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Nonetheless they have been criticised for 
being ‘unproductive’ capital in that they 
are used in the ‘receiving’ country to make 
basic purchases. 

Ahmed refutes this and says that as 
well as covering expenses such as school 
fees, food or medical bills, a big chunk of 
remittance payments goes to starting new 
businesses, investing in land and property. 

“I wish African governments spent  
a tiny fraction of the time they waste  
on chasing ODA looking at remittances 
and their impact on development.”  
The numbers suggest he does have a  
point. 

business. This proved to them that their 
business was viable and also that the 
market was growing apace.

It was not long before WorldRemit 
became a substantial global player. Today 
the company operates in over 6,500 
money transfer corridors worldwide and 
sends money from 50 countries to more 
than 150 nations. 

The acquisition of Sendwave will make 
it a company that generates over $200m 
in revenue and manages more than $7.5bn 
of remittance flows. 

The deal will strengthen the company’s 
position in the US, the world’s biggest 
source of outward remittances. “You can’t 
be big in money transfers if you’re not big 
in the US,” says Ahmed. 

Industry more streamlined
The remittance industry has definitely 
benefited from having more players in 
the market: costs have been drastically 
reduced and the spread on exchange rates 
has also fallen considerably. However, 
some analysts warn that it is becoming 
an increasingly difficult area in which to 
make money as competition is eroding 
margins and the marketing costs to 
acquire new customers are greater than 
the gains. 

Ahmed doesn’t agree; he counters that 
the industry will not only grow but will 
evolve. One factor behind the resilience 
of remittances has been the digitisation of 
payments. “Somaliland is pretty much a 
cashless society today. In Kenya, 90% of 
remittances are non-cash based, with 
the majority going to mobile money. 
In Nigeria 90% of international 
money transfers will end up in a bank 
account. So even during lockdowns, 
remittance flows still take place.” 

He believes that the digitisation of 
remittances will also enable countries 
and analysts to better understand 
and make use of data that is now 
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more readily available.
He also anticipates that the 

infrastructure backbone of remittances, 
which is ultimately about matching and 
settling trades, can help play a greater 
role in business transactions such as 
purchasing machinery or goods from 
abroad, as well as in intra-African trade, 
where too often buyers need to access 
dollars or euros to settle a payment within 
Africa.

Remittances have often been 
overlooked as a development tool, he 
says, but today they are a key indicator 
from a macro-economic perspective. 

The acquisition of 
Sendwave will make 
WorldRemit a company 
that generates over 
$200m in revenue and 
manages $7.5bn in 
remittance flows.



César Augusto Mba Abogo

Benchmarking 
against the best

C
ésar Augusto Mba Abogo spent 
a little over a year as Minister for 
Finance, Economy and Planning, 
when he had to manage an 

economic downturn caused by the rapid 
fall in the price of oil. 

Prior to his Ministerial position he was 
at the heart of the team monitoring the 
implementation of the country’s 2008-
2020 National Economic Development 
Plan. 

As a result, in the past year he was 
one of the country’s chief cheerleaders, 
championing Equatorial Guinea’s cause to 
the international community, including 
during difficult negotiations with the 
IMF. 

He says that as he reflects on his 
last five years in government, both 
positions involved two critical roles. 
One, convincing stakeholders within 
and outside government to accept the 
inevitability and necessity of change; and 
two, placing a robust reform agenda at 
the heart of the country’s economic and 
development strategy.

Mba Abogo describes reform as the 
hardest part of government, and much 
harder than manoeuvring in a crisis. 
“Reform is about leadership and getting 
the buy-in of colleagues, the business 
and investment community, influential 
constituencies that feel threatened by 
change, and the general public. You 
certainly need a generous amount of 
conviction and you need to do a whole lot 
of persuading,” he says.

A country like Equatorial Guinea, he 
argues, has too often been demonised by 
the international media and this makes 
reform a lot harder to sell. Why, he infers, 
will a country or people be willing to 
make the sacrifices necessary for change, 

when they know the international 
community will keep ostracising and 
criticising, regardless of the reforms 
implemented.  

Isn’t the criticism levelled against his 
country justified? He doesn’t blame the 
international community and some of 
the criticism is justified but he insists 
much of the current narrative is outdated, 
stereotypical and not reflective of reality. 

He stresses this is not particular to 
Equatorial Guinea but applies to the 
whole of the continent. “For the larger 
countries, such as Egypt, South Africa or 
Nigeria, investors are more discerning and 
the narrative will be more nuanced. But 
for the smaller ones, the job [of convincing 
otherwise] is harder.”

He is adamant that the constant 
drumbeat of negative international media 
reporting had an impact on Equatorial 
Guinea during their negotiations with 
the IMF. When they initiated discussions 
with the IMF in 2016, Human Rights 
Watch issued a report criticising the 
government’s infrastructure spending. 

Other NGOs called for the IMF 
to reject the support plan they had 
put together. As a result, in 2016 the 
country underwent the Staff Monitored 
Programme of the IMF without any 
financial support. 

Besides from the Development 
Bank of the Central African States 
(DBEAC), Equatorial Guinea has not 
received any financial support related to 
Covid-19 to date. This time round, he 
insisted that support shouldn’t have any 
conditionalities. “We would have lost the 
confidence of the people and certainly 
of some of my colleagues towards the 
international community,” he explains.

He agrees that addressing issues of 
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Until October, César Augusto Mba Abogo (pictured right) was the Minister for Finance, Economy and 
Planning in Equatorial Guinea. In his first international interview since leaving office, he talks about 

managing an economy during a recession, his negotiations with the IMF and pushing through reforms. 

corruption, transparency and governance 
are paramount, but argues that they 
shouldn’t be the be-all and end-all of 
discussions. 

“When we develop a plan for the 
country, it’s not just about the eradication 
of corruption but also ensuring that we 
have thought through a plan that will 
take into consideration the environment, 
the youth, women, and preparedness for a 
world centred around technology,” he says.

“Those that are undergoing reform 
[the people] need to understand what 
they have to gain, and at the same time, 
international partners need to have a more 
objective perspective of the country and 
make more realistic demands. 

 “Negotiations and consultations 
between parties also requires them 
[the international institutions] to fully 
understand the local context, and getting 
both parties to understand each other 
better.”

Focus on the moon, not the finger
Sorting out public finances, including 
better macro-economic management and 
greater transparency, were major projects 
for his Ministry. The target has been to 
fund government spending from non-oil 
related revenue. That means widening 
the revenue base – at under 7% of GDP, 
fiscal receipts are the second-lowest in 
Africa after Nigeria – and also, reducing 
government spending. 

He calls for economic transformation 
through bold and ambitious reforms and 
targets. He quotes a line from a Bruce Lee 
film, where the actor puts his finger out, 
points to the sky and asks, “What do you 
see? Do you see my finger or do you see 
the moon?”

Too often we look at the finger rather 
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than the moon, Mba Abogo points 
out. And it’s the moon we need to be 
aiming for, not the end of the finger. He 
underlines the analogy by quoting US 
President John Kennedy: “We choose to 
go to the moon in this decade and do the 
other things, not because they are easy, but 
because they are hard.”

He says what makes Equatorial Guinea 
an attractive investment proposition is 
that it is stable, politically but also as a 
society and as a people. It can be a driver 
of development and growth for the region.

Mba Abogo anticipates that Equatorial 
Guinea can become a regional hub. He 
believes agriculture is a low-hanging 
fruit. He insists that given his country’s 
infrastructure, it can play a critical role as 
a regional logistics platform for the region 
as well as play an important role in oil and 
gas, where it has developed expertise and 
a competitive advantage, in areas such as 
transhipment and oil and gas servicing. 

Staunch pan-Africanist
When you speak to Mba Abogo, he comes 
across as a staunch pan-Africanist. Based 
on his experience with his peers, is there 
a common African agenda? The realities 
of each country are different, he explains, 
hence the differences. But ideologically, 
there is complete alignment. 

He talks excitedly and passionately 
about the need for greater youth 
participation in government. He was a 
young finance minister, by African and 
international standards, and advocates 
strongly for the continent’s talented youth 
to play a greater role in their countries’ 
politics. Every aspect of government, 
including reform, needs to have a 
youth component. He cites his greatest 
achievement as putting together a young 
team of leaders within his Ministry. 
This has led to greater dynamism which 
he believes has enhanced his Ministry’s 
effectiveness. “But we need to create that 
space for them to lead,” he says.

What did he enjoy working on most? 
One of the highlights, he explains, 
was working with the private sector 
and alongside Singapore Corporation 
Enterprise to comprehensively improve 
the country’s investment climate and 
strengthen competitiveness, based on the 
World Economic Forum competitiveness 
index, he adds. “It’s about benchmarking 
yourself against the best.” 
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Oliver Andrews

Tempered by ice and fire

O
ver the years, I have had the 
privilege of meeting with and 
interviewing Oliver Andrews 
several times. He always came 

across as a suave gentleman with a touch of 
the debonair in his choice of attire. All the 
interviews were either for African Business 
or African Banker magazines, both of 
which I edited at the time. 

Our discussions were centred on 
various aspects of African infrastructure 
– the sector that the Africa Finance 
Corporation (AFC) is most concerned 
with. We talked about a diverse variety 
of projects – building bridges and power 
generation stations, ports, roads, mines. 
We discussed all the complex stages that 
such large-scale projects go through – 
between the ideas first getting the green 
light to completion, usually many years 
down the line.

Andrews was clearly a master of 
his world. He had the reputation of 
being the deal-maker ‘par excellence’, 
bringing together the money people with 
the project leaders, the engineers and 
designers, the construction folk, the estate 
agents, the trade unions, the media and 
the government to buy into the projects 
and sing from the same page. 

Someone once described the process 
as putting lions and tigers and sheep and 
goats together in a room and hoping they 
will be sweet with each other. Andrews 
had a habit of making this happen, hence 
his awesome reputation in the industry.

Sometimes he would whisper a little 
mischievously that this project or the 
other “has survived three Presidents and 

one coup d’état – but it’s still an ongoing 
project!” 

At times he could lose me in the 
rarefied atmosphere of high project finance 
– the interest rate calculations, the break-
even points, the covenants, the debt service 
reserve accounts, the structured vehicles 
– but seeing my distress, he would come 
down to my level and explain what it all 
meant so that I could convey it accurately 
to my readers.

However, for some reason, I always had 
an inkling that under the financier polish 
was a man who in a different time and 
place would have been called a Buccaneer-
Prince, an adventurous soul who would set 
sail and let the wind blow him to seek his 
fortune in faraway and strange places.

So when we sat down to Zoom over 
the Covid-generated distancing needed 
for this interview, on the occasion of  his 
retirement from the AFC, I wondered 
if my hunch had been correct or if I had 
tried to read too much into someone who 
was first and last a high-stakes project 
developer and financier. I asked him to 
talk about his background.

This time, relaxed and at home, he was 
wearing a stylishly simple shirt without a 
tie or jacket in sight. The next hour flew by 
as he narrated his fascinating story.

Three years of hell
Oliver Andrews was born in Bathurst, 
now Banjul, the capital of Gambia to a 
high-ranking civil service father and an 
equally high-ranking teacher mother. 

In his early teens, he suffered from 
osteomyelitis, an infection in the bone of 
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Oliver Andrews (right), Executive 
Director and Chief Investment 
Officer at the Africa Finance 
Corporation (AFC), is retiring 
at the end of the year.  He has 
successfully directed, developed 
and invested in numerous 
infrastructure deals in Africa, 

with a total value of over $40bn, 
and overseen some of the 
most significant projects on 
the continent. He is a Fellow 
of the Chartered Institute of 
Logistics and Transport, UK; the 
Royal Society of Arts, UK; and a 
Member of the Chartered Institute 

of Marketing. He is also the first 
Chairman of Africa Infrastructure 
Development Association (AfIDA).

As one of Africa’s most iconic 
business leaders passes on the 
baton, New African Editor Anver 
Versi seeks out the person 
behind the persona.

his leg. For three years as the condition 
got worse, he was bedridden. He was in 
and out of hospitals in the Gambia and 
Dakar, and was finally sent to a missionary 
hospital in Copenhagen, Denmark where 
conditions such as his could be treated. 
The treatment was successful and once 
he was able to walk, he was impatient to 
make up for lost time. Perhaps the years 
he had spent with his limited mobility 
had fired up his imagination and widened 
his horizons much further than what his 
small nation could contain.

While still in his teens, he left for the 
UK, hoping to become an agricultural 
scientist. But, “believe it nor not, I decided 
I’d study to become an officer in the 
British Merchant Navy, instead,” he says. 

Sure enough, he qualified in the naval 
city of Hull as a Maritime Radio and 
Electronic Communications Officer in the 
British Merchant Navy.

In 1975, with the ink on his certificate 
still wet, he landed his first job – to go on a 
three-week commercial fishing trip in the 
Arctic circle! He took a train from Hull to 
Aberdeen in Scotland and joined a crew of 
hard-boiled Scottish fishermen.

They did not take too kindly to the idea 
of this still wet-behind-the-ears African 
youth as part of the crew, especially as 
he was an officer while they were only 
ordinary seamen. “Only the captain, the 
First Mate and the Chief Engineer were 
officers – everybody else was a deck hand – 
so you can understand their hostility”.

“That was three weeks of sheer hell,” 
Oliver recalls. “There was a lot of fear. I’d 
never seen such high seas. Our little craft 
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The Bank was a child of 
necessity but today it is 
the driver of economic 
transformation.



seemed to be in the middle of a valley with 
mountains of raging sea water all around.”

On New Year’s Eve 1976, the ship 
docked at Hammerfest, the most 
northerly town in Norway and it was 
below freezing. “I was sent out in the 
middle of the night; I think apparently 
because I was the darkest person in the 
room and I had to ‘bring the New Year in 
with me’,” he recalls. 

These were his first encounters with 
racial discrimination but he did not 
allow his spirits to flag. In fact, he says: 
“Honestly, after those three weeks, I came 
to be an admirer of the fishermen in the 
North Sea and how hard their lives were. 

“These were men who every day put 
their lives on the line. Although I was an 
Officer and I was responsible for the radar 
and radio communications. This was long 
before we had all these electronic gizmos 
and the radio was our only lifeline to the 
outside world.

“I remember, at that tender age, being 
asked to go up to check if the batteries 
were ok, after a week at sea. In those 
days, you had to top the batteries up to 
make sure they worked. It was a huge 
responsibility.”

Although the three weeks on the 
fishing vessel had been a shock to the 
system, he says he ‘found his sea-legs’ and a 
taste for life on the ocean wave.

He went to Plymouth, another city 
with a deep maritime history, on Britain’s 
south-western coast and obtained more 
qualifications, excelling as the first 
amongst equals. He got his electronic 
engineering ‘tickets’ to get work on larger 
ocean-going vessels in 1976.

“The next seven years,” he says, “were 
some of the most joyous of my life. I got 
paid very good money and travelled the 
world. I made some very good friends all 
over the globe in nearly every country with 
a seaport that we visited. This was great 
education in cultural differences, and 
working with people in confined spaces 
teaches you a lot of things.”

This period, he says, also opened his 
eyes to many aspects of humanity, both 
good and bad. “There were many hairy 
moments,” he recalls. His best friend was 
a massive Swede who stood by him if they 
mistakenly entered an all-White bar in 
certain cities like New Orleans in the US. 
“I got to know people but I also learned  
how to survive in hostile atmospheres.”

A fruitful period of learning
Having seen the world and with almost 
a lifetime’s experience under his belt, he 

decided to go back to school. He obtained 
a post diploma in Ports & Shipping 
Administration (with distinction in a 
class of 80 from all over the world) and an 
MBA in Corporate Finance from Cardiff 
University – now the Cardiff Business 
School, University of Wales.

Instead of making the pilgrimage 
to the City of London as many of his 
peers did, he decided to go to the steel 
city of Sheffield in the north of England 
and work for Sheffield City Council. 
It was run by David Blunkett at the 
time, who was blind from birth and was 
later to become a hugely controversial 
Home Secretary in Tony Blair’s Labour 
government in the early 2000s, before 
briefly being the Work and Pensions 
Secretary after their re-election.

Earlier, during Margaret Thatcher’s 
premiership, the Sheffield Ethnic 
Minority Business Initiative had been 
set up to encourage minorities to go into 
business.

He applied for a post as an adviser to 
small, particularly ethnic, businesses. 
However, during the interview, the panel, 
made up mostly of White people, with 
one Black person, and not used to the 
self-confidence of Africans as opposed 
to other Black minorities, were sceptical 
about his suitability for the job.

He says he stood up and said: “Look, 
if you don’t think I’m black enough, then 
I’m leaving right now!” They apologised 
and then he got the job.

He worked in a team that planned the 
regeneration of the city of Sheffield – once 
the ‘stainless steel and silver capital of the 
country’ but now fallen into economic 
degeneration. Here he gained invaluable 
insight into project management and 
regeneration.

He also worked for National Power 
around the time when the UK energy 
sector had just been shaken up and was 
largely privatised.

He did not know this at the time  
but in hindsight, he says virtually 
everything that had happened to him had 
been a preparation for his later role at the 
AFC.

“You have an engineering guy who 
goes and studies transport economics, 
then specialises in finance and works 
in the civil service in the UK – even at 
local government level, to understand 
how government thinks – and then he 
gets involved in the power sector. It’s 
uncanny how all these different strands 
come together years later in my role at the 
AFC.”
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Return to Africa
Despite his successes in the UK, the lure 
of the mother country became irresistible 
and in 1992, he returned to Gambia as 
the Business Development Manager at the 
Gambia Ports Authority.

With his grounding in port 
management from university, he rose to 
become the MD of the Gambia Ports 
Authority in two years. He was working to 
complete an extension to the port and had 
signed the Engineering Procurement and 
Construction contract, when his world 
seemed to cave in. 

What followed is clearly a dark 
period in his life and he seemed eager 
to move over it quickly. “I fell out with 
‘the Dictator’ or rather The Dictator fell 
out with me”. He meant Yahya Jammeh, 
who ruled Gambia with an iron fist until 
his ouster in 2017. He suspects the issue 
was nothing to do with the port but 
rather his role as one of the eight-member 
Constitutional Review Commission. They 
worked on a new constitution which had 
been promised to the people by Jammeh. 

The Commission was broad-based 
and included religious leaders as 
well as economists and legal experts. 
Compromises had to be reached on 
various points but Oliver says: “I was 
adamant about two things: One was term 
limits and the other was proportional 
representation.” Both these points must 
have rankled with Jammeh. The soldiers 
also wanted guarantees they would not be 
prosecuted for crimes they had committed.

But the situation became fraught and 
Jammeh had second thoughts about the 
whole thing. Quiet words were spoken 
to Oliver and he was told to try and get 
away as soon as possible. One incident 
that deeply shocked him was when 
soldiers broke into his house to search for 
the Constitution documents they had 
been working on but failed to find them. 
Shortly after, the building was set on fire, 
with his young children still inside but 
fortunately, they were rescued in time.

With Jammeh’s hunters breathing 
down his neck, he and his mother escaped, 
secreting themselves in a charcoal truck, 
wading through bush and paddy fields and 
across rice plantations until they were over 
the border. What would have happened 
to him had he been found by Jammeh’s 
guards hardly bears thinking about.

Incidentally, he returned to Gambia 
following Jammeh’s ouster with a copy of 
the original document they had worked 
on, which was handed over to the newly 
set up constitutional review commission.
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Oliver Andrews
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such as bridges, port extensions, power 
generation stations, highways and so on 
remained on paper. The AFC’s task was to 
make these projects happen.

How Oliver Andrews eventually joined 
the AFC and became one of its icons is 
a fairly complex story which we hope to 
share with readers in a forthcoming issue 
of African Banker magazine.

At the end of the interview, I reflect 
that indeed my hunch that Oliver 
Andrews had far greater depths and 
adventure to him than your average 
financier was correct. It reinforces 
my belief, based on observation, that 
Africa continues to produce the sort of 
heroic entrepreneurs who seem to have 
disappeared from the rest of the world. 
They are more than entrepreneurs – they 
are exceptional human beings. n

He did not know it 
at the time, but in 
hindsight, he says that 
virtually everything that 
happened to him acted as 
preparation for his role at 
the AFC. 

A new phase
Keeping the harrowing clash with one of 
Africa’s most ruthless dictators behind 
him, he returned to the UK, he says, with 
only around £1,000 in his pocket, and 
called up his contacts to ask them if they 
could help him find work.

One of these was Chris Turner, an 
economist and World Bank consultant 
he had worked with on The Gambia 
port project. Turner had set up his own 
development company and promptly 
invited Oliver to join his firm, TCI 
Infrastructure. 

This was circa 1987 when he says “there 
was hardly any project development done 
in Africa. What you got was grants for 
project preparation.”

 With Turner’s experience as a 
developer in regeneration projects in 

Cardiff Docklands and Andrews’ wide 
experience in finance as well as project 
management in Africa, they set out to 
tender for projects such as bridges, in 
various African countries.

Oliver has high praise for Turner: 
“Chris has always been a developer par 
excellence and he’s the guy, in all fairness, 
who made me an entrepreneur in the 
honest sense, with my background.” 
Turner is now chairman of Chiltern 
Management (Africa Limited).  

At some point, Oliver bought out 
Turner and became the CEO of TCI 
Infrastructure.

In the meanwhile, the Africa Finance 
Corporation had been set up to raise 
funds, specifically in an attempt to fill 
the vast infrastructure development gaps 
in African countries. Essential projects 



     

 R
ight now, at this very hour, somewhere 
in South Africa, a woman is in the final 
moments of her life. Her humanity and 
breath are being stripped away by a 

lover, a relative, a neighbour, a stranger, a 
friend; men - they do it so comfortably, with 
distressing nonchalance, like a pickpocket at 
a bustling market in central Johannesburg. 

Described as our nation’s ‘second pan-
demic’, gender-based violence (GBV) claims 
the life of a South African woman every three 
hours. To be a woman in South Africa is to 
always be in protest and to always be at war. 

In this land, ostensibly alive with possibil-
ities, a woman’s existence is the embodiment 
of death; she doesn’t even have to leave her 
house to meet her untimely death. 

In the words of our very own President, 
Cyril Ramaphosa, South Africa is “the most 
unsafe place in the world to be a woman”. 
South African women live in an abusive 
home and men are the rapacious leviathans, 
searching for traces of their manhood and 
using our bodies as sites of war against their 
battle with their own brokenness.

To be a woman in South Africa is to always 
be in fear: University student raped and 
bludgeoned to her death at a post office...by 
a man; Eight-month-pregnant woman went 
missing for four days, found hanging on a 
tree...killed by a man; A woman was gunned 
down at a police station...by a man; An elderly 
woman was raped in her home...by a man...

Every week, I see and hear a variation 
of such headlines in the news. Every week, I 
sigh in utter disbelief, shame, and exhaustion. 

J O ’ B U R G  D I A R Y

K e l e b o g i l e 
M o t s w a t s w a

Another one like me has been killed. Another 
one like me has been raped. Another one 
like me...

Living in a country where women (and 
children) are the most vulnerable to egregious 
acts of violence means that I am constantly 
thinking: will it be my turn in the second or 
third hour? 

I am afraid of men
On one sunny afternoon, after a productive 
day of work, I called an Uber to take me to 
the gym. To my pleasant surprise, my Uber 
driver was a woman, and what a delightful 
ride that was; the sheer relief of not being 
petrified, wondering if there is another man 
in the boot, waiting to pounce at any moment 
and violate me. 

For once, I did not worry about whether 
I would make it to my destination or not. So 
there I sat, relaxed, basking in the glory of 
feeling safe. I expressed to the driver just 
how refreshing it was to be in an Uber with a 
woman behind the wheel. We bonded over our 
mutual male-based consternation, lamenting 
and decrying the pervasiveness of femicide 
and woman abuse in South Africa, our land. 

After an invigorating session at the gym, 
which was great despite the unsettling male 
gazes, I requested another Uber, but this 
time around, I was not as blithe. And it was 
in this moment that I admitted to myself, with 
tears welling up in my eyes and a heaviness 
in my heart, that I am afraid of men, in fact 
I am pretty sure that there’s nothing that I 
fear more.
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South Africa is probably the most dangerous 
place to be a Black woman. Gender-based 
violence, including murder is out of control. Is this 
a reflection of a distorted view of masculinity? 

I love my 
country, but
I hate being
a woman in it

It is a privilege to be able to take an 
evening stroll

It is a privilege to only be concerned 
about petty theft

It is a privilege to not worry about the 
attention the clothes you wear will attract

Trepidation and terror are the unerring 
descriptors of the quotidian state of affairs 
for any woman living in South Africa. When-
ever I leave the house to run an errand, an 
all-consuming, and almost paralysing, sense 
of doom rises within me. 

I have to be vigilant, for women get 
violated even in broad daylight; it’s the 
unsolicited commentary on my body and the 
salacious gawking; more than that, I’m terri-
fied of what my response, or lack thereof, will 
provoke. Women have been threatened and 
murdered for rejecting the advances of men 
they do not know and ending relationships 
with men they’ve known for years. 

It hurts to be a South African woman right 
now. Being a Black woman in South Africa is 
tantamount to being an unwanted child. You 
see your parents (systems and institutions) 
doting over your siblings (White men, White 
women and Black men) while you’re just left 
to fend for yourself. 

As long as the other kids are fine, there’s 
not much to worry about, right? As a Black 
South African woman who can be killed in 
her home, at a post office, and even a police 
station, I feel let down by my government. 
I feel that insufficient effort, discourse and 
resources have gone into eradicating sexual 
violence and femicide in South Africa. 



     

Below: 
A police 
officer 
(l) with 
arrested 
citizens in 

Johannesburg. 
The police have 
come under 
scrutiny during 
the lockdown, 

I remember a group of plumbers who were 
at my apartment to fix my sink. One of them 
stared at my breasts with an impudence that 
still lingers in my kitchen. I felt so violated in 
that moment and it was so painful, but I had 
to force myself to not dwell on it too much 
because if I dwell on this one incident, how 
many more incidences am I going to pause 
over and feel pain for?

Men have been conditioned and social-
ised to believe that they cannot win the fight 
against their temptations and impulses. “A 
man’s gotta have sex. A man cannot survive 
without sex.” 

Until we fix what is broken in men and 
we tell them to change their ways, GBV will 
continue to be the scourge that is making 
South Africa the most dangerous place on 
earth for a woman. I love my country, but I 
hate being a woman in it. n

Fixing what is broken in men
Why do men hate us? I don’t have the answers 
for why GBV is pervasive in South Africa but, 
from what I’ve observed, and this is my own 
opinion, most men don’t really know what it 
is to be a man and it’s almost as though all 
they have is a warped, dominant narrative, 
created by patriarchy, accepted by society 
and perpetuated by culture. 

This notion of masculinity and male iden-
tity, in an almost imperceptible way, relies on 
the infantilisation, disenfranchisement and 
devaluing of women; this definition needs 
women to be disempowered in various forms, 
whether it’s in the workplace or the home.  

Factors that I believe contribute to high 
rates of sexual abuse are the objectification 
and sexualisation of women, and the fact that 
women have been denied their personhood. If 
you see someone as an object to be consumed, 

then you will feel at liberty to do whatever 
you please with them. 

Men somehow believe that they have 
unfettered access to our personal space. 
In a nightclub setting, for instance, a man 
will feel the need to put their hands on your 
waist as they pass you by to go get a drink. 
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‘This country buries us
before we are born. 
Calls us by our
obituaries before it calls
us by our names.’

- Koleka Putuma, South African 
poet and playwright

Demonstrators denouncing violence against 
women at a protest in Johannesburg
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A pessimist outcome is not inevitable in the 
Sahel. It is always possible to overcome even 
the most complex crises and situations. 

Since 2012, the Sahel has been plagued 
by multifaceted crises that have plunged its 
people into situations of distress. In the face 
of this emergency, states and civil society 
organisations are in a race against time. To 
change the situation and give the region 
lasting momentum, studies and research 
papers recommend that decision makers 
act on the structural factors that sustain 
fragility in the Sahel. These include the 
central mechanisms linking demography, 
security and peace.

cent in Niger.
This deep-dive provides  unique insights 

and it allows decision-makers to implement 
tailored solutions. 

The scale of the challenge shows 
that young people, as in the rest of the 
continent, aspire to a future anchored in 
good education and employment.

The countries we looked at face the 
dual challenge of providing for this young 
and growing population, whilst being 
under pressure from destabilising forces 
from jihadist groups. As a result, states 
spend between 12 and 25 per cent of their 
budgets on defence and security, diverting 
significant resources from priority social 
sectors such as health.  

The region’s leaders have a critical role 
to play in this process of building stability 
and, ultimately, resilience. We now have 
a greater understanding of the issues at 
stake and are better positioned to action 
the experts’ recommendations.

Mabingue Ngom
Regional Director, UNFPA  

for West and Central Africa

To refine the analyses carried out so far 
on these areas, we, at the United Nations 
Population Fund (UNFPA), commissioned 
a team of researchers and experts to 
conduct empirical work focusing on three 
countries of the Central Sahel (Burkina 
Faso, Mali and Niger). 

On the ground, UNFPA is working 
tirelessly to promote reproductive health 
and human rights, especially women’s 
rights. Our aim is to help those countries 
in the Sahel to capture the ‘demographic 
dividend’, or in other words to put its 
impressive youth at the spearhead of its 
progress. The research we commissioned 
present new problems, and more 
importantly, solutions. 

The three studies summarised in 
this report mark a break from previous 
research, in that they respond specifically to 
the Sahel. To measure the region’s fragility 
we need to look at the reality behind the 
numbers. The dependency ratio in the 
Sahel - the proportion of the population 
that depends on others to live - is around 
85.2 per cent, with huge disparities. It is 97 
per cent in Chad and Mali, and 121.2 per 
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The Sahel is the subject of great interest 
from researchers due to the peculiarities 
of the conf licts across the region. 
UNFPA supports efforts to highlight 
the quantitative, and then explanatory, 
elements of these conflicts. A study carried 
out by the National School of Statistics 
and Economic Analysis (ENSAE) in 
Dakar, Senegal, tried to model the 
interrelationships between peace, security 
and demography in order to derive a 
synthetic indicator, among other objectives. 
And, of course, to draw evidence-based 
conclusions for those working in the field.

Major insights can be drawn from 
this. We can demonstrate that countries 
with a high level of secondary school 
enrolment, a high urbanisation rate and 
good agricultural performance, generally 
also have a high level of peace and security. 
Conversely, countries with high youth 
unemployment and inequality are most 
affected by insecurity. 

The same is true for those countries 
experiencing an increase in demographic 
dependency levels (measured by the average 
number of dependants for a person of 
working age). Unsurprisingly, the authors 
stress that the preservation of natural 
resources, and democratic advances, are 
important factors for peace.

In the Sahel, the lack of employment 
opportunities makes young people 
vulnerable to human trafficking. They are 
also easy targets, at the mercy of armed 
groups seeking new recruits.

It is also clear that insecurity leads to 
unmanageable levels of migration. Finally, 
although young people are educated, the 
lack of jobs is a factor in the Sahel’s fragility.

A HIGH DEPENDENCY RATIO
Improving youth literacy is therefore not 
sufficient. Nevertheless, there is a positive 

correlation between the Global Peace 
Index (GPI)* and the level of education, 
rate of urbanisation and agricultural 
performance. The GPI, which classifies 
countries according to their degree of 
peace, is a synthetic index that includes 
data such as youth unemployment, arable 
land area, gross domestic product (GDP) 
and health expenditure. What the index 
also does is to highlight the importance of 
education in development.

Conversely, the higher the fertility rate 

for a country, the higher its demographic 
dependency ratio. The same applies to 
economic dependence. This is because 
those who are presumed to be economically 
active are responsible for a much higher 
number of dependents, mainly adolescents, 
children and the elderly.

The index underscores that security 
is weak in the countries of the Sahel, 
particularly those around Lake Chad. 
However, a major limitation of the index 
is that it is purely descriptive.

Nurses dispensing medicine to a young mother. The fertility rate for women in Sahelian countries is closely 
connected to economic growth as well as security issues

THE DEMOGRAPHIC DIVIDEND AND DEVELOPMENT

A question of interdependence
Countries of the Sahel face significant social, demographic and security challenges. 
Understanding the link between these issues will allow us to develop an innovative 
approach to provide a sustainable solution.
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The team at ENSAE and UNFPA agreed 
that the results should be supported and 
confirmed by statistical techniques. By 
taking a dynamic evolution approach, the 
panel study would provide more robust 
findings.

One finding that came out was the 
contagious effect of conflict, and peace. 
Who you share a border with can have 
a positive or damaging impact on your 
own security. Some countries that share 
common borders, such as Libya, Sudan 
and the Central African Republic, are all 
experiencing a very high state of insecurity. 
Of course, this is not the only factor, as 
demonstrated by the relative stability of 
Tunisia,  that neighbours Libya’s.

SLOW FERTILITY TRANSITION
In terms of conflict, models developed 
by another piece of resarch that was 
commissioned by the UNFPA and 
conducted by the Peace Research 
Institute Oslo (PRIO) suggest that the 
risk of conflict will continue to increase 
in Sahelian countries such as Mali, Niger 
and Nigeria between now and 2050. 

For many of these countries, this 
increased risk is in majority the result 
of factors related to the low level of 
socioeconomic development a nd 
demographic factors. It would be 
interesting, in the case of the Sahel, 
to update the models by extending the 
analysis to 2020, factoring in the Covid-19 
situation.

In terms of demography, it is clear that 
the decline in child mortality in recent 

The root causes of radicalisation and violent extremism have 
often been associated with the growing youth population 
and the inability of governments to respond effectively to 
their various political, social and economic demands.

years (in this region as in most of the 
world) has not yet led to a substantial 
decline in fertility rates, which is what one 
would expect from the historical patterns  
of demographic transition. The average 
number of children per woman is still high 
and has not yet fallen significantly. It is 
close to, or over, five children per woman, 
and higher in Niger and Mali for example. 
In all the countries studied, demographic 
structures are dominated by young people 
under the age of 30 years.

Worryingly, the PRIO study showed 
that countries where the population is 

growing at an accelerated pace, and 
where populations under 30 years of age 
represent more than 60 per cent of the total 
population, are more likely to experience 
civil conflicts or security crises. They face 
pressure on education systems and social 
wellbeing, as well as unemployment and 
underemployment, along with a propensity 
for lawlessness. 

Conversely, low population pressure on 
resources does not necessarily mean less 
conflict. If good governance is not enforced 
and resources are not equitably distributed 
this can lead to social unrest.
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Strictly from a numbers perspective, no 
correlation could be established between 
the growing insecurity prevailing in the 
Sahel and certain factors that one would 
expect to mitigate it, such as increases 
in GDP per capita, arable land areas 
and democracy. These links are, for the 
moment, purely intuitive. We cannot 
confirm that these factors affect insecurity 

Source: Institute for 
Economics & Peace

In a worst-case scenario, the 
State would become “too 
small for big things and too 
big for small things.”

one way or another in the Sahel region. 
‘Micro’ data collection (from individuals 
and households) seems to be indispensable 
for better understanding the reality on 
the ground.

THREE SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE
Seeing these accumulated vulnerabilities 
and linking them to rising insecurity in the 

Sahel, Mabingue Ngom, UNFPA Regional 
Director for West and Central Africa, 
confirms that “a negative spiral has been 
set in motion” and predicts a “situation 
that will worsen socially, and therefore also 
in terms of security” if nothing is done.

Against this background, UNFPA’s 
white paper, ‘Understanding the Sahel 
through its history, geography and socio-
demographic and security challenges’, sets 
out three scenarios. 

The first scenario is simply a status-quo, 
in effect a continuation of the major trends 
of recent decades. With a government, in 
each country, whose situation improves, 
but where external security remains a 
threat. The result: rising birth rates and 
continued high population growth and 
inequalities. This trend scenario is clearly 
undesirable for all those who advocate 
development, but remains very plausible.

YOUTH IS NOT AN OBSTACLE
An ‘adaptation’ scenario assumes a 

slowdown in fertility. An approximate 
fertility rate of three children per woman 
would al low a gradual decrease in 
population growth and the dependency 
rate. As a result, more sustained, inclusive 
and sustainable economic growth 
becomes possible.  In this scenario, social 
and organisational innovations also 
contribute to the establishment of win-
win relationships between states and civil 
societies. If the right decisions are taken 
and implemented, this scenario assumes 
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Trends in unemployment and the GPI in the Sahel from 2008 to 2019that border management is resolved 
because seasonal migration related to 
the dominance of rain-fed agriculture in 
rural economies has decreased in intensity, 
among other reasons. This scenario is the 
most desirable, but is it the most likely?

A third scenario, of increased tensions, 
cannot be excluded. If Sahelian societies 
do not engage in changing reproductive 
behaviour, ferti lity decline will be 
insufficient to improve the position. 
The number of births in five Sahelian 
countries could increase from 3.4 million 
to 6.4 million by 2040, with detrimental 
implications for peace and security, the like 
of which we can only imagine. Community 
pressures would prevail and the State 
would become “too small for big things 
and too big for small things”.

According to UNFPA, the countries of 
the Sahel should pursue policies to control 
demographic dependency and provide 
opportunities for young people, whose 
level of education, combined with their 
use of communication technologies and 
social networks, contribute to their need 
for emancipation and a better future. The 
root causes of radicalisation and violent 
extremism have often been associated 
with a growing youth population and 
the inability of governments to respond 
effectively to their various political and 
economic demands, the PRIO study 
confirms. 

PRIO also notes that large youth 
populations are not, by nature, a security 
problem. On the contrary, they have the 
potential to bring greater prosperity and 
enhanced security to the state. In South-
East Asia, countries have succeeded in 
significantly and effectively reducing 
their fertility rates while benefiting from 
the labour resource offered by the strong 
demographic growth of young people.

However, countries that are in a 
situation of insecurity, especially those in 
West Africa, need to support the process 
of urbanisation and initiate an education 
policy to keep children in the education 
system. Family planning efforts should 
also not be forgotten.

The last disaster scenario described by 
UNFPA is just as plausible as the previous 
two, although it is at the opposite end of 
the spectrum from development activities 
in the region. Avoiding it is within reach. ■

* The Global Peace Index (GPI) is compiled 
by The Economist magazine and a panel of 
experts from peace institutes and think-
tanks, as well as the Centre for Peace and 
Conflict Studies at the University of Sydney.
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UNFPA SPECIAL REPORT

MABINGUE NGOM

We can make a real 
difference in the Sahel
Mabingue Ngom, UNFPA Regional Director for West 
and Central Africa, presents the Demography, Peace 
and Security project. The objective of this initiative is 
to provide a new narrative for the Sahel region, and 
to spur a high-level political dialogue on the links 
between demography, peace and security.

WHAT IS THE SCALE OF THE PANDEMIC IN THE 
SAHEL?
Aff licted by a combination of armed 
conf lict, terrorism, extreme weather 
conditions and economic instability, the 
region was at the centre of international 
political debates long before the pandemic.

In the Central Sahel zone, and in 
particular the Liptako-Gourma region, 
which borders Burkina Faso, Mali and 
Niger, this security crisis led to the deaths 
of some 4,000 people in 2019 alone and has 
caused significant population displacements 
in the three affected countries.

The crisis is combined with high 
population growth. The population is 
growing at a much higher rate than in 
other countries. This translates into a 
large share of the population consisting of 
young people (more than 60 per cent of the 
population is under 15 years of age) and high 
social demands that become a handicap 
for governments and difficult  to provide 
for in terms of national budgets, as well as 
for households.

More than 8 million children aged 6 to 
14 years are out of school, which is almost 
55 per cent of children in this age group. At 
the same time, governments are obliged to 
devote the bulk of resources to the military 
response, accounting for almost a third of 
national budgets.

That is why, very early this year, the 
United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) 
and all the United Nations agencies working 
in the West and Central Africa region paid 
particular attention to the Sahel. 

This year, we have had the additional 
challenge created by Covid-19, which will 
inevitably aggravate this pre-existing 
situation. It is well understood that, in such 
a situation, people cannot afford to remain 
confined to their homes.

HOW CAN A SOLUTION BE FOUND IN THESE 
CIRCUMSTANCES?
This is a very important question. By the 
end of 2019, we had conducted six empirical 
studies. From the outset, we wanted to 
ensure that these studies should be 
based on data, solid fact and figures that 
constitute evidence without any ideological 
preconceptions.

This is a new project, which is currently 
in progress. Initially, this work was based 
on three case studies in three different 
countries that make up the Central Sahel: 
Burkina Faso, Mali and Niger.

We carried out strictly statistical studies 
to assess changes in a number of variables 
as the crisis emerged and developed.

 
AND SPECIFICALLY, WHAT DOES THIS INVOLVE?
We looked, for example, at changes in 
health spending, education spending, 
military spending and other areas of 
demand. We found that as this demand 
increases, the f iscal space shrinks 
because these are mainly countries that 
are struggling and are forced to increase 
military spending significantly.

It’s a catch-22. The more that countries 
increase this expenditure, the less fiscal 
space they have to meet current and future 



THE DEMOGRAPHY-PEACE-SECURITY TRIANGLE

essential needs, and so the cycle continues.
For example, in recent years, spending 

on security has risen sharply in the 
countries in question, at the expense of 
spending on health, despite the fact that all 
three governments have pledged to allocate 
15 per cent of their budgets to health. 

In Niger, for example, the share of 
expenditure financed from domestic 
government resources increased from 10.3 
per cent in 2010 to 15.3 per cent in 2017. In 
the same period, youth unemployment 
rose significantly from 13 per cent to 17 
per cent. 

Domestic resource mobilisation has also 
stayed low since 2015. Because of the large 
number of young people in the general 
population, the government recorded a 
deficit of 1,880 billion CFA francs (2.87 
billion euros).

This is the result of spending on 
dependent age groups, the 0–27 year olds 
and over 64 years age groups.

ARE GOVERNMENTS DOING ENOUGH?
Despite passing the 10 per cent mark in 
2017, the Government of Burkina Faso is 
still a long way from the commitment to 
allocate 15 per cent of its national budget 
to the health sector, while the share 
allocated to the security sector increased 
significantly to nearly 14 per cent in 2019.

A similar situation can be observed 
in Mali, where security budgets tripled 
between 2010 and 2018, at the expense of 
health spending. This increase in military 
expenditure has taken place in a context 
where government resources have not 
increased much, and sometimes not at all.

Whereas in some developed countries 
such as Japan or in the countries of the 
north, the opposite trend can be seen: 
military or security expenditure is 
contained at around 4–5 per cent of GDP. 
We see that when social demand increases 
due to population growth, the resources 
to meet that demand are limited. This 
contributes to increased social tensions 
that can lead to security crises such as we 
are seeing in the Sahel.

With each terrorist at tack, the 
governments concerned are forced to 
strengthen security measures by cutting 
funding to priority sectors such as 
education and health, which are already 
underserved. There is a resulting decline 
in the coverage and quality of essential 
services. This spiral naturally has a 
negative impact on the relationship of 
trust that should exist between national 
authorities and populations.

WHAT ARE THE NEW FINDINGS FROM THESE 
STUDIES AND THE SOLUTIONS THAT GO WITH 
IT?
The studies and modelling work we 
have carried out with these respected 
institutions point to a relationship 
between demographic dependence and the 
occurrence of crises in the Sahel countries.

This is an extremely interesting element. 
An important result of these studies, 
obtained by statistically classifying 
countries, shows that the group of Sahelian 
nations has a low level of security.

These countr ies have a higher 
demographic dependency (75 per cent, 
compared to 47 per cent for the overall 
average), a youth unemployment rate 10 
points higher than the overall average 
(27.71 per cent compared to 17.86 per cent) 
and a secondary school enrolment level 
that is half the overall average (36.94 per 
cent compared to 72.18 per cent).

Further analysis revealed that an 
increase in the demographic dependency 
ratio of one percentage point leads to a 
deterioration in the peace and security 
index of 0.01 point for the country.

That is to say, alongside other factors, 
demography contributes directly and 
indirectly to explaining the occurrence 
of conflicts in the world in general, and in 
the Sahel region in particular.

As for the prospects for peace and 
security in the Sahel, we note the 
modelling work carried out by the Peace 
Research Institute Oslo (PRIO) on the 
risk of armed conflict between now and 
2050. This shows a clear increase in the 
risk of conflict incidence for some Sahelian 
countries such as Nigeria, Niger, Mali and 
Burkina Faso, with a potentially significant 
spil lover effect to their immediate 
neighbours. Simulations indicate that 
high population growth, poverty and low 
educational attainment are associated with 
an increased risk of conflict.

WHAT CAN WE CONCLUDE FROM THIS?
The results of these studies should 
enable us to envisage more objective and 
sustainable solutions based on new trends 
and new types of partnership. Of course, 
they will not solve all the Sahel region’s 
problems, but they will tackle at least one 
of the major problems that is at the root 
of the crisis.

Solutions over the last 50 years have 
been aimed only at treating the symptoms, 
the most pressing and visible problems of 
everyday life. Unfortunately, not enough 
time has been taken to explore these issues, 

to better understand them and act on them 
in a sustainable manner to transform the 
lives of the people of the Sahel.

If we invested the significant resources 
that are allocated to military responses, 
we would see better results. Of course, we 
cannot ignore these military needs, but 
we must have an optimum range of tools 
at our disposal to change the pattern of 
demographic dependence in the Sahel.

HOW CAN YOU ENSURE THAT POLITICAL 
ACTORS HEAR YOUR CONCLUSIONS AND 
TRANSLATE THEM INTO ACTION?
Niger’s President Mahamadou Issoufou, 
who has shown remarkable vision, has 
been very committed to peace and security 
in the Sahel. In 2013, he made a heartfelt 
appeal to the international community 
to commit to capturing the demographic 
dividend.

He understood that if we did not tackle 
the issue of demographic dependency 
in order to capture this demographic 
dividend, it would be difficult to talk about 
economic development, especially when 
the crisis was bringing everything to a halt. 
Look at what is happening today in Mali, 
Burkina Faso or Niger.

That is why he will host and chair 
an international symposium, bringing 
together all stakeholders working on 
issues of demography, peace and security. 
Economic, political and strategic research 
institutes will be invited to consider these 
factors and the results of our statistical 
modelling work in detail, and to put public 
policy proposals on the table.

These will guide development plans 
and programmes for the next generation 
of Africans. This concerns the whole of 
Africa, because what happens in the Sahel 
affects the whole continent.

BUT ISN’T PRESIDENT  
MAHAMADOU ISSOUFOU IS AT 
 THE END OF HIS TERM OF OFFICE...
Yet he has enormous capacity for action! 
I am convinced that his work on behalf 
of the Sahel and of Africa will not end 
with his term. He will continue to be 
committed to seeking out solutions and 
implementing them in a pragmatic, non-
ideological, evidence-based way. These are 
projects that have the potential to change 
the lives of people in the Sahel region and 
all Africans.

*All the reports and studies cited in this 
special report can be found at:
wcaro.unfpa.org/en/publications



TANZANIA

MAGUFULI 2.0 
A more nuanced approach?

Around Africa

P
resident John Magufuli (below)won 
85% of the Presidential vote, and 
the ruling Chama Cha Mapinduzi 
(CCM) party won in excess of 95% 

of the parliamentary seats in Tanzania’s 
2020 elections.

As has become de rigueur in African 
politics, however – and now in the 
US – the results have been clouded by 

Tanzania’s charismatic and controversial President won his second term in a landslide 
victory in November. With the majority of the country solidly behind him, will he push through

with his policies to transform the country’s economy? Analysis by Helen Jones.
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allegations of vote rigging, coercion 
and police brutality. After the elections, 
several key opposition members, including 
Chadema’s Presidential candidate Tundu 
Lissu, left the country. 

However, with claims for an 
annulment of results or re-run failing to 
gain significant traction within Tanzania 
or among Tanzania’s key donor partners, 



importance due to the decrease in tourism 
attributed to Covid-19, typically the 
country’s largest foreign exchange earner. 

Although Tanzania has taken a 
‘business as usual approach’ to Covid-19, 
and a tightly controlled media ensures 
that a counter-narrative is not published 
in country, the global tourism sector 
has slowed significantly and the lack of 
forex coming in will impact the country’s 
budget in the short to mid-term. 

Mega legacy projects 
In addition to a focus on extractives, 
Magufuli is still working to complete 
the Standard Gauge Railway (SGR) and 
the Julius Nyerere Hydropower Project, 
both of which have relied on significant 
external debt financing and are clearly 
being positioned as legacy projects of the 
Magufuli era, and are therefore likely to be 
developed with pace. 

Potential cost overruns and delays, 
common in projects of this size, may result 
in even more government funds being 
diverted towards them. The focus on 
completing mega-projects may however 
see the government fail to pay sufficient 
attention to growing the country’s SME 
sector, digital space, and supporting the 
agriculture sector that typically makes up 
the backbone of the Tanzanian economy.

Whilst Magufuli made some ambitious 
announcements in terms of economic 
development and improving the ease of 
business, investors anxiously awaited the 
announcement of his cabinet. 

Parliament voted and confirmed 
that the incumbent Kassim Majaliwa 
would retain his role as Prime Minister. 
Magufuli then announced that Professor 
Palamagamba Kabudi and Philip Mpango 
would retain their Cabinet roles as 
Minister for Foreign Affairs and Minister 
for Finance and Planning respectively. 
Both are viewed as trusted advisors to 
the President and were hand-picked by 
Magufuli to join parliament during his 
first term in office. 

Whilst Magufuli is indicating that the 
private sector will get more support during 
his second term in office, the question 
remains as to how the government will 
balance its desire to attract and maintain 
investment with the country’s need for 
increased domestic revenue. 

Magufuli’s increasing reluctance 
to rely on donor funds to support the 
country’s budget means that attempts 
to broaden and deepen the country’s tax 
base are likely to continue. How well he 
can balance the two areas will no doubt 
determine how successful or otherwise his 
second term in office will turn out to be. n

the next question is what will Magufuli’s 
second term in office will look like. 

Will we get something similar to the 
highly centralised administration that 
focused on populist policies that waged 
a war against corruption, but stifled the 
growth of the private sector? Or will it be 
something different?

President Magufuli outlined his plans 
for his second term in office during a 
speech in parliament on 13 November.  
The President set out the economic reform 
agenda that will govern his second, and 
constitutionally final, term in office. 

Continuing with his mantra of ‘Hapa 
Kazi Tu’ (‘Here only work counts’), 
Magufuli’s speech focused on the need to 
continue growing Tanzania’s industrial 
economy. 

He aims to create eight million jobs 
over his next term in office and pledged 
to improve the country’s key indicators 
such as currency strength, interest rates 
and inflation, whilst also continuing 
to improve the country’s infrastructure 
network. 

This plan is to be executed amid an 
ongoing campaign to quell corruption in 
Tanzania’s public and private sectors, with 
the President committing to continue 
rooting out corruption and firing any 
government officials who abuse their 
power. 

Magufuli’s work on fighting corruption 
to date has been largely successful, with 
Tanzania climbing from 119th place in 
2014 to 96th in 2019 in Transparency 
International’s Corruption Perception 
Index ranking. 

President Magufuli also committed 
to creating an environment conducive to 
investors, something that cannot be said 
for his first term in office where aggressive, 
and at times egregious, tax collection was 
prioritised at the expense of attracting and 
retaining investment. 

In his second term however, Magufuli 
announced that as a commitment to the 
private sector, the Tanzania Investment 
Centre (TIC), which is meant to be a 
one-stop shop for investors, is set to move 
from the Prime Minister’s office to the 
President’s Office, allowing oversight from 
the President himself and to ensure that 
investors’ concerns and any bottlenecks are 
dealt with swiftly.

What will take priority? 
While Magufuli’s first term in office was 
characterised by at times erratic decision 
making and large-scale overhauls of key 
sectors, including mining, oil & gas and 
telecommunications, many predict that 
Magufuli’s second term in office will be 
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more nuanced. 
His socialist leanings and the country’s 

need for further tax revenues will not 
change; however, policy predictability and 
tweaking existing legislative frameworks 
rather than demolishing existing systems 
is more likely to be the norm – a change 
in pace that will no doubt be welcomed by 
the increasingly nervous private sector. 

Within his many mega-projects, 
Magufuli will now need to prioritise 
which will move first. The likely outcome 
is that he will prioritise those projects that 
can be completed during his time in office.  

Thus, a project like the Uganda-
Tanzania crude oil pipeline is likely to 
gain priority over the highly complex and 
protracted negotiations required for the 
LNG project in the south of the country, 
which is fraught with complex dealings 
with some of the world’s largest oil 
companies. 

With both of these projects for the 
export market, the Energy Ministry will 
have a lot on its hands as the government 
has also outlined an ambitious plan 
to electrify all 12,000+ villages in the 
country by 2025, a task the country is only 
three quarters of the way through. 

Promises made and promises 
delivered often differ when it comes to 
commitments by government, so it will be 
interesting to see how much progress has 
been made come 2025.

In the mining sector, an uptick in the 
price of gold is likely to see enthusiasm for 
the at times contentious sector increase. 
This may see an easier ride for those gold 
companies currently in production and 
hopefully speed up the process for those 
companies attempting to transition from 
exploration to production. 

The need for the foreign exchange that 
mining generates will only increase in 

Above: A worker on site at Acacia’s North Mara 
gold mine. The need for the foreign exchange 
that mining generates is set to increase due to 
the decline in tourism caused by the pandemic



In Conversation:
ADJOA ANDOH

culture

JF: Bridgerton is the first Netflix show 
from the African-American Hollywood 
powerhouse Shonda Rhimes (Grey’s 
Anatomy, Scandal, How to Get Away 
with Murder). How excited are you to be 
working on this project?   
Adjoa Andoh: It’s fantastic! Obviously, 
I’ve admired her work since the first days 
of Grey’s Anatomy and so it’s a real honour 
to be working on this show.  

 
Bridgerton is based on Julia Quinn’s 
best-selling novels set in Regency 
London, however unlike the books, this 
production will see black actors playing 
Lords and Ladies alongside their white 
counterparts. How significant is this?   
Queen Charlotte, the wife of George 
lll, was the descendant of an African 
woman and Alphonso lll of Portugal. 
She was mixed-race. So it’s very exciting 
that we have a mixed-race actress, 
Golda Rosheuvel, playing the queen 
in Bridgerton. In Britain we had the 
abolitionist and activist Ottobah 
Cugoano, who came from the Gold Coast, 
what we now know as Ghana. He wrote 
a book, published in 1787, opposing 
slavery. There was the amazing 18th- 
century writer Ignatius Sancho, who was 
a composer and abolitionist. I could go 
on, but for me the importance of the way 
the show has been cast, is to put back into 
people’s understanding that there was an 
African presence at all levels of society in 
Britain at that time.  

What does this tell us about how Africans 
were living?  
It tells us many extraordinary things. 
Our presence initially came through 
colonisation and slavery. Yet African 
people thrived and found ways to have 
significance, in spite of their terrible 
experiences, and carve out a life for 

She’s a doyenne of British theatre and a star of the hotly anticipated Netflix drama  
Bridgerton. With a long and vibrant career spanning over 30 years, including a starring role  

opposite Morgan Freeman in the feature film Invictus, the Ghanaian-British actor  
Adjoa Andoh is really coming into her own. Interview by Juanne H. Fuller. 
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the history we were taught, isn’t necessarily 
history as it was experienced. I hope they’ll 
enjoy the stories and performances, as 
well as the variety of acting talent being 
celebrated so brilliantly on-screen.  

 
Your costumes in the show are amazing. 
Did you have any input into how your 
character would be styled?   
Yes! Shout-out to our fantastic series 
costume design team, Ellen Mirojnick, 
John Glasar and John Norster. Also, Chris 
Van Dusen, the show runner, had a 
vision for each of the characters based 
on Julia Quinn’s amazing books 
and they were all incredibly generous 
in allowing me to have an input into 
the details for my character. We 
would discuss fabrics, colour palette 
and styling. Lady Danbury has a 
walking cane with her at all times. 
If you look at Regency men of that 
period, they would always have a 
cane and a hat. For me, the fact 
that she’s a widow meant that I 
wanted her to embody some of the 
masculine within her feminine. 
In a way to reflect the particular 
position of wealth and power that 
she had within a society that didn’t 
allow a woman a huge amount of 
freedom. So, I requested a hat, I 
love a hat!  

   
The global pandemic has had a 
massive impact on the arts and 
those who work within it. How 
has it affected you and your 
work?   
I think the biggest effect has been 
our inability to be together; be it in 
rehearsal, on a stage, in a theatre, or 
big radio productions. Slowly we’re 
finding ways to film, but the biggest 
sorrow has been theatre. I’m really 

themselves. As a person of African 
heritage, I am thrilled to be celebrating 
them in fabulous fiction. 

 
You play a character called Lady 
Danbury. How would you describe her?    
So, Lady Danbury is a dowager duchess. 
She was widowed after marrying a Duke. 
She has no children, so in the society of 
that time, she was as free as any woman 
could be. She has money, power and 
influence, so there is a great swagger about 
her; a great energy and curiosity and 
delight at life and I love that.

Although she’s terribly English, did you 
manage to inject traces of the African 
matriarch?! 
As a Ghanaian, I come from a long 
matriarchal lineage, it’s a very strong 
tradition in Ghana. I have enjoyed 
marrying the social circumstances of Lady 
Danbury, with my love of history, and my 
knowledge of matriarchal influence in my 
own life. 

What do you hope the audience will get 
from this particular portrait of Regency 
London?
I hope they’ll be alerted to the idea that 



entertainment. People of colour have been 
franker when speaking out about racial 
injustice. I think that theatres, production 
companies and boardrooms in all 
industries should be looking at their senior 
leadership teams and asking if they reflect 
the population around them. It’s appalling 
that it’s taken yet another death to make 
people pause. Now is the time to make 
demands and have clarity about how we 
want to live and be equal in our treatment 
of each other.   

 
You’re passionate about social justice. 
What do you hope this extraordinary 
year will bring for Africa’s youth, who are 
impatient for change?    
I’m a Fairtrade ambassador and hugely 
supportive of any initiatives that work to 
bring about equality of opportunity for 
people; be that because of their religion, 
race, gender, sexuality or different ability 
– whatever barrier society creates, that 
stops people moving forward to fulfil the 
potential they are uniquely blessed with.  

Africa is the most amazing continent. 
It has so many academic, intellectual, 
creative, cultural and historical resources. 
It has a sense of community and history 
and I am so proud to have a Ghanaian 
heritage and carry a Ghanaian name. We 
need to celebrate our sense of possibility 
and brilliance. I hope this year will bring a 
renewed sense of vigour and optimism in 
Africa’s youth, that they have the potential 
to do anything. It’s a thrilling time to be 
young and African, but we also need social 
justice. People need to be rewarded for their 
hard work. They need access to markets, 
running water, clean water, electricity, 
education and the internet. Access to 
opportunity is the most important thing. 

Last year was designated the Year of 
Return in Ghana and saw a huge number 
of the African diaspora visiting the 
country. Now we are ‘Beyond the Return’, 
have you made any plans to do something 
artistic in Ghana?   
There are amazing playwrights whose 
work I‘ve loved for many years and have 
produced on a small level in the past. I 
would love to produce their work on a 
much greater scale. Look at the number of 
Ghanaian creative people in all walks of 
life; from architects to museum curators, 
novelists and composers. I go to Ghana 
pretty much every year to visit family and 
friends. Recently I have been in talks with 
other Ghanaians about future projects, so 
watch this space. n

Bridgerton launches on Netflix on 25 
December

Opposite page and below:
Adjoa Andoh as Lady Danbury in the new 
Netflix period drama Bridgerton, which 
will launch on Christmas day 
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‘Our presence initially 
came through 

colonisation and slavery. 
Yet African people thrived 

and found ways to have 
significance and carve out 

a life for themselves.’

fearful for my wider artistic community. 
I’ve been pretty lucky and have worked 
solidly throughout the pandemic, but for 
friends who run theatres, from security 
and catering, to costume and set design, 
it’s been really painful. The future is quite 
frightening. 

   
Another defining moment of 2020 was the 
killing of the African-American George 
Floyd. How much of a racial reckoning 
has there been within your industry?   
I think it’s been across all industries, 
be it sport, broadcasting, education or 



A selection of 
Hajjaj's work. 
Above: 'Afrikazina'. 
Opposite 
(clockwise from 
top left): 'Acrobat', 
'Simo Gnawi', 
'Yakut' and 
'Keziah Jones'. All 
images courtesy 
of the artist

Moroccan Hassan Hajjaj has his finger firmly on the pulse of contemporary 
culture. His photographs and designs, inspired by day-to-day life, speak 

a vibrant, joyful language accessible to all. Portrait by Juliet Highet.
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Morocco is Africa’s Capital 
of Culture this year. 
Photographer and designer 
Hassan Hajjaj says: “I am 

bringing the caravan of Morocco 
to the world. My work is from 
Morocco but also London.” 

Of Moroccan birth, he has lived 
in London since he was 12, though 
he has a home, gallery and shop 
in the Medina of Marrakesh. “I 
see myself as a human being first, 
and then as a Moroccan, a North 
African, and as a Londoner.” 

In his two galleries/shops 
in Marrakesh and London, he 
displays work such as lanterns and 
ceramics by traditional Moroccan 
artisans. He has encouraged them 
to experiment using mind-blowing 
colours and patterns, giving them 
a contemporary, cool edge by 
transforming the products into 
desirably kitsch decorative and 
functional items. 

Hajjaj’s photography is essentially 
urban art, rooted in popular 
culture, with a hip-hop swagger 
and a rap edge. Although without 
a specific political agenda, his 
images are coloured with softly 
subversive, contemporary references, 
including to consumerism, cultural 
appropriation, and identity. They 
are a remix of different sources 
including sub-Saharan Africa and 
Moroccan heritage.

Because of Hajjaj’s unique 
blend of Pop Art aesthetics with 
North African culture, he has 
been dubbed: ‘the Andy Warhol 
of Marrakesh.’ “People say that”, 
he responds, “but it’s really a label 

the West has given me, because the 
West controls the art world. We 
have to fight extra hard as non-
Western artists, because of these 
labels.”

Like a rock super-star
Today, acclaimed like a 
contemporary Bob Marley or rock 
superstar, Hajjaj is a very successful 
artist, whose work is exhibited 
worldwide, including in Africa. 

In an essay titled Hassan 
Enchanting Afropolitan for a 
catalogue for a major retrospective 
of his work in late 2019, Michket 
Krifa, an author and curator, 
described Hajjaj as “a rooted 
cosmopolitan.” 

He transformed the entire 

premises of the Parisian photography 
museum (MEP) with the caravan of 
his most important photographic 
series, video works and sculptural 
installations, as well as the clothes he 
designs. 

These series include My Rock 
Stars; Gnawa Riders; Graffix from 
the Souk; Vogue, the Arab Issue and 
Kesh Angels. An iconic image from 
the series Vogue, the Arab Issue 
shows two Moroccan women sitting 
reading Vogue and Elle through 
cheap plastic winged sunglasses, 
bottles of Coca Cola on the table 
between them. 

And in Kesh Angels, his most 
famous series, the ‘models’ are 
dressed in kaftans and veils printed 
with internationally recognised logos 
such as Chanel and Louis Vuitton, 
plus socks and traditional slippers 
(babouches) stamped with brand 
names such as Nike and Adidas. 

One Kesh Angel astride a 
motorbike shows a bit of leg. 
Another veiled woman winks at 
you. The two series demonstrate 
how fusions of traditional and 
contemporary style can be hip, 
though with a gentle dig at the 
domination of global brands. 

The irony is extended, as Hajjaj 
says: “When my friends and I were 
growing up, of course we weren’t able 
to wear real brands; these imitations 
of brand names were aspirations, 
they represented hope.”

Cosmopolitan remix
How did the journey from his birth 
in 1961 in Larache, a fishing town 
in northern Morocco, to global art 

HASSAN HAJJAJ - 
THE HIP-HOP ARTIST
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“WHEN MY 
FRIENDS AND I 
WERE GROWING 
UP, OF COURSE 
WE WEREN’T 
ABLE TO WEAR 
REAL BRANDS; 
THESE IMITATIONS 
OF BRAND 
NAMES WERE 
ASPIRATIONS, 
THEY REPRESENTED 
HOPE”



recognition take place? In 1973, 
aged 12, Hajjaj left his country – 
which was suffering harsh economic 
times – together with his family to 
join his illiterate father in London. 

“It was a really tough time,” he 
says. “I found London difficult, 
strange and sad. I spent troublesome 
years trying to fit in and figure out 
what it meant to be a streetwise 
Moroccan in London during the 
70s.” 

He dropped out of school 
at 15, and odd jobs followed. 
Meanwhile London was becoming 
a cosmopolitan remix, a melting-pot 
of communities and their cultures 
from the former British Empire. 
“We’re people who’ve been moved 
around a lot, some centuries ago, or 
like me, recently.” 

But rather than confronting 
this militantly, many young people 
like Hajjaj created a multicultural 
alternative lifestyle, expressing 
themselves in music, fashion, 
cinematic and visual arts. 

In 1984 Hajjaj opened a fashion 
shop, RAP, meaning ‘Real Artistic 
People’, “because I had the courage 
and nothing to lose.” This is a label 
still attached to his street-wear 
brand of proud, loud, bold bomber 
jackets and other covetable clothes 
and accessories available in his 
outlets in London and Marrakesh.

Glamorous pop aesthetic
Simultaneously he began working 
with filmmakers and taught himself 
photography. The results created a 
“glamorous pop aesthetic, the visual 
equivalent of the samplings, mixing 
and blending essential to popular 
music since the birth of hip-hop” 
writes Michket Krifa.

But as yet the photos were 
unpublished. Hajjaj contacted 
his long-term friend Rose Issa, an 
independent curator and promoter 
of international art and film. “I 
received a mysterious phone call. 
Hassan wanted to show me some of 
his photographs.” 

And so, in pre-digital 2006, 
Hajjaj arrived at her London gallery 
with a battered suitcase packed with 
contact sheets and prints. Issa says: 
“I was astounded by the amount of 
work. No full-time artist or young 
photographer that I knew had 
gathered as many images.” 

Dakka Marrakesh (Marrakesh 
Beat) was the result of that meeting, 
his first solo exhibition in 2008 
in the UK. “He loves and has 
compassion for the underprivileged, 
ordinary people, incorporating their 
first-hand experience of street-life 
into his work,” Issa comments.

A signature aspect of Hajjaj’s 
work is the way he frames his 
photos. “In Morocco, recycling is 
something that comes naturally. 
Mothers make cans into mugs. My 
frames contain local products, such 
as tins of olives and sardines. 

“This creates a potentially 
kitsch, humorous effect. They also 
include bottle tops of what were to 
us desired brands like Coca Cola, 
referencing symbols of international 
consumerism. Nowadays, my frames 
are much more global, so if I’m 
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photographing a Nigerian, I try to 
find something Nigerian to put into 
the frames.”

Just as he did for his RAP shop, 
wherever he travels he scours the 
markets, buying cheap materials 
for the clothes he designs and as 
backgrounds for his shots, which are 
always done in the street, rather than 
a studio. 

“When people don’t have 
anything, they have to make 
something out of nothing. How can 
they still stand out, look grand? For 
people on our continent who don’t 
have money, looking great alleviates 
the pain of poverty. And this 
becomes street chic.”

Such is the global reach of Hajjaj’s 
creative recognition that Michket 
Krifa comments: “Hajjaj is at the 
centre of a genuine movement, 
driven forward by interdisciplinary 
and international artists, both 
known and lesser known, together 
forming his circle of friends.” 

An ongoing series titled My Rock 
Stars is characterised by warm, loyal 
empathy. Some of the ‘rock stars’ are 
famous, others not. Keziah Jones, 
a Nigerian hardedge funk singer/
songwriter is a global luminary; Che 
Lovelace, a Trinidadian conceptual 
artist, is not so well-known. “They’re 
a blend of people I believe in,” Hajjaj 
says. 

These include Gnawa musicians, 
whose presence in Morocco is due to 
their removal as slaves from Sub-
Saharan Africa, whom he has been 
photographing for his series called 
Gnawa Riders. 

“Nobody had documented these 
musicians, and I want to record 
them to pass it along to the younger 
generation – to give something back 
to my culture, not just take things 
away.” 

New series are in progress – 
photos of women who pick potatoes 
in the north of Morocco, another on 
acrobats in Tangier, and a third on 
women refugees in Beirut.

“I want my photography to 
communicate to somebody like 
myself, who originally wouldn’t go 
to an art gallery, as well as somebody 
who’s an intellectual. My work is an 
expression of what I feel. So I hope it 
talks for me – I want it to appeal to 
everyone, whether they’re a cleaner 
or an art critic.” n

ART

Top: Hajaj's ‘M’, 
courtesy of the 
artist

“I WANT MY 
PHOTOGRAPHY TO 
COMMUNICATE 
TO SOMEBODY 
LIKE MYSELF, 
WHO ORIGINALLY 
WOULDN’T 
GO TO AN ART 
GALLERY.”
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